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ABSTRACT 
 

Background: Clinical trials process, crucial in the healthcare sector, is getting more and 

more costly, difficult to manage, with lots of players involved and more regulation coming 

regarding data. This is why there is a need to evolve this process towards interoperability, 

more secure, more attractive to get funding, and faster to reduce cost. 

Blockchain is a technology that can provide all of these needs, in a situation with enough 

maturity being able to develop system that can be applied in the market.  

Aims: Investigate on how blockchain technology can improve clinical trial process and see 

what values can bring to the process.  

Methods: Applying a descriptive research strategy and a case study with process mapping 

to understand the clinical trial process. Doing a thematic analysis with an inductive 

approach from qualitative data using semi-structured interviews, focus group interviews, 

observations and academic research papers from the healthcare professionals and 

blockchain experts.  

Findings: The best way that blockchain technology can help the clinical trial process and 

improve it is being a disruptive innovation and what is related therein. Mostly to create a 

new market that can incentive more clinical trials funding and have a better use of the data 

gathered in the trials. 

Conclusion: The technology is ready to be applied. There are already solutions trying to 

improve the process. The main problem is that clinical trial process is so complex and 

requires so many developments, that there is a lot of work to be done before a solution can 

be accepted by different stakeholders, with all the regulations needed.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Blockchain technology is a hype right now. It is a distributed ledger technology to create 

different network of cooperation and coordination between entities and parties.  

Clinical trials are a very important element in the health sector, providing a lot of value with 

their research. But it is very costly for the sector, slow and complex. There have been many 

studies or solutions that tried to speed up the process, with sometimes, great success, but as 

well with some failures (Christel, 2015). 

As happened with internet, it is happening with blockchain now. All the initial money went 

into investments, went into the companies, and technology and infrastructure. It helped to 

develop the future of the internet the way we know it today. Right now, blockchain is in the 

lowest face of the “Gartner Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies”, more exactly in the 

“Trough of disillusionment” phase. It is starting to move to next phase called “Slope of 

enlightenment ”, where companies start to grow and the technology begins to develop finding 

niches in the market.  (“Blockchain and the Crypto Hype Cycle: Where we are at and what’s 

Coming next,” 2018). Meaning that new solutions will appear in the market, the companies 

start to see economic benefits gaining more interest. 

In the other hand, clinical trials investments and starting to grow, in a more complicated 

market, with more regulations like GDPR in Europe, with more complicated diseases 

(Handen, 2018).  

This is why more studies on how improving the clinical trial process needs to be made, and 

as mentioned, blockchain is a technology in the right point of its history that can bring a 

relevant solution to clinical trials. 

The objective of this thesis is to find how blockchain technology can help the clinical trial 

process to be faster, cheaper with the interactions of all the stakeholders that are involved. 

Researching about how blockchain can be applied in the clinical trial process, or how the 

technology can help to move it to the next level, can bring new findings on this subject that 

may be relevant for future analysis between these two-business process.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Blockchain Technology 
 

Definition  
 

After the big financial crisis in 2008, it was proven that it was, and even nowadays still is, 

very difficult for financial services and institutions to identify the right owner of a financial 

asset (including deposits, bonds, stocks, etc.). The problem is bigger when there is a need to 

trace all the owners of the transactions of one asset, in the asset’s history, and even worse in 

a global environment (Nofer, Gomber, Hinz, & Schiereck, 2017). Another issue is that 

internet commerce most of the time requires financial institutions (like banks, PayPal or 

credit card companies) serving as a third-trusted authority to process electronic transactions 

to validate, preserve and ensure the safety of these transactions, making the tracing of asset 

owners not transparent at all, costly and inefficient (Engelhardt & Espinosa, 2017). 

 Satoshi Nakamoto (fictitious name) published a paper in 2008, just after the economic crisis, 

titled “Bitcoin: A Peer-To-Peer Electronic Cash System”. It presented a peer-to-peer 

network created by different technologies, elaborating on an electronic cash system that 

allows payments on the internet from one party to the other without any middle/third party 

or financial institution. In January 2009, the first cryptocurrency units were released creating 

a digital currency called Bitcoin. The combination of the technologies inside bitcoin and its 

network, is the basis of blockchain technology (Lewis, 2015). 

The popularity of this cryptocurrency started to grow potentially, and its potential was 

analyzed by experts. Thanks to this blockchain technology mechanism inside Bitcoin, the 

technology became very interesting with a lot of potential, and started to be studied and 

applied in other industries besides finance.  

Right now, blockchain has improved from being a transaction ledger in an electronic cash 

system, to an interactive environment capable of programming “distributed reliable 

applications”  (Ramachandran & Kantarcioglu, 2018). 

Blockchain is a peer-to-peer chronical, time-stamped, auditable, incorruptible, immutable, 

distributed, transparent, decentralized digital ledger with no central authority (Puthal, Malik, 
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Mohanty, Kougianos, & Yang, 2018).  

This means that blockchain is the mechanism that orders the transactions in blocks, and links 

these blocks to distribute the transactions across all peer-to-peer network participants (Lewis, 

2015) .  

 

How Does It Work? 
 

Each transaction uses “cryptographic proof” (not “trust proof”, made by a centralize entity), 

meaning that they have attached a digital signature which is encrypted. This signature is 

called “hash”, which is a numeric stream of data composed by the content of the transaction 

(Shute, 2018). A change on any number of this hash, will change the content of the original 

transaction. It is a “one-way process”, creating what is called a “cryptographic hashing” 

technique, which is used to demonstrate the integrity of the transaction (Shute, 2018).  

The final hash code is made by all the transactions that occurred at the same time, with the 

timestamp of these transactions, and it is stored in one block (Shute, 2018).  

This timestamp shows that the data and the transactions created, have been made at a specific 

moment, in each block (Nakamoto, 2008). 

The blocks are linked because each block has the previous block’s hash code, creating a chain 

of blocks that are organized in a perfect linear and chronological order, to strengthen the link 

between the blocks, to create the blockchain (Peterson, Deeduvanu, Kanjamala, & Boles, 

2016). 

This makes the blockchain history immutable, because changing the hash that is inside of 

any block will change the hash of all the previous blocks (Peterson, Deeduvanu, Kanjamala, 

& ..., 2016). Also, this ensures the coherence and unification of the whole chain of blocks 

through the first block called ‘‘genesis block’’ (Nofer et al., 2017). 

It should be taken in consideration that cryptography is the mathematical procedure or 

techniques to secure communication and secure the data, to encrypt and decrypt the data. 

This creates a privacy for the data that enables its transmission and safe storage in any 

electronic device (Kshetri, 2017). 
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FIGURE 1.  STRUCTURE OF A CHAIN OF BLOCKS.  (PUTHAL ET AL., 2018) 

 

Before sharing this blockchain into the network, a problem has to be solved: any member of 

the network, called a node, can invent a block with unauthorized transactions, and share this 

false block to the network, to link it to the blockchain, creating a malware (Lewis, 2015). 

Solving this issue, makes it possible to create a decentralized ledger, totally independent from 

a central authority that verifies the validity of the blockchain (Peterson, Deeduvanu, 

Kanjamala, & ..., 2016). This also allows the ledger to be distributed, where all nodes of the 

network maintain a copy of the blockchain, and validate the new changes made by the whole 

community (Roma, Quarre, Israel, Johnston, & Flores, 2016). 

This issue is solved in blockchain by using consensus algorithms decided by untrusted nodes 

that will create the network, to agree on the way a new block will be accepted into the chain, 

to ensure that nothing will be manipulated. Each node that wants to be part of the network 

must accept these consensus algorithms (Nugent, Upton, & Cimpoesu, 2016). 

Once the blockchain is created and running, the new block with new timestamp transactions 

can only be added to the blockchain if the block is validated by the majority of nodes in the 

network, using this consensus mechanism (Nofer et al., 2017). 

This consensus mechanism ‘‘is the process in which a majority (or in some cases all) of 

network validators come to agreement on the state of a ledger. It is a set of rules and 

procedures that allows maintaining coherent set of facts between multiple participating 

nodes’’ (Swanson, 2015,p. 4). 

With this functionality, all the nodes have the same authority or opportunity to add a block 

into the blockchain, creating a decentralized environment protected from being damaged, not 

just by those that are part of the chain, but also by external attackers. This means that the 
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chain itself is protected from internal or external attacks (Engelhardt & Espinosa, 2017). 

Moreover, it creates a “sequential lists of transactions with identical copies shared and 

maintained by multiple parties” (Engelhardt & Espinosa, 2017) or distributed ledger, 

creating an environment that connects people or systems directly, reducing the cost and 

increasing accessibility to the data stored in the chain (Engelhardt & Espinosa, 2017). 

 

As an example, shown in Figure 2, it is possible to see the different network types (Kuo, 

Kim, & Ohno-Machado, 2017): 

1) Centralized: if there is an attack in the central authority, the whole system stops 

working (banking payment system). 

2) Decentralized: if one node is attacked or down, the rest of the network can work 

without problems, but someone still needs to authorize the transaction. 

3) Blockchain distributed: if the network is distributed with verified transactions 

using timestamp, any failure will be corrected by the proper network itself, 

authorizing the validated transaction that should be added into the system. 

 

 

FIGURE 2. CENTRALIZED VS. DECENTRALIZED VS. BLOCKCHAIN (KUO, KIM, & OHNO-MACHADO, 2017) 

There are many types of consensus algorithms that are already running and that can be 

applied within blockchain. They will be described later in this thesis. 

In the case of Bitcoin, these consensus algorithms are made by a concept called “proof-of-
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work system”. Proof-of-work (PoW) is a protocol designed to stop cyber-attacks like the 

Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attack, created in 1993 by Cynthia Dwork and Moni 

Naor (Rosic, 2017). 

 

Nakamoto adapted this PoW technique to Bitcoin, defining the need to do an expensive 

computer calculation, called “mining”, to create and add a new block composed of trustless 

timestamp transactions, into the chain of blocks (Nakamoto, 2008). The idea behind this 

proof-of-work is to verify the authenticity of a transaction, preventing the problem called 

“double-spending”, guaranteeing the integrity and consistency of all the transactions (Rosic, 

2017).  

Moreover, proof-of-work or the consensus algorithm established by the community solves 

the problem from the majority who determines the decision making to add new blocks. This 

majority decision-making is shown by the longest chain that shows the required CPU power 

to add another block and proofs the sequence of events witnessed by the network, showing 

to other nodes what happened while they were not part of the network (Nakamoto, 2008). 

This allows to incorporate new nodes into the network, or give the opportunity to the already 

existing nodes to leave and come back to the network, that creates the blockchain (Nakamoto, 

2008). 

This concept creates a record that to be able to change it, requires redoing the proof-of-work, 

making sure that it is needed at least one extra CPU power already used, bigger than the 

majority of the CPU power that the nodes have, to be able to attack the network and succeed 

(Nakamoto, 2008). 

When a node can figure out and finish the expensive computer calculation, it spreads this 

effort to the whole network and add the new block into the chain, receiving a coin as a reward 

(Nakamoto, 2008). In the beginning, by convention of the developers of the Bitcoin´s 

blockchain, the first transaction was a special transaction, giving a new coin to the node that 

created the block. This creates an incentive method for the nodes to continue working and 

giving support in the network and the blockchain (Nakamoto, 2008). 

From Nakamoto et al. 2008, in a blockchain, the sequence followed in the network are: 

1) New transactions are needed and all nodes are aware.  

2) The transactions are added into a block by each node.  
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3) Each node starts mining trying to solve difficulty of the consensus algorithm.  

4) When a node solves algorithm, it shares the block around the network.  

5) Each node from the network start to verify if the new block is correct and its 

transactions are valid.  

6) To accept this new block, the nodes from the network start creating the next block 

using the hash-code that belongs from this new block.  

 

In this first blockchain called Bitcoin, there are some weaknesses that needs to be solved, 

like the problem of losing the bitcoins with malware attacks or forgetting the public key. As 

well, some scalabilities problems that were not considered when the blockchain was 

designed, or structural problems to improve the information shared (Barber, Boyen, Shi, & 

Uzun, 2018). 

This is the main reason why blockchain technology started to be independent and evaluated 

apart from Bitcoin. But as all new disrupted technologies, it started to improve for other 

contexts.  

“The promise of blockchain technology is to enable the efficient sharing of information and 

transactions with stakeholders while ensuring data integrity and protecting patient privacy”  

(Engelhardt & Espinosa, 2017, 31), “by creating a distributed database which maintains a 

continuously growing list of transactional records organized into blocks, using consensus 

algorithms allowing untrusted parties to agree on a common state while ensuring tamper 

resistance” (Nugent et al., 2016, 2).  

 

Types of Blockchain 
 

Depending on how the identity of a node in the network is defined, and who can participate 

to execute the consensus protocol and maintain the shared ledger, it is possible to recognize 

permissioned and permission-less blockchain systems.  

Permissioned blockchain systems refers when only authorized nodes can participate in the 

network, and it is controlled by an “identity provider”. Meanwhile, the second option allows 

anybody to be part of the blockchain network to add a block to the ledger being anonymous 

(Brodersen et al. 2016).  
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At the same time, they can be divided regarding the type of permissions they are allow to 

execute. There are three permissions that can be configurated in a blockchain network 

(Carroll et al., 1991): 

1. Read: able to see the ledger and transactions. 

2. Write: able to create transactions and share them in the network. 

3. Commit: able to change and update the ledger. 

 

 

FIGURE 3 MAIN TYPES OF BLOCKCHAINS SEGMENTED BY PERMISSION MODEL. (CARROLL ET AL., 1991) 

 

To decide which type of blockchain is the best, depends on the number of nodes needed for 

the network, the value of the assets used in the blockchain and the significance on authorizing 

attested nodes in the network (Kshetri, 2017). 

 

Type of network consensus 
 

As mentioned before, network consensus decides how to add a block in the chain. 

There are many different types of networks consensus already created and working, which is 

worth to analyze for the purpose of this thesis, to show the importance of them, how flexible 

they are, and how it can impact in the final analysis. 

The most common is the proof of work (PoW), mentioned before. To add a block, it is a must 
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to solve a computationally expensive problem receiving a reward. The disadvantages are 

huge energy expenditures to make it work and ‘51% attack’ (Peterson, Deeduvanu, 

Kanjamala, & Boles, 2016). 

Proof of Stake (PoS), created by a network called Ethereum, relies the decision-making 

power depending on the proportion of steak held by an entity, which is limited depending on 

the percentage of his ownership of the stake, letting mine only this percentage. The problem 

is that small number of entities have the majority stake and ‘51% attack’ (Bentov, Lee, 

Mizrahi, & Rosenfeld, 2014). 

Proof of activity, which is a combination of the previous. It starts as a standard PoW and then 

switches to PoS. Same problem as the previous (Bentov et al., 2014). There are many others 

like Delegated Proof-of-Stake (DPoS), Leased Proof of Stake (LPoS), Proof of elapsed time 

(PoET), Proof of Importance, Capacity or Burn (Tyler Jenks, n.d.). It is even possible to 

create what best suits the network and the project, like solution proposed in Peterson et al. 

2016, dividing it in four different phases for a healthcare project.  

To find the best consensus for a specific network, the following criteria need to be considered 

(Tyler Jenks, n.d.): 

1) The extension and scalability of the project 

2) Type of blockchain 

3) Performance requirements 

4) Tokenized chain 

 

Why Blockchain is Useful? 
 

Blockchain as the technology itself can be very useful and beneficial for companies or 

institutions that would like to add as part of their system. It can create value by defining new 

business models, optimizing ecosystems by exchanging value, reducing risk and being more 

secure (IBM, 2018): 

1. It reduces complexity: it is a “single, shared, tamper-evident ledger” storing 

everything in timeline order, without letting to delete any transaction. 

2. All parties must agree with the consensus to add information. 

3. Speed up the transaction process making it more affordable and secure, as everyone 

can have access to it (distributed) and permissioned with confidentiality. 
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But, to make blockchain useful and get the most out of the technology, the business operation 

or process must, according to (Liebl, 2018): 

… demand the use of audit trail: to be analyzed with reliable documentation and timeline 

order.  

… demand transparency: honesty for the data and the process with retrospective 

immutability, defined execution to share values, protection of rights and agreement among 

participants. 

… has many independent stakeholders: reducing cost and time between interactions.  

… benefits from a decentralized organization and control mechanism: consensus about 

status quo from stakeholders to validate and lead processes autonomously in a peer-to-peer 

decentralized network. 

 

 

FIGURE 4. MAIN CHARACTERIZES OF BLOCKCHAIN (IBM, 2018) 

 

Smart Contract 
 

Smart contracts are becoming one of the essential parts of blockchain, giving a new 

characteristic to influence how the data can be used and controlled, making sure that a 

relationship between two or more parties  is established and compliant with the agreement of 

a contract (Engelhardt & Espinosa, 2017). The objective is to make sure that the terms of a 

contract will be respected using computer protocols interacted with user interfaces (Nofer et 

al., 2017). The concept was stablished by Nick Szabo in 1994 discussing a “a computerized 

transaction protocol … to satisfy common contractual conditions … minimize exceptions 

both malicious and accidental … to minimize the need for trusted intermediaries”.   

The main  characteristics of smart contracts are (Meitinger, 2017): 

➢ Assure that the contract will carry out accurately. 

➢ Difficult to be changed or altered by malicious nodes. 
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➢ The transactions are executed until the end. 

➢ Imposed by the network: they are self-governed and cannot be stopped or modify. 

➢ Auditable: all the transaction and data are stored in the chain using digital signatures. 

Smart contracts are located on the top layer of the blockchain architecture, ensuring that the 

transaction and execution is also saved in the blockchain.  

 

There are two types of data storage (Ramachandran & Kantarcioglu, 2018): 

1) State storage: variables needed to stablish the smart contract. 

2) Event logs: permanent sequence of events created by the smart contract that executed 

external functionalities when the contract was triggered. 

They are executed by transactions sent in the network between two parties which launches 

all the events already configurated in the smart contract, making sure that all the conditions 

have been fulfilled to be able to exchange the value between both parties (Ramachandran & 

Kantarcioglu, 2018).  

 

 

FIGURE 5. BLOCKCHAIN’S ARCHITECTURE 
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Clinical Research  
 

Definition  
 

It is important to understand that clinical trials are a subtype of clinical research (FDA, 2018). 

Clinical research is created to develop new knowledge that determine the evolution and 

creation of new drugs, the improvement of healthcare processes, or new solutions for medical 

care (Gallin & Ognibene, 2007). The focal areas are diagnoses, causes of the disease, care 

and cure (R., 2011). A good definition of clinical research is “the branch of medical science 

that determines the safety and effectiveness of medications, devices, diagnostic products, and 

treatments intended for human use. These may be used for prevention, treatment, diagnosis 

or for relief of symptoms in a disease” (R., 2011).  

Within clinical research, there are different kinds: treatment research, prevention research, 

diagnostic research, screening research, quality of life research, genetic research, etc. (FDA, 

2018). But the most relevant for this thesis are clinical trials. 

 

Clinical Trials 
 

A clinical trial is the type of clinical research when a study of medication or devices is needed, 

mainly to “evaluate or test” any medication or medical interventions (FDA, 2018). 

The definition of clinical trials from Law on Medicines and Royal Decree 561/1993 is:  

“Any experimental assessment of a substance or medicine, through its administration or 

application to humans, focusing on one of the following purposes: 

1. To find out its pharmacodynamic effects or collect data referring to its absorption, 

distribution, metabolism and excretion in the human organism; 

2. To establish its efficiency for a specific therapeutic, prophylactic or diagnostic 

indication; 

3. To find out the profile of its adverse reactions and establish its safety. 

4. Any study in which the subjects are assigned to one therapeutic intervention group 

or another at random, or which directly or indirectly conditions the habitual medical 
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prescription process shall always be considered an experimental assessment. 

5. Any study in which an unauthorized substance is used as a pharmaceutical specialty 

or a pharmaceutical specialty is used in conditions of use which are different from 

the authorized ones shall always be considered an experimental assessment”. 

 

Normally, a clinical trial follows four different phases depending on the purpose to find 

different answer. This ranges from studies in a small group of people in a safe environment 

to post-marketing studies once the drug is approved (FDA, 2018). 

 

As well, there are different types of clinical trials depending many factors. The first relevant 

approach is regarding what they can measure (Wise et al., 2018): 

➢ Randomized or explanatory clinical trials: focuses on measure the benefits that can 

produce a medical care in the best conditions, the efficacy. 

➢ Pragmatic trials: focuses on the effectiveness of a trial in real conditions to inform 

different choices in the medical care.  

Regarding the types of sponsors there are two different types (Hollon, 2000): 

➢ Commercially sponsored clinical trials: which are sponsored for a commercial 

purpose which can be public, private, or collaboration between both.  

➢ Non-commercially clinic trials: initiated by academic investigators for a science 

purpose. 

 

Clinical trials are very regulated for ethical and safety reasons. There are many entities in 

different countries that makes sure the phases are accomplished in a proper way with full 

consent and understands of the people involved (UK Clinical Trials Gateway, 2018).  

To undertake a clinical trial, it is a must for the researchers, even before the initiation of the 

trial, to follow rules and legislations. An example of these regulations and legislations are 

“Medicines for Human Use (Clinical Trials) Regulations 2004” from the United Kingdom, a 

European country with rules defined by European Union (EU) and following same 

procedures as other European countries. 

The first step for the researchers is to study the objective of the research, risks and 

inconveniences of the trial. Then, collect all this information to be approved by board 
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members clinicians, creating as well, a point of contact to be able to share the information 

about the trial (concerns and benefits), when needed. While doing this, it is essential to find 

the funding for the trial (UK Clinical Trials Gateway, 2018). 

For the approval part, the trial needs to go throw an “independent scientific review” where 

the protocol design for the trial needs to be validated by an external group of researchers. 

Then, the “ethics committee” will inspect the protocol to make sure that the trial will worth 

more than the side effects, the data from and for given to the patient are correct, 

compensations needed for the trial, and that the process while the trial is running will follow 

the rules. This committee is allowed to make changes and stop the trial at any time (UK 

Clinical Trials Gateway, 2018).  

To make sure the place where the trial will be executed is done by the “site-specific 

assessment” (SSA). The dependencies and the staff must be qualified to start the trial.  

Also, it is possible that a “data monitoring committee” analyze the data produced for the trial 

to make sure the outcomes are correct and are not harm any patient. For this purpose, audit 

the data in a fast way is very well required (UK Clinical Trials Gateway, 2018). 

It is a very long process, where many stakeholders are involved, from ethics committee, 

governmental institutions, private companies, to different departments within a hospital, and 

lots of healthcare professionals during the process. With a lot of legislations and regulations 

that need to be followed depending on the country and environment that the trial is being 

executed, as well as economic and reputational interest (ibid). 

 

In Europe, there is a clinical trial regulation standard called Good Clinical Practice 

Regulation from Regulation (EU) No 536/2014 controlled by European Clinical Trials 

Directive and European Medicines Evaluation Agency (EMEA) (“Clinical Trial Approval in 

Europe - EUPATI,” n.d.). All clinical trials must follow at least 13 points that always are 

being revised by EU, always focusing with reducing side effects and creating more safety for 

the patients and participants during the trial (ibid).  

All European countries must follow these regulations, but even clinical trials conducted 

outside the EU, but mentioned for an application inside the EU, must follow the regulatory 

requirements applicable in the EU (ibid).  

Each EU country, as well, have their own national competent authorities in charge of the 
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authorization of medicines per country, for those medicines that have not been approved by 

the centralized procedure in the UE (in charge of approving medicines in all EU countries) 

(“National competent authorities (human) | European Medicines Agency,” n.d.). In case of 

Denmark, the national competent authority is called Danish Medicines Agency. Their job is 

to authorize and inspect all pharmaceutical institutions or medical licenses in Denmark, 

monitor side effects from clinical trials and medical products, finance decisions regarding 

drugs, organizing and maintaining the pharmacy industry in Denmark ( Danish Medicines 

Agency, n.d.).    

 

Data Challenges for Clinical Trials 
 

Due to the specific guiding regulation, time expended, and results, clinical trials are a very 

challenging process. One out of 10 drugs in phase 1 goes to the market, and right now it can 

be around 278000 trials running in the word (“Trends, Charts, and Maps - 

ClinicalTrials.gov,” 2018). Developing a drug from the scratch to market can be expensive, 

costing into the billions of dollars (Angeletti, Chatzigiannakis, & Vitaletti, 2017). Meanly, 

this money is spent in retaining and enlisting the right patients for the trials (around 5% of 

the patients can be useful for the trial which are participating) (Angeletti et al., 2017). 

There are more than 244000 trials in the world running, and 42000 needs patients with 

specific criteria, difficult to find, creating delays in the development of the trial (ibid). Data 

is very important in this aspect, 85% of the patient have fear of sharing personal health data, 

and how this data is anonymized. 71% would share their data if it will be anonymized in a 

secure way (ibid).  

The manageliability of the data also creates a big barrier, not only for the regulatory affairs 

as explained before (to legally control trials in long terms) but also for social aspects. Society 

want to know how these trials improve the population, see and understand the data that can 

provide a susceptible business surroundings to create more innovative drugs. If the data is 

shared, pharma companies can see how the society respond to their researches, find the right 

patients and move faster with the collaboration with other companies (Wise et al., 2018).   

Another challenge is the fraud and misconduct that the data can collect or have in a trial, 

caused by the need of sharing the data between all stakeholders involved. As trials are in a 
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complex scenario, most of the time misconduct can happen because of poor management 

capabilities and failures in taking care of the trial. As well, as there could be a big financial 

profit and reputation with important competitors, delivery actions or frauds happen for 

personal benefits, altering the whole study with negative and untrusted results. These 

challenges make clinical trials “very vulnerable to fraud due to no effective mechanism in 

place for detecting, investigating and prosecuting fraud in most of the countries” (Gupta, 

2013, 147).(George, 2016)(George, 2016)  

 

Blockchain in Clinical Trials 
 

It is necessary to learn and analyze from other projects which combined blockchain to solve 

clinical trials issues. The researcher will have new insights and different points of views on 

the possibilities of blockchain in clinical trials.  

For each clinical trial there are many stakeholders involved, creating a complex environment 

with logistic problems, potential fraud and abuses. The majority of them require access to the 

data created in the trial, from action of creating support and sponsors, to review and audit the 

data to detect adverse events (Roma et al., 2016). The agility of the trial, the size, the cost-

benefit approach, and the security are essential requirements to create a great environment 

where the clinical trial could accelerate and get the perfect cost-beneficial point. This is only 

possible with the right tools, platform, technology and infrastructure (Roma et al., 2016). 

That is why a cloud-based blockchain solution is presented. It can speed up the process by 

offering an already platform that can be used straight away, even for small trials (Roma et 

al., 2016).  

IBM Institute for Business Value, 2016 assures from COMPare (company monitoring trials), 

that nine out 67 trials that wanted to share their information, succeeded properly. That’s why 

they confirm, with 200 healthcare trailblazers and different healthcare organizations, that 

clinical trials are in top three that can benefit the most using blockchain technology, and also 

on the top list to create new business models. 
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FIGURE 6- TOP BLOCKCHAIN-ENABLED BUSINESS MODELS (IBM INSTITUTE FOR BUSINESS VALUE, 2016) 

Blockchain can have a big impact in clinical trials as it will improve the tracking, sharing, 

and security of the data using a peer-to-peer decentralized tracking system to share the data 

for research purpose and, at the same time, creating transparency and security for the patient’s 

community. It can create a new system for clinical research methodology while improving 

the trust and security for research and patient communities (Benchoufi & Ravaud, 2017).  

The cryptographic validation will create the integrity and honesty of the data erasing the fraud 

and misconduct proving the content of the data. The timestamp will prove the deposition of 

the data, creating traceability and historicity to be able to shared it along all stakeholders. 

Identity is possible as blockchain is built upon its predecessor and immutability with the 

concept that all the blocks are connected and encrypted (Shute, 2018). 

 

With all these characteristics, it will be possible to create trusted medical institutions as 

sources that obtains the data, assuring patient´s privacy, transparency and traceability of the 

data aggregation process to make it simpler for healthcare institutions, researchers and 

biobanks to collect data for the trial (Brodersen et al., 2016b). 

It is important, at the same time, that the healthcare providers balance patient information 

with privacy, access, and completeness with cost control. The application layers that can be 

built on top of blockchain, like smart contracts, can create this balance (Engelhardt & 

Espinosa, 2017). Furthermore, blockchain’s public-private key mechanism can protect 

underlying patient identities. It is possible to disconnect the patient identity with the data 

associated to the blockchain, and link it again when the identity needs to be known so 
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stakeholders can run reports from the data. Smart contracts could enable to create trigger 

automatic notifications when specific data events happen, to be sent to the right management 

board and interested stakeholders (Roma et al., 2016). Specifically in clinical trials, smart 

contracts could be used (Nugent et al., 2016): 

1. To create a regulator contract using a data structure with clinical trial authorization 

(CTA) details managed by regulators applying off-chain license agreements.  

2. To create a trial contract for every clinical trial that the regulator is managing, with 

permission logic, to store the trial protocol and to ensure the agreements of the trials.  

 

 

FIGURE 7. A PRIVATE BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK CONSISTING OF REGULATORS, PHARMA AND CONTRACT RESEARCH 

ORGANIZATIONS : (NUGENT ET AL., 2016). 

 

There are different governmental and academical institutions already working on blockchain 

solutions. IBM Watson Health is working in collaboration with the American Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) in a scalable system to share healthcare data using blockchain in a 

secure and efficient way since 2017 (IBM, 2017). In 2018 in Europe, the European 

Commission launched the “EU Blockchain Observatory and Forum” to assist and find 

potential developments into blockchain to reinforce the commitment of Europe into 

blockchain activities. Followed by other incentive like “European Innovation Council” with 

prizes or special founding for blockchain projects (European Comission, 2017).  

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) is elaborating a large-scale project called 

Enigma, where the user was control of his own data whom can balance how to share this data 

and to whom, which data can be public and what data can be shared between validated 

authorities (Benchoufi & Ravaud, 2017)  
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Summary 
 

To summarize, blockchain creates a system to share information and/or able to exchange 

assets without a third trustful party. This system defines a protocol or consensus algorithm to 

establish mutual trust to validate the transactions on an equality environment, with a hash 

code, timestamped and digital signed, encrypting the information and transactions (Puthal et 

al., 2018) creating a long data (lifetime history of data related to an entity) (IBM Institute for 

Business Value, 2016). As well, it is possible to say that there are four fundamental proof 

concepts for blockchain: identity, timestamping, content, and immutability, that makes this 

technology very powerful and useful to share and reduce data falsification, in a so regulated 

sector like healthcare (Shute, 2018).  

The implication of blockchain’s potential is that it could store clinical trial data in a cheaper 

way, improve collaboration and transparency between all stakeholders, and thereby provide 

tamper resistance. Government regulators will have at their disposal a system allowing them 

to make a real time analysis for the clinical trials and control its right behavior for the 

patient’s treatment, speeding up the regulatory approval process and audit them in an easy 

way. As well, research organizations could elaborate specific IT solutions on top of 

blockchain technology, using for example smart contracts, or solutions that can be from 

specific front-end applications to connect with other IT systems or clinical equipment, to 

elaborate own APIs used by third party companies or collaborators to create new business 

model with the outcome of the clinical trial study.   
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METHODOLOGY  
 

Introduction 
 

Upon research, the Research Onion framework offers a methodology research that can be 

applied for this thesis, and determines how the research will be conducted. The aim of this 

thesis is to figure out how blockchain technology can improve the process of a clinical trial. 

As there are many stakeholders involved during the clinical trial process, and blockchain is 

the most relevant technology to share and create value sharing data, the use of this 

technology may be a good candidate to improve the process. Not only is there potential to 

affect the process itself, but it also could contribute to improving the clinical trial 

environment by creating new business models, and new partnerships into the clinical trials 

environment. In order to do so, there are different challenges that need to be solved. First, 

the research question has to be allocated. As well, the research method needed and the 

techniques required, plan of the research, data analysis, ethical considerations, limitations 

and challenges found during the research, will be discussed in this chapter. 

 

Research Topic – Research Question 
 

A research question is the focus of the research and answering it has to be the main purpose 

of the study. Often there are more than one question that need to be answered, but mainly 

there is one question that has to be followed, which has to be accurately and clearly defined 

(Feldt, 2010). 

Therefore, the first goal is to find the appropriate research question, through the different 

research questions that may come up during the investigation of the topic of the research, to 

identify the main problem of the research. As there are many aspects to take into 

consideration during the investigation, one research question may not be enough to 

understand properly the focus point of the research (Feldt, 2010). The best approach is 

starting with associated research questions that will enclose the whole purpose of the 
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research, and then summarized all of them in one final research question, so that nothing 

will be omitted (Feldt, 2010). The associated research questions of this thesis are:  

• What is the process of a Clinical Trial with all the stakeholders and principal steps?  

• How effective is Blockchain technology in healthcare?  

• What are the main advantages, challenges and solutions that Blockchain can bring into the 

Clinical Trial process?  

These lead to an exploratory, relationship type research question (Feldt, 2010): 

➢ How can blockchain technology be leveraged to improve the process in clinical 

trials? 

Focusing on this research question, learning from each step and collecting the right data 

will give the full picture of how blockchain technology can help to improve the clinical trial 

process. First, it is necessary to map the clinical trial process, understand how it works and 

the main challenges that is suffering nowadays. Then it is important to collect and 

understand the main points of the technology, if it can be applied.  Finally, an assessment 

will be created taking the above-mentioned issues into consideration. 

Type of Research 
 

Beforehand, it is necessary for the author to position between basic research or applied 

research for the aim of the thesis, to start figuring out the type of research that will be 

created. With basic research the objective is to expand general knowledge of processes and 

management of general interest, leading into universal principals that can be used in any 

other studies to improve general understanding. While applied research improves a 

particular problem, creating a solution of a particular problem (Bentley, Gulbrandsen, & 

Kyvik, 2015).  

For this thesis in particular, the main reason is to solve or improve a specific problem or 

environment such as the clinical trial process, mainly to find an example of how effective 

blockchain technology could be for the healthcare environment. Once the discussion is 

done, the idea is to find the main challenges that this technology has, and understand them, 
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to create better knowledge on how blockchain works, which can then be applied to another 

process or circumstances within the healthcare environment.  Regarding this purpose, this 

research will be mostly applied research since the goal of this thesis examines the traits of 

blockchain and clinical trials to see how they can work together for process improvement.  

The nature of the research requires finding the right methodology to execute the research 

idea. There are three choices: exploratory, descriptive or explanatory nature for the research 

(M. Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2008, 139-141).  

The purpose of this thesis examines how blockchain technology and the clinical trial 

process can work together, so mainly it will be a descriptive research (which by definition 

intends to explore and explain while providing additional information about both topics (M. 

Saunders et al., 2008, 140)) Obtaining the relevant knowledge on both topics is 

fundamental for achieving the outcome of thesis.  

Additionally, it is worth noting that the thesis also features elements of the exploratory 

approach, specifically “studying a situation or a problem in order to explain the 

relationships between variables” (M. Saunders et al., 2008, 140), to understand blockchain 

technology and find the right angle that can fit into the clinical trial process. Within this 

exploratory nature, it will be necessary to map the clinical trial process, to observe and 

acquire enough knowledge to see the challenges, to understand the process and get the 

insights from it.    

Research Design – Research Onion 

  
The principal challenge for descriptive research is to find the ideal way to collect the 

necessary and more relevant data as the final result will be influenced by this decision. To 

do so, once the research questions were defined, it is important to clarify the most 

convenient research design that will conduct to find the best way to collect data. Saunders 

et al (2008) proclaim that one of the best ways to define the philosophy, research 

approaches, research strategy, time horizons, as well as data collection techniques and 

analysis procedures is to follow the framework called research onion, which represents the 

layers that should be studied to develop the research strategy. Furthermore, the purpose of 
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the layers is to create a tool that let us define the research design enclosing, in detail inside 

each layer, several stages of the process. 

The following section will discuss the different elements of the research onion framework 

to cover all layers, one by one in order to clarify the research process to find the right 

research strategy or methodology. 

 

FIGURE 8. THE RESEARCH ONION (M. SAUNDERS ET AL., 2008) 

 

First Layer – Philosophy 

Research philosophy is associated with “the development of knowledge and the nature of 

that knowledge that provides important assumptions about the way in which you view the 

world” (M. Saunders et al., 2008,107). The assumptions taken from a research philosophy 

give the justification for how the research will proceed. It defines the way that the research 

process will be conducted and it will influence on how the research design will be (M. L. 

Saunders, 2017). The experts on the field distinguish a good quantity of different 

philosophies that a research can rely on while conducting a research. 
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To apply all these research philosophies, Saunders et al, 2018, defines a research paradigm 

which is one way to examine social phenomenon, with the possibility of getting particular 

understanding of these phenomena trying to obtained explanations from them. 

Saunders et al (2008) explain three different groups, which define the research paradigm: 

ontology, epistemology and axiology, related with what they are concern about, and four 

main research philosophies within the scope of business research (pragmatism, positivism, 

realism or interpretivism). At first reading, these philosophies appear quite profound and 

complicated to understand. However, after investigating them and doing a careful reading, 

it is possible to mix them creating a good research paradigm to apply the research 

philosophies that most suit the research question of this thesis. Rather, the idea is not to 

pick one or find all of them that suits perfectly. The idea “is to enhance your understanding 

of the way in which we approach the study of our particular field of activity” (M. Saunders 

et al., 2008,109). 

The next step is to understand these philosophies properly, generate research paradigms and 

understand the purpose for them for this thesis (Dudovskiy, 2018). Then, analyze this 

within the other four research philosophies.  The concept is about using many philosophies, 

mixed them to get the right answer. So, it is more appropriate to start defining the first three 

groups, and then analyze the concept of the four main research philosophies. 

This picture from Dudovskiy, 2018, shows how the research philosophies can impact the 

choice of the research design: 

 

FIGURE 9. IMPACT OF RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY ON THE CHOICE OF RESEARCH METHOD (DUDOVSKIY, 2018) 
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Ontology 

The main objective of ontology is to address the nature of reality. It should make the own 

thoughts about how the world behaves and operates to the commitment for his particular 

views. Ontology talks about the difference between reality, the perception of reality, the 

perception of reality and how this can influence the research (M. Saunders et al., 2008,110).   

This philosophical approach is associated with the determination of whether social entities 

should be understandable as objective or subjective. For this reason, objectivism (or 

positivism) and subjectivism are two important aspects of ontology (Dudovskiy, 2018). 

- Subjectivism, also known as constructionism or interpretivism, holds the point of 

view that social phenomena are determined from the perceptions and actions that social 

actors do consequentially. Moral statements can be true or not depending on the attitudes 

and perceptions. The concept also refers that it is important to explore subjective meanings 

on why the social actors create the actions, to understand these actions and create the social 

phenomena (Dudovskiy, 2018). Moreover, these social phenomena are in constant state of 

revision regarding on the process of social interaction (M. Saunders et al., 2008,111). 

 - Objectivism, related to positivism, describes the world in a way which social 

entities exist in reality externally to social actors. Objectivism “is an ontological position 

that asserts that social phenomena and their meanings have an existence that is 

independent of social actors” (Dudovskiy, 2018). Meaning that moral values are absolute 

truths and never changes, with the application of logical rules and moral affirmations.  

Reflects the contrary of subjectivism. 

This thesis will feature a subjectivism approach mainly because the data collected will 

feature interviews with experts in the field regarding their experiences relevant to 

blockchain and/or clinical trials. The outcome of the research is flexible and depends upon 

how the researcher determines the opinions of each participant and interprets these 

findings. 

Epistemology 

Epistemology deals with the sources of knowledge. Epistemology is from Greek episteme 

meaning knowledge, understanding, or belief. Epistemology “is concerned with 

possibilities, nature, sources and limitations of knowledge in the field of study” 
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(Dudovskiy, 2018). It could also study on the criteria on how the research classifies what 

could be accepted as knowledge, how and what it is possible to know. “What is knowledge 

and what are the sources and limits of knowledge” (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008).  

There are four different categories for the sources of knowledge regarding business 

research (Dudovskiy, 2018): 

1. Intuitive knowledge: intuition, faith, beliefs etc. Based more in feelings than in 

facts. 

2. Authoritarian knowledge: information gathered from books, research papers, 

experts, and not from your own thoughts. 

3. Logical knowledge: creation of new knowledge based on the study and a logical 

reason 

4. Empirical knowledge: objectives facts that are true, established and are 

demonstrable. 

The best approach for this thesis, is having sources from authoritarian and logical 

knowledge. For this case, it is really important to understand about the themes that the 

researcher is going to focus, mainly from research papers and experts in the field. But in the 

end, a logical reasoning is needed with the data gathered, doing an analysis with the 

findings and the learnings obtained during the research, to present the results. 

Axiology 

Axiology is a branch of philosophy that studies judgements about the value (M. Saunders et 

al., 2008).  It is important as it express the value created in all the stages of the research 

process is credible or not, regarding the judgement the research does during the elaboration 

of the thesis. The choices made for the elaboration of the study, such as philosophical 

choices, data collection, reflects what the researcher thinks is more important, and shows 

the value that the study will have (Dudovskiy, 2018).  

Four main research philosophies 

At this point, it is the time to present the four main philosophical theories: 

➢ Positivism: considers that the only means of knowledge is the experience verified or 

verified through the senses. The scientific method is the most appropriate to 
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discover knowledge about the processes by which both physical and human events 

occur (M. Saunders et al., 2008). 

➢ Realism: considers that the reality and the human mind are independent. It can be 

divided into two groups:  

1. Direct realism:  can be described as “what you see is what you get” (M. 

Saunders et al., 2008). It means that shows the world as it is, without the 

interpretation of human senses. Human feelings cannot change the 

interpretation of real world.  

2. Critical realism: the real world is distortion by the feelings of the human 

being. It is the contrary of direct realism. It points out how often our 

senses deceive us through the sensations and interpretations (M. 

Saunders et al., 2008). 

➢ Interpretivism: emphasizes the differences between conducting research among 

people rather than objects. The access to reality, which can be a the real one or 

socially constructed, is only through social norms such as language, consciousness, 

shared meanings, and instruments. Understand the humans beliefs and actions from 

the regulated rules or norms (M. Saunders et al., 2008).  

➢ Pragmatics: concepts are relevant only if they support actions. It “recognizes that 

there are many different ways of interpreting the world and undertaking research, 

that no single point of view can ever give the entire picture and that there may be 

multiple realities” (M. Saunders et al., 2008). The main issue is the research 

question, letting mix different approaches to answer it.  

Once all these philosophical theories are understood, it is possible to create and apply the 

research paradigms to find out the best approach for this thesis. As we can see in these 

tables from Dudovskiy et al. 2018, he explores and creates the philosophical paradigms 

from Saunders et al. 2008 work, making it easier to find the best philosophies to be applied 

into the main research question to generate a good research design: 
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FIGURE 10. AXIOLOGY FOR RELEVANT DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES (DUDOVSKIY,  2018) 

 

 

FIGURE 11. ONTOLOGY OF RESEARCH PHILOSOPHIES IN BUSINESS RESEARCH (DUDOVSKIY, 2018) 
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FIGURE 12. EPISTEMOLOGY OF POPULAR RESEARCH PHILOSOPHIES IN BUSINESS RESEARCH (DUDOVSKIY, 2018) 

The epistemology paradigm will be applied for this research, as it is important to find 

acceptable and demonstrable knowledge of the entities. Principally empirical, applying a 

pragmatism philosophy, letting for the main source of data, the knowledge and the 

understanding of clinical trials will be from an expert resource, like an entity (hospital 

department), and an expert in the field, like a doctor or a clinical trial expert with subjective 

meanings.  

Second Layer – Research Approach   

Once studied the different philosophies and seen the perspective where this thesis will be 

conducted with the objective of answering the research question, it is necessary to move to 

the next layer.  

Research approach is the strategy or program to conduct the research (Creswell, 2013), to 

define the right data collection and analysis. In this layer, there are three components that 

are influenced by the research approach, which are interconnected: the philosophical 

assumptions, the different methods or procedures and the research design (Creswell, 2013): 
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FIGURE 13. A FRAMEWORK FOR RESEARCH (CRESWELL, 2013) 

There are three main research approach: deductive, inductive or abductive. 

Deductive goes from theory to data. Once the theory is found, it is necessary to apply it in a 

specific phenomenon. With the data that has been recollected, it is necessary to approve or 

disapprove the theory that has been applied into the phenomena (M. Saunders et al., 

2008,124) 

Inductive goes from data first to theory.  The objective is to create your own theory, 

working the opposite way than the deductive approach. First starts with the research 

question, then observation and studies, analysis and finally come up with a theory or 

conclusion. (M. Saunders et al., 2008,125). 

Abductive goes from data to theories as well, but it is assuming to have a weakness amount 

of data but enough necessary to formulate some theories that should be correct (Dudovskiy, 

2018). 

The aim of this thesis is to find out if it is possible to apply blockchain technology into the 

healthcare sector, more specifically into the clinical trials process. For this reason, the 

research will discover a new conclusion or assessment showing the challenges and 

opportunities for this technology, generating a mix between inductive and deductive 

approach to generate an appropriate assessment from the data. At some points during the 

research, it will be inductive, as the idea is to find a final conclusion, but a new theory will 
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not be discovered. As well, some theories will be applied during the research to create more 

value to the analyzed data. 

Third Layer – Strategy Approach  

Once the research question, research nature, research approach and research design have 

been studied and analyzed for the purpose of the thesis, it is time to see how they influence 

into the research strategy.  

Research strategy is the plan that the researcher will follow to achieve the research goal. It 

is possible to mix some research strategies, and there is not a way to specify that one is 

better than the other, but the main challenge of strategy research is “whether it will enable 

you to answer your particular research question(s) and meet your objectives” (M. 

Saunders et al., 2008, 141). 

There are many research strategies, as it is possible to see from the University of Southern 

California Libraries, 2016 article and Saunders et al. 2008 book.  For this thesis, it will be 

presented only those that are relevant for it, explaining why they will be useful and their 

purpose.  

The objective of the thesis is to see how blockchain technology can help and improve 

clinical trials within the healthcare sector. It seems that blockchain will disrupt the 

healthcare industry for many reasons, principally for its security, the availability to add data 

and the concept of sharing the data that belongs to a reliable person (Baker, 2017). This is 

the reason why the researcher of this thesis decided to find a real healthcare process or 

environment where blockchain technology could be applied and create an assessment of the 

capability that blockchain can disrupt the healthcare environment. For this reason, and 

because it has been found a great and important collaboration, the clinical trial process was 

chosen.  

To answer properly the research question, it is necessary to divide the research in different 

process: 

1) Understand both scenarios: blockchain technology and clinical trial process. 

2) Find how both entities can match, their challenges and possible improvement 

into the process. 
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3) The research strategy for the first approach will be a mixed of descriptive 

research strategy and case study, applying process mapping to outline the 

clinical trial process. 

Descriptive research strategy will be applied to the collaboration with Nordsjællands 

Hospital in Hillerød (Denmark). The main source of data for the knowledge and 

understanding of clinical trials will be obtained by interviews from experts in the field, such 

as doctors or nurse researches. And observations from a specific location such as a specific 

department in a hospital. The idea behind this approach is to understand the clinical trial 

process, answer the question about how  it works, and see the current process within the 

hospital, regarding their work method and variables, in a natural environment (University 

of Southern California Libraries, 2016). The same method will be applied to get the 

knowledge for blockchain technology. Finding and approaching experts from the field, 

within companies or universities, will provide the resources needed for the research. 

For this thesis research, a case study is also used. In a case study, the researchers will try to 

find patterns with an in-depth study of the process in a real-life context, having an empirical 

enquiry to narrow down into the process, to find challenges or examples where blockchain 

technology can help. “It is useful when not much is known about an issue or phenomenon” 

(University of Southern California Libraries, 2016). Using this strategy approach, it will 

help to use different data collection techniques, such as interviews, group interviews, 

observations or academic research analysis, using a triangulate resource of data, to ensure 

that the data that has been collected is relevant and precise (M. Saunders et al., 2008, 147).  

Once the data has been collected and analyzed, with process mapping the research will be 

able to map the clinical trial process. Creating a visual aid can show how the inputs and 

tasks are related, highlighting the steps requited to create a desired output. It helps to 

organize the whole work that an organization is doing, to determine who is doing the job, 

the challenges and the input data needed, to identify the patterns relevant for the process 

(Wickramasinghe, 2014, 2). It is useful when not much is known about a phenomenon, 

such as in the case of this thesis investigation of the potential of blockchain to improve the 

clinical trial process. The benefits using this strategic helps to find out the “current state” of 
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the process, to evaluate the challenges for future improvements, that, for example, 

blockchain technology could make (Wickramasinghe, 2014, 3). 

For the second approach, the analysis will be done with the data collected throw 

observations or interviews, and the results founds from the previous analysis (case study). 

The objective is to predict and explain the behavior of blockchain within healthcare, and 

find patterns from the data collected. The concept is to start with a research question, 

collect data, then review this data by coding it, creating categories, which are the bases of 

the new theory (M. Saunders et al., 2008).  

Fourth Layer - Choices  

This layer focuses on the ways to use quantitative and qualitative methods for the research 

purposes, answering: What is the best method for this thesis? Furthermore, this layer 

determines whether a mix of method is useful (M. Saunders et al., 2008). Beforehand, it is 

necessary to remember that quantitative is a data collection technique that generates or uses 

numerical data. Meanwhile, qualitative is the contrary, the technique to explore personal 

accounts, descriptions and opinions (M. Saunders et al., 2008, 151). 

As well, now it is the time to remark that this thesis will have a qualitative design, and is 

more related to inductive approach, instead of quantitative design. With a social 

constructivism perspective, and the interpretation of the research will be based on a mixture 

of researcher perspective and data collected, suits better with qualitative design 

(Dudovskiy, 2018). It will help to deal with sentences and questions, and not connected 

with numbers, to examine relationships among entities: the blockchain technology and the 

clinical trial process (Dudovskiy, 2018). More information and explanation will be 

presented in the chapter about the sixth layer, and the data analysis from this thesis. 

There are three different type of methods (M. Saunders et al., 2008, 152): 

➢ Mono-method: it is either qualitative or quantitative method. Only one of them. 

Regarding the demands of the philosophy, and used strategies, may help to choose 

this method. 

➢ Mixed-methods: uses both qualitative and quantitative methods for analyzing or 

gathering the data. It is possible to use them at the same time, or mix them. 
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➢ Multi-methods: it lets to use one method, but the study can have different 

methodological paradigms from the same data gathered. This way you analyze the 

data with different paradigms having different point of view. 

 For this thesis, it will be mono-method, most specific, qualitative method, as the idea is to 

understand both entities, collecting opinions, knowledge from papers or academic articles. 

Scientific journals which are certainly peer-reviewed, reputable online tech magazines with 

the latest information about the changing landscape of blockchain will contribute to the 

validity or reliability of the research. Moreover, asking experts on how the blockchain 

environment is at the moment within the specific topic of the research, and, on the other 

side, clinical process specialist like doctors or nurses to map the clinical trial process, will 

provide value to this thesis. 

Fifth Layer – Time Horizons  

It refers on the time framework needed to collect the data for the thesis purpose and it is 

totally independent from the research approach or methodology chosen (M. Saunders et al., 

2008, 155).  

Whereas cross sectional time horizon means that the research will be conducted at a 

particular time (mainly using strategies research such as survey, case study or grounded 

theory), longitudinal time horizon refers that the data collected will be repeatedly over an 

extended period (M. Saunders et al., 2008, 155). It is used when an important factor for the 

research examined changes over time (M. Saunders et al., 2008, 155). 

For this specific case, a cross-sectional study will be conducted to analyze events in an 

exact moment of time, learning how the hospital is working with clinical trial process at the 

moment. As well, how blockchain technology is behaving nowadays and the scope of it for 

clinical trials. Secondly, it is necessary to work with the time constriction that better adapt 

for the thesis (January 2019). 

Sixth Layer – Techniques and Procedures 

For the final layer, the techniques and procedures of the collection of the data will be 

studied, which is dependent on the methodological approach used. The process chosen at 

this layer contributes to the research’s reliability and validity (M. Saunders et al., 2008).  
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The validity and reliability of a research is relevant as it makes sure that the research design 

shows precise, significant, loyal and specific evidence to answer the research problem, to 

make sure that the research is accurate with relevant data (McGivern, 2006, 63). The 

internal validity is the ability from the research to create credibility for the research 

problem, meanwhile external validity is based on how to extrapolate the findings 

(McGivern, 2006). In this case, all the participants can be perceived as responsible and 

comprehensible, as they are experts on the field or work within the main topics of this 

thesis. Also, the data has been collected with a previous study on the field, to ask relevant 

questions and find important events for this thesis. 

The type of data could be primary or secondary data, and their main distinction is 

established by the use to which the data is put in the study (M. Saunders et al., 2008). 

Primary data is obtained from the researchers’ sources. It can be data collected from the 

researchers within surveys or interviews, or historical data. Also, it could be data from 

other researchers, but the data has been analyzed as itself, and not from another analysis 

(Tancini et al., 2012). For this case, the data is gathered from videoconferences or 

telephone interviews, with the advantage of collecting the data economically and quickly. 

As well, with face-to-face interview, letting to read the body language to understand better 

the interviewer, and create a more personal atmosphere during the interview, and focus 

group interviews, getting participants to share their opinions and build up a rich source of 

information (Bryman & Bell, 2007; M. L. Saunders, 2017). 

Meanwhile, secondary data come from the work or opinions of other researchers, which 

have been processed by others, to identify research gaps and complement the information 

obtained from the interviews (Tancini et al., 2012).  

For this case, it is necessary to gather both of them, as it is useful to see what other experts 

have found, especially with the results obtained in the qualitative research made at the 

hospital and blockchain experts. Also, the mapping process of the clinical trial process 

requires the knowledge of articles from the fields, to find the correct patterns.  

The main qualitative data collection method will be semi-structured interviews with open-

ended questions. They are perfect for situations with small group of people (1-3) and useful 
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to gather specific information or investigate into a field to make safe diagnosis. As they are 

oriented interviews, they help to collect precise information, needed for the research. They 

provide, as well, the opinion of the interviewed, getting a broader point of view for the 

research, receiving new insights or concerns that the researches are not aware of (Laforest 

& Bouchard, 2009). Semi-structured interviews permit to have a list of questions with 

specific organizational context related with the research (M. Saunders et al., 2008). In this 

case, a framework of the interview was sent previously by email, so the interviewer could 

understand the topic and the purpose of it. But at the same time, they let to create a more 

flexible interview changing the questions, adapting them depending on the flow of the 

interview (M. Saunders et al., 2008).  

Other methods used are observations (in a small quantity) and academic research. 

Observations could be included in the process of going to the hospital and see the software 

and tools they use, as well as their environment. Also going to conferences and events 

about blockchain, provided insight from blockchain experts about how they apply 

blockchain technology and try to develop innovation. Academic research will be necessary 

to compare and analyze the data gathered and make it more reliable. 

Sample of Data Collected 
 

For this thesis, it was needed to identify two different samples, as blockchain is a new topic 

regarding clinical trials, creating difficulties to find experts in both fields. 

The first sample is focused in clinical trials, to find out the process mapping of it. The best 

approach was having the collaboration of a hospital, Nordsjællands Hospital, and find a 

department that could collaborate and is related with clinical trials. 

The department of the research group infection and inflammation in the intensive care unit 

(ICU) from this hospital let do the interviews and observations regarding their method of 

work, their challenges and their way dealing with the trial:  
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TABLE 1. CLINICAL TRIAL EXPERTS 

Name Role Description 

Morten H. Bestle 

MD, Ph.D., EDIC - Senior 
Consultant in ICU, Ass. 
Professor of Research at 
Nordsjællands Hospital and 
University of Copenhagen 

Senior consultant in the department of 
Anesthesiology in intensive care. 
Chairman of the research group infection 
and inflammation intensive care unit 
(ICU). 

Sanne Lauritzen 
Nurse in the intensive care 
unit (ICU) 

25 years working as a nurse and 20 years 
in ICU. 3 years ago, part-time study nurse 
and part-time clinical nurse. 

Anonymous 
Nurse in the intensive care 
unit (ICU) 

16 years working as nurse. 
Sundhedsplatformen key person and 
planner of the schedule 

 

The second sample was mainly focus on blockchain in clinical trials. Understand and find 

experts in the field, mostly within the technology. It was possible to assist to a very specific 

conference in London about this matter held on the 3rd - 4th May 2018, which helped as 

well to find the participants to be interviewed. This conference was focused in two different 

aspects:  

1. “Global Cyber Security in Healthcare and Pharma Summit”  

2. “Blockchain in Healthcare Congress”  

Thanks to the sponsorship obtained from a blockchain company assisting the congress, the 

researcher was able to get involved into the real innovations that blockchain is doing within 

healthcare, around the world. From big pharma companies trying to find the next 

blockchain solution and revolution, to experts in the field that already have implemented a 

blockchain project used for professional, creating new business value for the community. 

As well, the research was able to interact with experts in the field, asking and learning 

about own doubts and listening to interesting discussion about the field, obtaining much 

more knowledge and different points of views to elaborate this thesis.  

As well, to focus and find more information about the Danish region and surroundings, 

some contacts within the Nordics from private companies let to understand what is the 

actual state of blockchain in the Nordics: 
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TABLE 2. BLOCKCHAIN EXPERTS 

Name Role Description 

Doctor Ray-Jade 
Chen 

Superintendent, Taipei 
Medical University 
Hospital 

Taipei Medical University Hospital (TMUH) 
and Digital Treasury Corporation (DTCO) 
developed a blockchain-based personal 
healthcare record operating system (phrOS) 
and Healthcare Blockchain Alliance 

Anonymous  

PhD student in UX 
design department in 
Taipei Medical 
University Hospital 

PhD research in the IT department focusing 
in UX design to improve IT in healthcare.  

Dietmar Steinbichler 
Enterprise Architect in 
SAP Presales Team 

Blockchain champion for the Nordics for 
the SAP blockchain offering. Also supports 
customers and partners for blockchain 
solutions. 

Mads Stolberg-
Larsen 

Blockchain specialist and 
Strategy consultant  

Next-gen technology team and 
international community of blockchain at 
Deloitte 

Melek Somai 

Fellow in eHealth & 
Research at the Centre 
for Cryptocurrency 
Research & Engineering, 
Imperial College London 

Physician and research fellow in 
Epidemiology and Ageing research. 
Associate director of The Centre for 

Cryptocurrency Research and Engineering. 

Exploring blockchain technology on 

economic models for healthcare technology 

Manreet Nijjar 

Co-founder & ID 
physician from Oxford 
University and NHS 
foundation Trust/NHS 
England Clinical 
Entrepreneur Fellow 

Infectious diseases physician at Oxford 
University hospitals. Also, NHS England 
clinical entrepreneur fellow. Owner of a 
start-up that specialises in decentralised 
digital identity, focused for doctors and 
trust in a digital world.  

John Bass 
Founder & CEO, Hashed 
Health 

Healthcare blockchain & digital health 
leader who has been involved in series of 
healthcare technology startups. 

Niclas Nilsson 
Head of R&D Open 
Innovation, LEO Pharma 
A/S 

Strategy and practical implementation of 
open Innovation initiatives for R&D 
Pipeline. Design and construction of an 
open platform allowing any external 
partner to explore if their research asset 
have a beneficial effect in diseases. 

Richard Shute 
Consultant, Curlew 
Research 

Independent consultant working 
management consultancy in scientific R&D 
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for security and medicinal use. Running a 
small print project looking at blockchain 
applications in life science and R&D 

Nordic Blockchain 
Association 

Developing a 
Scandinavian Blockchain 
ecosystem 

Help to introduce blockchain into 
Scandinavia, helping companies to use it 
and to understand it. Creating events 
mostly in Denmark and Sweden to 
promote and to create a community about 
blockchain in Scandinavia. 

 

Apart from these interviews, to get better outputs, knowledge and more valuable data for 

this research, during the congress in London, lots of notes have being taken from the 

participants presentations. As well, the research has participated in different blockchain 

events in Copenhagen as listener, and have been used as part of the data to be analyzed.  

Before doing the interviews, interview guides were made for each type of interviewee, to 

have a better understanding on what to ask in the interview and to find the main points 

needed during the interview. These interview guides can be found in the appendix, under 

“Interview Guides” chapter. 

It is important to mention that, to preserve the anonymity of participants’ declarations, the 

quotations included in this document will not specify the name of the authors. Instead, each 

quote from interviews will be cited as Hospital from 1 to 3 (H1-H3) referring Table 1, or 

experts from Table 2, will be 1 to 9 (E1-E9), numbered randomly. The contents of these 

interviews can be found in the appendix document called “Interviews”. 

Data Analysis 
 

As Harding & Whitehead, 2007 mentioned, inductive reasoning implies that, from the data 

gathered, the reasoning must focus on creating conclusions such as explanations and 

interpretation from the data, to find the value from it. For this study, using qualitative 

interviews let to find new insights about a social phenomenon, as they allow the 

interviewers to show and reason on specific themes in a different way, then analyze the data 

and the environmental factors that affect this data (Folkestad, 2008, p.1). The strategy to 

follow is to collect the data first, and do the analysis afterwards, with the advantage of 
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creating sense of the data collected before doing the analysis, to see the big picture and find 

better value on the data (Harding & Whitehead, 2007).  

More specifically, to analyze the data of the present research, thematic analysis is the best 

option. This analysis neither pretend to generate a new theory nor to use a set of codes 

created before working with the information (O´Gorman & MacIntosh, 2015). Braun & 

Clarke, 2006, p.79 mention that it is a “method for identifying, analyzing, and reporting 

patterns (themes) within data”. Moreover, they mention that it can create an analysis to 

answer the research question within two different perspectives:  

1) Within the data-driven perspective based on coding in an inductive way, not having 

the data preconceived in a framework or model.  

2) Within a research question´s perspective, to make sure the data analyzed is 

consistent and committed to it, and can create value to answer it. 

To find themes, or the meaning of the data that emphasizes the answer of the research 

question, it is important to follow a formula like: ‘describe, compare, relate’ to create an 

explanatory model or a structure, to be able to describe the results. They can be identified in 

the data within a inductive bottom-up line, or a theorical top-down line,  (Braun & Clarke, 

2006). For this case, and according to Thomas, 2006, p.1, the main reasons “to produce 

reliable and valid findings” using an inductive approach are:   

1) To transform the raw data into a more understandable data elaborating a summary 

format of this data. 

2) To create relations between the research question and the summary format from the 

raw data. 

3) To be able to propose a framework or model from the structure created with the 

links, processes and relations from the raw data.  

Firstly, to start the analysis, a codebook was defined using the prior research made and 

focusing on the research question. This codebook evolved and emerged from the analysis of 

the collected data. This codebook evolution can be seen in the “Codebook” chapter under 

the appendix. 
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Finally, the thematic analysis with inductive approach used in this research can be seen in 

the following tables, adapted from (O´Gorman & MacIntosh, 2015, p. 145). 

TABLE 3. DATA ANALYSIS PROCESS 

Phase Description of Data Analysis Process 

1. Data 
familiarization 

Transcription, reading and writing initial ideas: 

The first phase is to transcribe the interviews and summarize the 

information from secondary resources to understand better the data 

collected and find extra meanings. An example of an interview’s 

transcription can be found in Appendix 4. 

2. Generating initial 
codes 

Coding data: 

Once the data has been gathered, it is important to code it, to find 

the value from it and show the relevant information obtained from it, 

to answer the research question.  

For both coding processes, a previous reading of the interviews was 

made, with a small resume to catch the value parts, eliminating all 

the irrelevant talking. 

The first coding process was made with the interviews done at the 

hospital, and codded with the purpose of obtaining the different 

steps of the clinical trial process and the challenges the professionals 

are facing during this process.  

The second coding process is made with the interviews obtained 

from blockchain experts, focusing it with the results obtained from 

the previous coding. The purpose is to find out how blockchain 

technology is influencing healthcare, more specific the clinical trials 

process and how it could affect the consents forms. As well, how the 

challenges obtained from the hospital can be mitigated using 

blockchain. 

3. Searching, 
reviewing, defining 
and naming themes 

Forming code into potential themes: 

Once the coding process has finished, it is essential to create themes 

to find the meaning of the data captured and to create value. It is 

necessary to mention that the interviews were made already with 

the concept of the thesis and the research question, asking questions 

that will preconceive the themes. 

To obtain the themes, three methods were used: compare and 

contrast, connectors and pawing (Gery W. Ryan & H. Rusell Bernard, 

2003). Compare and contrast use the concept of finding themes in 

which the text has similar or different meanings. Connectors use the 

help of the language to identify links between the text. Pawing work 

on analyzing the text a lot, underlining key phrases that are relevant 
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to create a theme (ibid). The final result can be seen below, in figures 

14 and 15.  

4. Producing the 
report 

Writing-up the analysis results: 

Final phase regarding the analysis of the data is included in the 

chapter ‘5. Findings and Discussion’ of the present document. 

 

The final result of the coding process can be seen in the figures below. Each main circle 

corresponds with the themes obtained from the thematic analysis realized. Afterwards, 

the topics obtained based on the common themes found from the data are represented as 

“child” in the figure below. The software NVivo 11 was used to analyze data by coding 

the content of the interviews, reducing time and having more control over the 

interviews and the data. 

The next figure represents the analysis made and the themes obtained to figure out the 

clinical trial process at the hospital and the challenges they face during the process:  

  

FIGURE 14. ANALYSIS FOR CLINICAL TRIAL PROCESS 
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The second analysis can be seen in the next figure, gathered from the blockchain experts 

and influenced by the previous discovers:  

 

FIGURE 15. ANALYSIS FOR BLOCKCHAIN IN HEALTHCARE 

It is important to mention that auxiliary methods were used to double check the data 

analysis, in an attempt to reduce the potential of bias from the interpretation of the 

researcher, as this is an individual thesis without the possibility to have a double-coding 

process. After the analysis, underlining the transcriptions capturing relevant information, 

with manual checks and blind coding were made, creating an additional analysis from the 

computer-assisted data analysis. In this way, trustworthiness, credibility and validity of the 

discoveries can be improved. If there were any concerns or miss matchings within the 

findings created, from both analysis and the auxiliary methods used, the coding process 

was repeated again. 
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Ethics Considerations 
 

While interviewing the participants for this thesis and gathering qualitative data, the ten 

principles of ethical considerations from Bryman & Bell, 2007, were taken into 

consideration.  

 

FIGURE 16. ETHICS FROM (BRYMAN & BELL, 2007, P. 132) 

 

All the interviews have collaborated voluntary and treated them with the appropriate language all 

the time. Always before starting the interviews was announced that they will be recorded, 

anonymously and that the data will be used for academic purpose for this thesis. All the participants 

agreed on this.  

In conclusion, the interviews, observations and group interviews where done in a legitime way 

where all of the participants were aware that the researchers were students and that the data will be 

used for this thesis, following these ten ethical considerations.  
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Limitations 
 

The most relevant limitation is that this research is focused in the intensive care unit at 

Nordsjællands Hospital, where most of the data is gathered from, and the research is mostly 

limited to the work of these staff members. This can limit the final result as it is focused in 

this specific department, in the availability of this department and their staff, causing, also, 

the need for more time for its execution. As they are healthcare professionals involved in 

different departments, with many assigned duties, sometimes it was not possible to meet 

them and do the interviews, accessing not as much people as the researcher tried. 

During the interviews and observations, the department mentioned that each department 

makes their own decisions and solutions for their daily job, even for each specific trial, with 

the need of elaborating a specific trial protocol for each. But they have to follow same rules 

and legislation from the government (consent forms, documentation, etc.). Meaning that 

some of the results of this thesis can be applied in other institutions performing clinical 

trials. As well, the information obtained on the behavior and the current situation of 

blockchain in healthcare, can be used or be helpful for other researchers in their work.    

In this particular case, the dissolution of the original thesis partnership harmed some 

important aspects of the thesis, that the current researcher tried to mitigate during the whole 

process. The data obtained for the research can be a bit out of date. As well, the analysis of 

the qualitative data got damaged as it was made by one-person perspective, trying to 

mitigate it with double coding and double information check, causing a delay on the 

deadline. The transcriptions of the interviews got affected as the other partner's 

commitment was not fulfilled by her, leading with extra work to be done by the researcher. 

Also, from all the struggles and discussions generated during the breakup of the process, 

can damage the results of this thesis. 

Challenges 
 

There were different challenges during the development of this thesis. In the beginning, to 

find a proper and relevant topic, good enough for the university requirements. The initial 
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idea was to write about blockchain technology, but without any topic related with 

healthcare. As the main subject, blockchain technology, is very new and hype, it was 

difficult to find a suitable topic to create a thesis, with relevant collaboration to contribute 

for the best of this thesis. In the beginning, the researcher applied to several companies to 

create a partnership with them. Finally, with the help of the Master´s director, and after 

making a presentation to the hospital showing the idea of the thesis, a collaboration with 

Nordsjællands Hospital was created, focusing on clinical trial process. 

As said before, the partnership breakup was a big challenge that needed to be solved. To 

solve it, the first approach was to try to settle down the problems with the partner, with the 

collaboration of the university. As this didn´t work out, the best solution was to dissolve the 

partnership, continue doing the thesis alone, re-thinking the next steps to be done. In the 

end, the best solution, to create an interesting research with a proper solution, the researcher 

decided to postpone the deadline until the next date. 

The next important challenge was to find events and experts on healthcare in blockchain. 

But thanks to internet and the ability of the researcher to find and assist to a conference in 

London, this challenge was properly mitigated.  

Summary 
 

This chapter has discussed how the researcher has developed the methodology for 

undertaking this thesis. Analyzing the research onion framework from Saunders et al. 2008, 

the final result applied in this thesis can be seen in the picture below: 
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FIGURE 17. RESEARCH ONION APPROACH FOR THIS THESIS 

The researcher discovered that this thesis will be an applied research. The nature of the 

research will be a mix of exploratory and descriptive research. From the first layer, the best 

philosophical approach will be using the epistemology paradigm, mainly with empirical 

knowledge using pragmatism philosophy and subjectivism approach. A combination from 

authoritarian and logical source of knowledge will be used.  

It will be used a descriptive research strategy and case study with process mapping to 

understand the clinical trial process. Afterwards, applying a thematic analysis with an 

inductive approach from the raw data collected, either from the healthcare professionals 

and blockchain experts, will allow to answer the research question of this thesis.  

It will be a mono-method approach, more specific, a qualitative method. The time is 

constrained, so a cross-sectional study will be defined. 

The data collection will be made using semi-structured interviews, focus group interviews, 

observations and academic research papers from two perspectives: one to understand and 

capture the clinical process structure in the intensive care unit at Nordsjællands Hospital, 

and the second one focusing on blockchain technology, advantages, uses and applications 

in healthcare.  
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FINDINGS FROM INTERVIEWS 

Introduction 
 

The objective of this chapter is to present the results obtained from the analysis of the raw 

data acquired during the research.  As mentioned before, there will be two different types of 

analyses regarding the raw data obtained and studied: 

1) Clinical trial process: what this process looks like in the research group for infection 

and inflammation within the intensive care unit at Nordsjællands Hospital 

2) Comparison of this process with the information from blockchain experts within 

healthcare and clinical trials.  

Moreover, once the value from the raw data has been extracted and understood, a small 

analysis will be presented regarding the results and innovation management theory with 

disruptive innovation. This theory provided a lens through which it is possible to analyze if 

blockchain technology can create a disruptive innovation within the clinical trial process and 

how to make it possible. 

Clinical trial process in the Research Group 

Infection and Inflammation 
 

Clinical trial process varies depending on the type of trial, the hospital, and even depends on 

the department inside the hospital, as interviews from H1 and H2 mention. But it is true that 

the hospital or the department has to follow various standards and requirement provided by 

the public authority or the private institution that they are collaborating with. 

To start with this analysis, it is necessary to understand the size of the research group 

infection and inflammation in the intensive care unit at Nordsjællands Hospital. As H1 

mentioned, it is difficult to compare how big they are regarding how much money they 

receive, number of clinical trials developing, or number of patients. But it is interesting to 

share that in that research group, as H1 and H2 mentioned, at the moment of the interview 

(March 2018) they were working with 3 clinical trials: one with the objective of studying 
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1500 patients (in that moment, they had only 300 involved), and another trial with blood 

sample collection, needing 1000 patients. As well, they already planned to start two more 

trials within 2018, and end 2 more trials in the near future.  

All of them agreed that there is different type of clinical trials, even within their department. 

First, it can be divided depending on who starts the trials: 

1) Initiated by pharmaceutical company: H1 references that “the only reason to do 

research with pharmaceutical companies is there's only one reason to do it and 

it is to earn money”. Meaning that with this economic support, they can use it for 

other trials they are involved. These types of trials are more complicated as they 

need more paperwork to do regarding the company, more protocols to follow, and 

sometimes it is not interesting for the company to finish the trial, shooting it down 

immediately, giving one example during the interview.  

2) Investigator-initiated trials: these can be a collaboration between different 

hospitals, university, or inside the hospital within different departments. H3 

mentioned “which are not paid by the industry, which are conducted by 

physicians who want to examine things that we already do”. 

Secondly, it can be divided if the clinical trial is to develop a drug or not. Meaning that in 

case of a drug development, the bureaucracy work increases, more organizations are 

involved, and the process can be longer. 

According to Ostheopad, 2018. or FDA, 2018, they can be classified in a more specific and 

specialized way. But the categorization above is the one that doctors and nurses are used to 

and make the division to work in a more dynamic way. And it matches perfectly on the 

division made in the literature review from this research.  

As well they mention the importance of the clinical trial in a department: the whole 

department is involved in the clinical trials process. H2 and H3 mentioned that “everybody 

who's taking care of that patient is involved”. They work with hierarchy, meaning that the 

doctor has more responsibility that nurses, and they divide their tasks depending on their 

daily jobs to make it more flexible. The bureaucracy tasks, mainly are the nurses in charge, 

but the doctors are the responsible and the supervisors.  
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It is crucial to highlight that there are lots of standards, permissions, data collection and 

regulations that they need to follow by law. Permissions from the Ethics Committee, from 

the Health Ministry of drug administration if the drugs are involved, even specific 

permissions for accessing and collecting patient data. All of this creates a lot of bureaucratical 

work between a centralized network with many stakeholders, where each one needs to 

validate a specific document. 

The data that they need to collect is very confidential. Patient data is sensitive, which has 

additional protection from the European Union. This type of data can be harmful both 

personally and professionally speaking for whom these data belongs. It needs to be very 

secure, as any alteration can cause very important changes with great losses of money and 

time (European Patients Forum, 2017). H1 refers data like “for all the patients, we need to 

include, the study number, the name, birthday, the time when the first blood sample was 

taken, when did we give the information to the relatives, when did we get the signature from 

relatives and the general practitioner… We also have to keep track on all that…”. One 

important fact is that they must store the data for at least 15 years, being able to find results, 

queries, in an auditable way. H1 repeated that “this is just, you can see, one study, and we 

have 300 patients per study…”. 

IT systems are a tool that nowadays healthcare professional use a lot to collect and store the 

data on a daily basis. They mentioned different software that they use, for many reasons. H1 

said: “because this was developed by people on the side and they have been using this for 

many years”.H2 discussed, “I mean, we are obliged to do this because the overall 

management have decided”. H3 shared, “If we decide our own trial, we can choose what 

software we want to use”.  

They mentioned several kinds of software: Excel, Case Report Form (CRF), OpenClinica, 

Smart-trial, REDCap, and the main one in Denmark, Sundhedsplatformen (SP). Sometimes, 

they need to copy from one software to the other with the risk of mistakes, even, as H1 

declared “even if the data goes into a central database when we enter it”. The reason for this 

is that the hospital administration bought a main system from a provider (SP), allowing a free 

choice for the software that records clinical trial information, and sometimes they are not 

connected. They emphasized that “if the system was included in Sundhedsplatformen and 
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could actually, automatically… it will be a big advantage to have a compliance system where 

data from the clinical management would be automatically transferred to the research file”. 

Even, H1 said “I actually prefer another system that is logical and well-designed.”, designed 

by doctors and professionals that will use the system. 

 Clinical Trial Process Mapping 
 

A way to analyze the clinical trial process, Wilson, 2015 provides 5 steps process to improve 

and see the advantage and disadvantages of processes, mainly in clinical trials. The first two 

steps, he pointed out to create and map the process, to identify the main points, the workflow 

and critical decisions points. The second step is to analyze the process obtained from the 

map. In this case, this analysis was done by comparing the results with the interviews and 

localizing the problems they are facing in their real-life experiences. Using the investigation 

tool known as “Five Whys and Five Hows” developed by Mr. Sakichi Toyoda, during the 

visits to the hospital, led to identifying the root causes that mostly were affecting the 

department. These relate to step 4 in Figure 2 below, the consent form.  

For this case, a flowchart will be made from the information gathered within the interviews 

and meetings with the healthcare professionals at the hospital. The flowchart will be divided 

to make the analysis clearer. 

First and Second steps
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FIGURE 18. FIRST AND SECOND STEPS OF THE CLINICAL TRIAL PROCESS 

The most important step here is to find the idea or identify the problem to start the clinical 

trial. H1 mentioned that “it is needed to document with the previous literature and argue why 

it is believed to be beneficial and what can be the hazards and the problems”, meaning that 

an exhaustive previous study needs to be made. H2 said that each clinical trial has its own 

protocol. It needs to be developed following the standards and requirements from government 

or public institutions. A lot of information from different institutions need to be gathered in 

order to start the trial, and that information needs to be validated. For step 2, as explained 

before, pharma companies approach them to make the trial. Internal financing or apply for 

funds is very challenging. 

Third and Fourth steps 

 

FIGURE 19. THIRD AND FOURTH STEPS OF THE CLINICAL TRIAL PROCESS 
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Step 3 is a recurrent process that involves any member that treats the patients during the trials. 

H2 expressed that the trial “has to set it off in a busy clinical environment where professionals 

are not especially focused on research”. They are focused on treating patients, so most of 

the time, developing a clinical generates extra work to them.  

Step 4 is the most complicated one at this department. As it is the ICU, most of the patients 

are already sick, without any option to respond or consent by themselves. It has been found 

out that the most challenging and time consuming to get is the consent form. By law, it is 

necessary to find 2 consents:  

1) One legal guard or doctor from outside ICU, to analyze the patient and the specific 

case, to make sure that the patient is capable for the trial. This is easier to find.  

2) The patient himself or one relative, that can be a family member, headmaster of the 

elderly home or a neighbor. It consumes a lot of time and documentation.  

Most of the relatives are found in the SP tool, or the policy can help. H2 mentioned “when 

they visit, we have to be there… we have to keep track when they are visiting…it's difficult 

just because we're here at the day-time and the patient's family visits in the evening”. It is 

very rare that relatives do not want to sign, but they need to meet the healthcare professionals 

to receive all of the information about the trial and sign the consent form. If the patient gets 

well and can make the decision by himself, they also have to ask for his consent. 

H3 affirms that they are allow to enroll the patient into the trial until the relative says “No”, 

mainly with the legal guard consent. They need to be fast because of the indicators of the trial 

protocol, sometimes within 12 hours after arrival. Up to 6 nurses to look after the patients, to 

spot them and to make all the tests, blood samples, etc. needed to make sure that the patient 

is feasible for the trial.  

As a challenge, H1 replies: “if it's not possible to get a consent then you cannot include the 

patient. In general, we do not include if we know that there's no way to get a consent”.  This 

means losing all the work done. Even, some patients are part of more than one trial at the 

same time, so more than one consent could be needed per patient. Moreover, per trial, there 

are more than 300 patients. As well, they need to track and document every time they try to 

reach a relative and all clinical tests performed on the patient. There is a lot of documentation 
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from different sources to be stored, every day. A trial number is assigned to a folder each 

patient has, with all the information about the clinical trial and the tests performed to them, 

on paper. So, the relative reads this information and sing the form. Apart from this, the patient 

must be registered online, with the same test number, allowing the development of a wrong 

behavior. And most of the time patients are anonymized. 

Regarding their daily responsibilities related to the 4th step, the staff still use a rudimentary 

system, such as paper, or information that is not synchronized: 

1) They have developed an Excel sheet to store the tracking of reaching the relatives.  

2) They do not have an alarm that alerts them when some information is missing. 

Instead, they have a written paper in the folder, or a sign in the door to remember the 

consents.  

3) In SP tool, under assignment list, a reminder pops up to notify for missing relatives.  

4) They use a little card to see what the inclusion or exclusion criteria is for each trial.  

5) In each trial protocol, they need to have a clinical research regularly monitoring, to 

make sure all this data is fulfilled properly with all the requirements.  

Fifth and Sixth Steps 

 

Step 5 is all about developing the trial, 

apply the treatments needed into the 

patients following the trial protocol, and 

do statistical calculations. It is a recurrent 

process where different patients are 

involved, with different treatments, and a 

lot of data has to be stored. It can take a 

lot of time, conducted in phases, 

explained in chapter 1 of this thesis. 

Sometimes it is needed to go back to Step 

4 to find new patients. 

Step 6 is the final step, where all the data 

is analyzed and present it to the public. 

Some cases, H1 mentioned that the results 

are private, depending on the agreements 

made with the pharma companies. The 

final results are published in papers or 

presented in conferences. 
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Conclusion 
 

After discovering the process mapping of the clinical trial process that happens in the research 

group infection and inflammation in the intensive care unit at Nordsjællands Hospital, these 

are the main points and challenges that they are having: 

1) They lose a lot of time filling in the consent form. It should be a fast procedure in 

order to engage the patient as quick as possible. As well, for not losing all patients’ 

analysis done and the efforts put forth from the beginning, they need to get as much 

patients’ relatives’ consent as possible, being able to incentivize them to continue the 

trial.  

2) It is difficult to find funding. They depend on private companies to get money and be 

able to start other clinical trials more of their interest. Government funds are 

insufficient and difficult to obtain. 

3) There are many institutions, departments and healthcare professionals involved 

during the process that need to be connected in order to share information, following 

all the healthcare requirements regarding sensitive data. 

4) Different IT tools and software is used to share the same information. It can create 

misunderstandings and loss of data, with not very good user experience. 

5) They are using the same system for years, developing a work style difficult to change.  
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ANALYSIS OF BLOCKCHAIN IN CLINICAL 
TRIALS 

Introduction 
 

The analysis was made on how blockchain influences the clinical trial process, and how it 

can be applied into the previous analysis from the research group of infection and 

inflammation in the intensive care unit at Nordsjællands Hospital. Initially, I will present how 

blockchain experts see clinical trial on the aspect of improving it and changing it. Then, it 

will be possible to apply this knowledge to the process analyzed in this thesis. 

The Potential of Blockchain as a Solution 
 

E5 and E6 said that “we have explored different domains, we have explored health care, we 

have explored research, we have explored academia, we have explored patient data, we have 

explorer GP practices coordination. And clinical trials by far are the ones that requires the 

most attention. Because of the opportunity, but also because of the cost.”. It is a critical 

component that could be disrupted immediately using blockchain technology. E5 even 

mention that they are “working on building the fast blockchain technology for clinical trials 

and began as a pilot study starting this year [2018]. It's an interesting component of the 

research project. It's a large trial that involves around 600 people”. The reasons for them to 

say this, is mainly, because coordination is becoming a critical component, in a process where 

there are a lot of stakeholders involved, with many professionals in different levels of the 

hierarchy. Right now, the need for coordination and cooperation is becoming a required and 

an urgent matter, which is an important element for clinical trials to succeed as quickly and 

profitably as possible. 

E5 mentioned a case study research that he was involved and learnt a lot from them to start 

his own project. This case study research was published in the British Medical Journal 

published by Pfizer in 2013 (that the researcher of this thesis tried to find but it was not able 

to do so) revealing that the final conclusion was “that the problem with clinical trials is not 

only that they are never published, that they're missing the target”. The biggest problem 
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found was that clinical trials are starting to become clinically irrelevant, and focusing more 

on the market, the money.  So, the real pressure for a principal investigator (PI) of a trial is 

to bring money into his unit or department to be able to do studies about his real interest (this 

aspect also fit perfectly with the finds done from the analysis at the hospital). Ending in a 

psychological aspect inside the process of clinical trials of “get the grand and don't care 

much”, making the whole process more complicated, slower, less attractive for workers, 

whom in the end, are in charge of developing the trial. E9 confirmed this saying that “pharma 

companies are telling the healthcare professionals what they need to work on, in a particular 

way, and the physicians don’t want to listen to them loosing motivation”. 

E5, E6 and E7 agreed that, this situation creates a market of client-consumer relationship. 

Not anymore scientific relationship. Because the money that pharma companies are bringing 

to the clinical trial side are massive. Some departments are gaining large investments from 

clinical trials, but there are political and business levels, with KPIs and targets that doesn't 

allow the clinical trial market develop as it should. This creates a situation where the clinical 

trial market is not evolving, staying stuck losing a lot of resources and slowing down the 

process. 

A really good finding here is that, confirmed by them, that the problem of using blockchain 

technology into clinical trials is a behavioral problem, not a technical one. Meaning that the 

technology is ready to be implemented into the process and, at least, to start working with it. 

This matches perfectly with point 2, in the conclusion part from the analysis made at the 

hospital. 

As well, they mentioned that the cost of a clinical trial now is around 600 million dollars, 

250 million dollars for phase 2, for phase 3 it is around 300 million dollars. They are estimate 

numbers, but can bring to the reader the magnitude of this market and how potentially 

attractive it can be. 
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Problems in the Pharma Industry Related with 

Clinical Trials 
 

E8 mentioned several aspects that needs to be solved in the clinical trial process from the 

pharmaceutical companies, where blockchain can provide a solution.  

Initially, a trial requires a lot of patients to generates a good study, and classify them very 

well depending on the symptoms. Pharma companies “spend a lot of time to find the patients. 

Take a long time to engage them. And it's very, very, very costly”. This problem matches with 

point 1, in the conclusion part from the analysis made at the hospital, as the disease of the 

patient is needed to be known when a consent form is created and during the clinical trial 

process. All individuals shall be provided with enough information about what to expect 

during participation in the clinical trials, especially information related about the disease, 

expected benefits and predictable risks, attached in the patient information sheet  (Pick, 

Berry, Gilbert, & McCaul, 2013). He added: “The distance between the patients that could 

be tested and the pharmaceutical company is huge. And there are many people in between. 

The doctor, then the nurse, and by the time the patient gets the question, the information 

probably has changed”. Which is related, as well, to point 3, in the conclusion part from the 

analysis made at the hospital. Many levels in the organizations created distance and 

disconnections. 

Further, “how do we quickly identify the patients that are relevant for the company?”. A 

process that that pre-selects the patients for clinical trials based on a classification of a disease 

is needed. The reason here is to find the right patient that are relevant for the trial. To identify 

the disease.  

Finally, during the aforementioned conference in London, after discussing with several 

pharma companies, the researcher found out that pharmaceutical companies want to 

collaborate between each other, as long as they respect their business core. They will agree 

to share information to find patients with an exact disease, healthcare data to reduce time 

during a trial, etc. They even indicated that they are willing to pay money if the information 

is accurate and useful, in a secure environment where they can control their own data.   
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DISCUSSION 

Blockchain Technology Analysis 
 

It is necessary to analyze and show the results of the actual situation of blockchain technology 

in the market and the evolution of the technology. It is interesting to see how the majority of 

the interviews saw blockchain technology with similar path than internet experienced back 

in the 90s. Many people lost their investments during the dot-com bubble creating a big crush, 

the investments were found to be not solid or not worth the investments that went into the 

market. But it showed the path of the maturity of internet for the world. E7 mentioned that 

“the business model of Google and those techs companies could not be understandable 10 

years ago”.  

E10 made an analogy using the stages of an s-curve: at the beginning, much money is spent 

into the technology for research and development, creating a situation of economy crash that 

blockchain is following. “This is something to be expected, with a market that's still 

developing, on a technology that's still finding its limits on with a community that's still 

growing and trying to adapt. We're probably somewhere around the peak of inflated 

expectations from the hype-curve and we'll go through the trouble of resolution”. E3 insisted, 

“the core values will emerge up because it is needed to nudge. And nudging, by the way, 

means a lot of investment requiring a lot of fails. So, that's the phenomena that most of the 

institutions don't realize at least in my domain”. E4 pointed out that “you need to start failing 

now to be the first tomorrow. Take the risk”.  

E2 mentioned that they are investing quite heavily into blockchain and have “few hundred 

people that focus on blockchain” inside his company. Even they offer blockchain interfaces 

in their platform-as-a-service so “enterprise resource planning [ERP] systems can look into 

blockchain nodes and exchange specifications with other parties”. E10 presented 2 uses 

cases that companies are developing in different markets: voting system allowing new level 

of governance, world food program to mitigate corruption. 
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All of this commentary shows that blockchain is developing, companies are investing in it, 

and that they see a potential into the technology that needs to grow and find the applications 

or business model that can be applied.    

How Blockchain Affects Healthcare? 
 

H5 and H6 mentioned that they are developing a blockchain system in their healthcare 

organization, in Taiwan. The idea they have is to develop a system for everyone, and not that 

each hospital or organization creates its own. They want to design a patient portal where the 

patient can access their data and the hospital can interact with them very safely in a 

widespread way. E8 settled that “decentralized and immutable, provides market data security 

and data integrity”. Once it is developed, the business concept is to spin it off and sell it to 

other organizations. And, to develop it and testing it, they are giving incentives to the patients 

with bonuses and some free treatments.  

The idea behind is to “have one system that can increase adoption widespread across”. 

Meaning that each healthcare center (clinic, hospital, labs, etc.) will have their own HIS 

(Healthcare Information System) or NIS (Nurse Information System) with siloed data cells, 

but they will be able to share the information, labs results, etc. between all participants. E1 

refers that transfer between the institutes, insurance companies and the hospital, is all done 

using internet. “We don't know it's safe or not”. E2 said that blockchain would help in this 

case “because the information will be encrypted creating a direct line that will feed our own 

healthcare data and will allow a patient to have more control over their own information”. 

As well, they remarked that giving more control to the patient of his own data, derives to 

have healthcare electronic records (EHR) more complete, more accessible. E1 said “patient 

will have the drug administration, some of the applications and he can see back the clinical 

condition, for self-control”. As well, applied into other fields like pharmaceuticals, will help 

to reduce the amount of fraudulent medicine by checking all the data across the whole 

medical value chain. The goal is, as E8 and E9 mentioned, and supported by some other 

interviewees, to find scalability, security, get rid of any intermediary third parties, more 

available and less anonymous with accountability and traceability, to create bridge operations 
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that can bridge companies, and trust. “Just take a hash of that data, link it to something, and 

I would be able to provide the integrity to anyone who wants to see that.” E4 said.   

They want to create this system because in Taiwan have a single payer universal healthcare 

system (like in Denmark), but there is a lot of “doctor shopping”, where patients can move 

freely from one hospital to the other, private clinics, with the need of transferring the 

information. The want to be the pioneers on sharing this sensitive, useful, needed and 

valuable data. 

It is true that system could be made with a centralized database controlled by the government 

or a healthcare organization, and distribute along the country. No blockchain is needed here 

and it is not the solution for everything. That is why E1 settled that they are in an early stage, 

where they, for example “accumulate the data but not validate it yet…with a single ledger, 

very simple. Our platform and then we have one distributed, testing it”. Their government is 

only watching and providing some help, but they are mostly doing it with private funds. 

Developing it with a private company, they see a lot of potential, trying to be the first ones 

in the market. “I think in the near future more alliances, more are coming and more are 

needed”, E1 suggested. 

Potential of using Blockchain in Healthcare 
 

The potential of blockchain in healthcare, obtained from this analysis, is mainly to develop a 

new cross-industry that the world is demanding, where there is a need to expand the network 

and connections. E1 claimed that “if you want to go to the decentralized, if you want to go to 

the community, you have to exchange the data. So, the problem is coming, and who will 

secure the data? otherwise, so far, there is no trust”. E5 confirmed it: “now there is crisis in 

trust, like Facebook, insurance companies, Google. It is going to be a big deal. Healthcare 

spends a lot of money on trust. To influence on people, like Facebook, will create value”.  

There are sever advantages of using the technology itself. E3 said that the hashing algorithm 

makes that if something is changed any block, then it will invalidate the whole blockchain. 

In a centralized database you can create, update or delete entries, where as in blockchain you 

can just create, read and attend, making all more consistent and reliable data. E1 said that the 
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timestamp option by default, makes a chronology order to be selective, summarizing and 

skipping some data parts, making the data access quicker and selective.  

Even more, one of the most beneficial part is to exchange value between the parties from the 

network, generating a business model that will influence and give more power to the 

healthcare system and their stakeholders. E7 said that what really blockchain can generate is 

“to give value to the data and the services you can build in it”. E3 said that smart contracts 

provide the connection between the dataset records and actions from this dataset, delivering 

in new business models and valuable data.  E4 reinforced it saying that machine-to-machine 

payments generates machine-to-machine information flows, where it is trustable and 

automatic. E9 said that this is very powerful for healthcare data: “so at every stage, every 

little piece of the process, from patients to organizations, could have a smart contract 

associated with it…the smart contract kicks in and some sort of small payment goes back, so 

payment goes from pharma to doctor or from pharma to patients…Transaction creates an 

agreement could have a lot of money that could then result in some something else happening, 

be that a payment, be that some other activity kicking off, or a reward. It all can be tied 

together in a way that isn't possible nowadays, because it relies on third parties to manage 

those transactions.” 

Furthermore, there is an economic incentive: “the global blockchain in the healthcare market 

is estimated to amount to $5.61 billion by 2025, witnessing a double-digit growth throughout 

the forecast period of 2018-2025” (BIS Research, 2018), with a growing at an annual rate of 

61.5% (ibid). As well, it will help develop and strengthen other industries like artificial 

intelligence (AI) and internet of things (IoT). E4 suggested that it is very interesting from 

cyber security standpoint not being able to edit and manipulate the data, “I would really hate 

if someone was able to edit my medical history”. Affecting as well, the big data and business 

intelligence market. So, being the first one in this market can be very beneficial. 
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Stakeholders 

 

One important finding from the analysis of the data, and all the participants unanimously 

mention, is that one of the most challenging parts of applying blockchain in healthcare is 

managing all of the stakeholders involved and that must be part of the system. Even all the 

regulations that need to be followed makes the adaptation a bit more complicated. The 

regulations in healthcare have a lot of requirements, which also vary depending on the 

location.  

E1, which is already implementing a blockchain system in healthcare, mentioned some of 

them. First the clinic side that represents the healthcare department and make the decision 

mostly on the design of the system (or the hospital). Secondly, the private company that takes 

care of the technical parts, to ensure the scalability and the speed of the transfer. E2 affirmed 

that “they're a blockchain based company so they have the technology and the skills, and we 

have a lot of patient data”. Insurance companies that needs to be part of the system for 

payments. And finally, the government, for all the regulations. E9 included some more, 

adding the pharma world and all its players.  

This is from the top layer, but if we move deeper into the system. E1 and E2 mentioned 

doctors, physicians, contract research organizations, patients. What they are trying is to 

“serve the patient, the doctor and the company. Make our life easier.” 

During the analysis, the stakeholders could be divided depending on the finance side and the 

responsibilities they have. 

Financial aspect to develop a Blockchain System 
 

The financial piece is very relevant, in any institution or market to develop a new system. E1 

mentioned that they received money from the department to start the system. It was easier 

for them as they already had the clinical side to develop the project, so they used the money 

to hire the blockchain company. Once the system was started with initial test, they received 

funding from the private companies, and lately from the government, to support the idea. E8 

suggested that “big companies, their interest is not the patient. It is money”. Meaning that it 
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is more complicated for a big company to start a new solution if they don’t get a fast return. 

But, as well, there are companies which owned by a foundation, being more freely to 

experiment into new solutions. Governments can also be prejudicial for the development. E4 

added “Denmark are not at the forefront of blockchain at all”, which can affect the 

investment into the field. And it can create a difficult situation as E1 said: “it is challenge for 

the government here, just about how much money they need to charge patients”. 

Internally, the finance aspect also can affect the final development of the system. E2 

mentioned that healthcare professionals also need a reward for their work because their job 

could be affected: “we present the system here and then ask the doctor to charge and apply 

the form. They say why? why should we? This is the money for my patient, not for me”. E9 

said, referring to the data ownership: “it might be that a physician or an insurance company 

has paid for a test to be done for patients. So, arguably, they also have some degree of the 

stake”.  

Responsibilities in Healthcare to develop a Blockchain 
System 
 

It is important to define the responsibilities aspect which each stakeholder needs to regard 

for the development of the system. E1 said that in their case, it was their responsibility to 

start the process as they want to improve the sector. But as E4 said, that responsibility is 

eclipsed by the government where the institution or the clinic belongs, because of the private 

health information (PHI) policies. The data policies will be very dependent on where it is 

being stored, the patient’s citizenship, and where the information was collected. “Countries 

will not allow data about their citizens to be stored anywhere other than within that 

particular country”. E1 confirmed it, saying that “the data is owned by the patient. But it is 

taking care by the institutes” followed by E3: “a blockchain ultimately runs itself, but still, 

someone has to do some maintenance that decides on the new versions of the program and 

make sure they are within regulations”.  

But this is not an easy process. For example, E1 said that there is a lot of competition between 

the institutes and hospitals. No one wants to store the patient data, as it is not safe, lots of 

regulations need to be completed and it is a lot of work to obtain patients permission. As 
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well, the insurance companies are lengthy and bureaucracy, worried about that the clinic can 

hide their data, for economic purpose.  

E6 mentioned that this responsibility sometimes is “messed up” having a conglomerate of 

hospitals. As well, for example, NHS is defined in certain areas and fragmented in certain 

ways. “That makes the case for distributed ledger technology in healthcare difficult, at least”. 

And of course, the new GDPR. E4 said it is going to be a big challenge for data on blockchain, 

to do it in a compliant way. 

Challenges 
 

There are many challenges for developing a blockchain system within a healthcare 

environment. As E7 mentioned, the area most challenging are legal, business, and tech 

aspects, in that order. “Connecting all three of those things is really, really hard”. 

Regulations 
 

It is important to comply with the regulations, for any given country, on how to deal with this 

inherently global and decentralized technology. Blockchain technology cannot be regulated 

on a country by country basis but needs to have a global effort because something not based 

in one country and accessible globally needs a unified effort globally. E3 even say that the 

technology is there, working and creating value. But the problem is on how the organization 

and everything around it has to be aligned. E4 reinforce this idea, saying that “there are some 

really, really bright minds out there looking at the technical issues that are there right now. 

Our belief is not that it would be the technical difficulties that will be the showstopper here. 

We think that, the challenge is on how you set up everything together”. 
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Business models 
 

Regarding the business aspects, E7 shared that “the business model innovation may be the 

hardest part because let's say you got the tech piece. You understand the tech and you 

understand protocols and cryptography. You are smart enough to connect that with kind of 

how you build governance structures. Then you got to fund a business model that makes all 

that work.” To identify valid business cases, one prerequisite is to join forces with other 

parties that have the same need. Companies most of the time protect their core business, and 

E4 suggested as well that companies do not have the right knowledge regarding this 

technology, about the potential of this technology, causing them not to make many 

investments in it.  

Technological aspects 
 

Even if, as they said, for tech aspect is not the most relevant, still there are challenges. As 

always, performance, speed and scalability can always be improved, mostly if you want to 

develop systems with millions and billions of records (like in the healthcare sector). But one 

the most important challenges is how to store the data into the system to, mainly, be able to 

use them in the most profitable and accessible as possible, but also, following the legal 

requirements about data. E3 said that “you cannot really store the personal data in 

blockchain”, so you need data fragmentation.  

So, the best approach, as most of them emphasized, is to have personal data OFF chain. E9 

mentioned that “you store the data OFF chain and you stored metadata ON chain. The owner 

of the off-chain data could be hospitals, it could be Amazon web services, or any place 

following the legislation of that country. Could be anybody who stores the data, the big part 

of the data won’t be in the blockchain”. Then, E4 suggested that having all medical record 

off chain, it is needed to prove to everyone how that information looks like at some point in 

time. To do so, you do hashing (create a key that represents the original data), and put the 

hash on the blockchain, so you will be able to index it and retrieve items. Then the encrypted 

data in the blockchain is not considered personal information. E3 added that, afterwards, you 

can “burn” the encryption key just to "delete" the data. This way, there will be a possibility 
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to apply GDPR regulations into a solution, manage a good quantity of data, and create a 

blockchain solution, that for example, could be applied in the clinical trial process studied in 

this thesis.  

Another technical aspect that E9 mentioned regarding this technology, that should not be left 

behind, is what happens if a smart contract goes wrong. For example, if the smart contract 

has not been written properly and the entities involved don’t know the third parties involved, 

or “something unexpected happens or something unwanted happens”. This is important to 

take into consideration.  

 

Answering the research question 
 

The main purpose of this thesis is to answer the research question, which was:  

➢ How can blockchain technology be leveraged to improve the process in clinical 

trials? 

As presented during the analysis, in the clinical trial process there are many challenges and 

difficulties coming from different angles: pharma companies, hospital, regulations, data, etc. 

In addition, it is raised by professionals in clinical trials and experts in blockchain, there is a 

need in the field to be addressed, in a very high-cost market with many stakeholders involved.  

E3 presented the requisites that a scenario or situation needs to fulfilled, to consider 

blockchain technology as a proper solution. These requisites will be applied into clinical trial 

process to see if they can accomplish them:  

1) Multi-party scenario: 3 or more participants across industries -> this requisite is 

fulfilled as there are pharma companies, hospitals and insurance companies involved, 

for example. 

2) Participants on eye level: not dominant party -> in this case, all participants need the 

data as much as the others. Some participants will provide regulations, others finance, 

and others will feed the data, but all of the them are on eye level.  

3) Shared repository: with joint data model and standardization -> all of them need to 

access the same data, which is patient healthcare data following a standard. 
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4) Multiple writers: not master/slave replication -> the data has to be shared and acceded 

between all participants and it has to be consistent.   

5) Certain need for mutual control: to generate trust -> all participants must agree with 

a consensus about the data. It is a very regulated environment.  

6) Intermediaries to be made obsolete: not get rid of middlemen that add value -> only 

middlemen are needed. No need of intermediaries to deal with the data. 

7) Need for transparency: reduce risk, avoid fraud, etc. -> clinical trial process need 

transparency, to make the process faster. 

8) Transfer of digital assets: if not, a unique link from real world objects to digital 

representation is enough -> there is a need of motivation in the process. It is very 

costly with the possibility of creating new business models. Digital assets can help 

the process. 

The demands of this process match those presented in the literature review of this thesis, to 

understand the full potential of the blockchain technology. The 5 points obtained in the 

analysis from the data of the hospital, have potential to be solved using the technology. 

For the first point (consent form problem), blockchain could bring a new incentive system 

into the process, and giving straight access to the relatives to fill in the consent form with the 

information about the trial, could engage more patients in a faster way. With blockchain, a 

new way of financing for the hospital can be created, as the data collected about the patients, 

their diseases, could be sold to pharmaceutical companies, as E8 said. The job done by 

healthcare professionals could get an extra incentive, being able for them to finance their 

studies. As blockchain is a distributed ledger, where the information will be shared between 

all stakeholders in a secure way, and giving each member control of their own data, will let 

all institutions be connected and in touch in a fast way. As E8 reflected, the “only way to 

move forward is about collaboration and consortium. Different networks working together. 

Interoperability”. 

For this point, it is important to create rules or standards that everyone needs to follow to 

have access to the data. E4 mentioned that “it's a prerequisite for any digitalization”. 

Standards can ensure interoperability, will lead to establishing a stronger consensus between 

all players with consistent terminology to understand better the technology and incentive 
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growth in the market. It will improve the security and resilience for data privacy and data 

governance concerns (Deshpande, Stewart, Lepetit, & Gunashekar, 2017). 

E4 suggested to apply a top-down approach standardization, where an important institution 

(government) sets up the standard and makes other participants accept them and apply them. 

It can make the standardization process faster and more accurate. He compared to the 

example of the NemId solution in Denmark, where the government settle up and organize the 

solution, forcing the other players to use it.  

A good blockchain system will allow to connect with different IT systems. Creating more 

scalability and interoperability between them. E4 suggested that “integrating towards the 

existing IT landscape” will be a big challenge.  

Finally, a rejection by healthcare professionals towards new system may happen. Healthcare 

sector is a hard one to adopt new technology solutions. But as H1 mentioned in the previous 

analysis, if the system results in a good user experience, with a great design, built by 

healthcare professionals, that will make their tasks easier and their job better, they might 

adopt it.  

A system design by Parra Moyano & Ross, 2017 could offer an initial start to solve the 

consent form problem. This design presents a blockchain solution to solve the know-your-

customer (KYC) in the bank industry. They basically designed a system for onboarding 

clients done by a bank. All documents are given first to a bank that initiates the process and 

securely shares them within blockchain. Other banks can read the KYC documentation made 

by the first bank, so they do not have to repeat the process, with regulator access or with the 

first bank charging for the KYC documentation. To apply this system to healthcare, it could 

look like this: Instead of KYC documentation, it could be the informed consent information, 

and instead of the bank, it would be the hospital.  

Based on the analysis of the data, finding problems in the clinical trials process, all the 

requirements needed and the complexity of the process, and the findings and study made 

about blockchain technology, it is arguable that introducing a blockchain system within the 

clinical trial process can be seen as a disruptive innovation in the sector. And this is how 
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blockchain technology can be leveraged to improve the process in clinical trials, answering 

the research question. 

Disruptive Innovation Theory 
 

The term disruptive technologies was initially addressed by Clayton Christensen in 2010 in 

the article “Disruptive technologies: catching the wave” (Bower & Christensen, 1995). Then 

it evolved into a book called “The Innovator's Dilemma: When New Technologies Cause 

Great Firms to Fail” (Christensen, 1997), in order to explain the impact that different types 

of technology innovations have.  

Christensen (1997) aims to provide an explanation for why leading firms in a market fail 

when they try to apply technological changes. One of the most consistent patterns in business 

is the failure of leading companies to stay on top of their industries when technologies or 

markets change. They argued that discontinuous technologies that destroy competencies are 

initiated by new companies, provoking failure of the established companies, because these 

technologies render obsolete the skills and knowledge existing from the established 

companies. Meaning that technological changes can strengthen (what is called competence-

enhancing) or destroy (known as competence-destroying) the established companies. 

Explaining the failures of the HDD (hard disk drive) industry, leads to the conclusion that 

when good managers listen too well to their core customers who are satisfied through 

sustained innovations, they usually forget the risk of disruptive innovations. 

Disruptive innovation theory differentiates between so-called sustained innovations and 

disruptive innovation: 

1) Sustained innovations are incremental in nature and focus on improving the 

characteristics of the products established to satisfy the main market (more 

demanding and profitable) customers. Generates an incremental innovation, 

improving an existing product.  

2) Disruptive innovations focus on different attributes in the market that are considered 

inferior for the main clients, developing a new product or system applying an earlier 

technology, and creating a new market and value network.  
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The model of disruptive innovation can be seen in the next picture (“What is disruptive 

innovation? | World Economic Forum,” n.d.): 

 

FIGURE 20 DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION MODEL (“WHAT IS DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION? | WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM,” N.D.). 

 

Disruptive innovation is a process that applies one or more technologies that have a set of 

attributes very different from those historically valued by traditional clients on a market, and 

offers a new performance based on the customers’ needs, what customers really value, which 

is more attractive within the established market. These new attributes (often simplicity, 

convenience and low cost) create value in the market. During this process, the disruptive 

technologies start to make sustained innovations, improving the actual needs valued by the 

main market customers, until intercepting the performance path required by these clients, 

disrupting the market (ibid).   

The main characteristics of a disruptive innovation is that they start with a purpose to solve 

a problem in a small group of people, by applying a new technology. They are based on what 

the consumers need and also what the consumers do. They listen to clients’ needs to be able 

to adapt the innovation to fit their workflow, normally taking advantage of the data to bring 
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the customers closer, changing the behavior of the user’s worldview and behavior, to develop 

a new market (Mauricio & Sánchez, 2017). 

 

Why a Blockchain System is a Disruptive Innovation in the 
Clinical Trial Process? 
 

The clinical trial process needs improvement. After analyzing the case of the studied hospital 

and gathering the insight from blockchain experts, the clinical trial process is falling behind 

with the need to interconnect different organizations, motivate the clinical research in 

healthcare, and make the process more profitable, by reduce cost and improving speed. There 

is a need for a new level of transparency via decentralized organizations with a network of 

trust. 

Also, clinical trials involve a very complex process with many aspects that need to be taken 

into consideration, in a very sensitive sector. That is why applying blockchain technology 

can be the vehicle to disrupt this market and create more value for it. 

Applying blockchain into a specific case, like the one studied for this thesis, and starting a 

collaboration with, for example, Nordsjællands Hospital, solving their needs to develop a 

new product reducing cost and creating connections between all participants. 

Changing the actual way of developing a clinical trial by building the entire full-stack (not 

just one component), listening to customers’ needs, can create a new panorama in a process 

is too complicated to restructure. As E4 said, it can be the similar analogy to what happened 

with digital health in the market, or “PayPal building the full stack as a bank to shift the 

market”.  

Applying blockchain in clinical trials can generate a new market, by selling the data collected 

by the hospital or the pharmaceutical companies, as analyzed in this research. It can generate 

new motivations for healthcare professional to find new ways of financing for their own 

studies. As well, pharma companies can take advantage of their own information by creating 

this “data market”, potentially generating new collaboration and disrupting the clinical trial 
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ecosystem expanding it with more possibilities for development of drugs or process in the 

healthcare sector. It can improve the innovation environment in healthcare. As well, the 

clinical trial process can be faster (by finding the perfect patient with a specific disease more 

easily), reducing cost, better connected, and mitigate the behavioral and incentive problems 

found in this research. Being a disruptive innovation, and what is related therein, is how 

blockchain technology can be leveraged to improve the process in clinical trials. 

FUTURE RESEARCH 
 

As seen during the thesis, there are different aspects that are needed to take into consideration 

before the start the implementation of the system. For example, an economic analysis to see 

the real cost and to find considerations for a real implementation of the system. 

The researcher suggests, from what was found in this thesis, the next step should address the 

behavioral and incentive problem that exists in clinical trials, and the next step beyond this 

thesis and see if blockchain can solve this issue. The researcher thinks it can, but it could be 

interesting to create a deeper investigation about it.  

While doing some research to start working on this thesis, the researcher found a relevant 

theory called “Governing the Commons" in The Evolution of Institutions for Collective 

Action by Elinor Ostrom. This theory discusses that having common resources or common 

pool resources (CPR) used by a group of institutions with technology, by different intensity 

in place and time. The result is that CPR can be overused. The theory is based on how to 

govern and manage these CPRs. (Frey, 2011). In this theory, there are three main findings, 

and one of them is a list of eight criteria called “design principles for long enduring CPR 

institutions". It could be interesting to make an analysis about this topic, to make a 

comparison with patient data as a CPR, and see how this data can be managed and governed 

by all the institutions that try to access them. 

As well, in this theory there is a framework that could be applied in this specific case, to see 

how the internal and external world make decisions to interact with CPR, if the conditions 

change in the CPR situation. All of this would regard the benefits and costs of the situation. 
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It seems an interesting approach after finding in this thesis that there is a behavioral problem 

between participants during the process of a trial often involving lack of motivation. As 

interviewee E7 said, “there's a reason for governance and the reason you have governance 

is to make the decision processes easier”. 

Apart from this, mentioned during this research, a study on how to standardize across users 

so the technology can be implemented in clinical trials sector, and see how it could be 

connected with the system that are already in use, could be also the next goal.  

There are a lot of studies and evaluations needed to be done even before starting to develop 

the system. It is a very convoluted process and, as E8 said, “it is not about to change a 

component to make the current process a bit easier, it is about creating a radical change for 

the current process. To make it better”. 

CONCLUSION 
 

After analyzing a case study from a hospital of a clinical trial process and discovering the 

challenges they are facing, after asking different blockchain experts, that are working in the 

healthcare sector, about how blockchain technology is developing towards healthcare, here 

is the final conclusion.  

It is very interesting to see how blockchain technology is evolving and being used in many 

different sectors, in many different departments and by more people in the healthcare sector. 

During the congress in London, the researcher was able to see the interest about the 

technology, from start-ups that want to disrupt the market, universities doing research on it, 

to big pharma companies looking for a solution that can help them in their daily task. 

The best conclusion after doing the thesis is to see that the technology is ready. That in 

Taiwan, there are already a private clinic (collaborating with the government, private tech 

company and insurance company) developing a blockchain system with the perspective of 

selling it (meaning that there is market for it). In London, universities are doing research 

about clinical trials with real scenarios to find out the potential of the technology. 
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But there is a behavioral problem inside clinical trial process that slows down the adaptation 

of the technology, but, at the same time, demand a change to make the sector more 

competitive and dynamic. This change is very difficult to accomplish, but blockchain 

technology has all the requirements to make it possible.  
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Interview Guides 
 

Interview guide: Nurse 
Overview of the Interview 

The goal is to map the current data collection and validation process, how the data flow in 

the Clinical trial process. We would like to know which part of the process can be improved 

and create an alternative solution of the process with blockchain.  

Frames of the Interview 

The interview will be about 1 hour. 

It will be recorded to analyses the data afterwards.  

It is anonymized, but personal data relevant to the project will be tied to the informant such 

as: profession, country/state and area of practice  

Introduction 

• Can you please introduce yourself? 

• Could you tell us a little bit about your role in the department? 

• How many clinical trials are you working with right now? 

Clinical Trials Process 

• What do you do during clinical trials?  

• How is the work split between you and a doctor? 

Challenges and Unnecessary information 

• What are the main challenges for you in a clinical trial? What is the most difficult? 

Boring? Bureaucratic?  

• Are there many barriers you need to overcome? 

• Are there any procedures or information that you think are not relevant, but you 

need to do/store? 

Participating in a Clinical Trial 

• Are you involved in patient recruitment process? 

• (If yes) How are patients recruited for a clinical trial?  

• What paper work do you need to do with a participant, participant's relative and a 

legal guard? 

• How do you do the follow up with the patients relative? 

• How do you contact a patient's relative? Where do you store this data? 

• How many patients do you need to track in average per clinical trial? How many 

patients are you tracking at the moment?    
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Data Management 

• How do you keep track of the data you collect during the trial? What are the 

challenges? Is it an easy process? 

• Where do you keep all trial-related documentation (signed forms, consents, 

contracts, etc.)? 

• How do you validate the data that you collect? What kind of approval do you need 

and from whom? 

IT Systems 

• What systems do you use for clinical trials? 

• What is your experience with them? 

Next Interviews  

• Can you recommend anyone we shall interview next? 

Closing 

• Is there anything else you'd like us to tell? As we would like to map and understand 

the process of the clinical trial, is there any other information/question that we are 

missing? 

• Thank you for the interview. The data of this interview will be analyzed and coded. 

 

Interview guide: Hospital Management 
Overview of the Interview 

The goal is to map the current data collection and validation process, how the data flow in 

the Clinical trial process. We would like to know which part of the process can be improved 

and create an alternative solution of the process with blockchain.  

Frames of the Interview 

The interview will be about 1 hour. 

It will be recorded to analyze the data afterwards.  

It is anonymized, but personal data relevant to the project will be tied to the informant such 

as: profession, country/state and area of practice  

Introduction  

• Can you please introduce yourself (Name, Position)? 

• Could you tell us a little bit about your role in the University Hospital? 

• Could you tell us briefly about your connection to blockchain technology?  

Blockchain technology in Healthcare 

PhrOS (Patient health record Operating System) 

• Can you please tell us about phrOS project?  

• Why did the Hospital decide to implement blockchain-based personal healthcare 

record operating system? 
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• What are the main challenges in implementing phrOS? 

• Do you think the blockchain technology is ready for hospital use? 

• What do the hospital employees say about the project? 

• What is the expected launch date? 

• Can you please tell us more about the recent field test? (guide from this question to 

clinical trials) 

Clinical Trials using Blockchain 

• Is clinical trial management a part of phrOS? 

• How do you plan to use blockchain for clinical trials? 

• Have you seen any improvements in regards to trial auditing, clinical data sharing, 

etc.? 

• What are the main challenges the hospital faces in organizing clinical trials? 

Patient clinical trials recruitment process 

• What has been changed in patient clinical trials recruitment process during the 

recent project trial?  

• How do you collect consent from the patients? Is it done electronically? 

• What is the improvement that blockchain can do for Clinical trials?  

Government challenges  

• Can you tell us more about Healthcare Blockchain Alliance? 

• Do you think it is important to create a standard for blockchain within healthcare? 

• How do governmental policies impact application of blockchain technology into 

healthcare? 

• How is the government acting regarding data policy?  

Personal Opinion 

• In your opinion, what are the main points that blockchain will improve in the 

Healthcare? 

• With you experience already in the field…. 

Closing 

• Is there anything else you'd like us to tell?  

• Could you please suggest us other contact that we could interview related with the 

field? From DTCO, for example? 

• Thank you for the interview. The data of this interview will be analyzed and coded. 

 

Interview guide: Clinician 
Overview of the Interview 
The goal is to map the current data collection and validation process, how the data flow in the Clinical 

trial process. We would like to know which part of the process can be improved and create an 

alternative solution of the process with blockchain.  
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Frames of the Interview 
The interview will be about 1 hour. 

It will be recorded to analyze the data afterwards.  

It is anonymized, but personal data relevant to the project will be tied to the informant such as: 

profession, country/state and area of practice  

Introduction & Department 

• Can you please introduce yourself (Name, Position, Specialization)? 

• Could you tell us a little bit about your role in the department? 

• Can you please tell us about the Research Department? 

• How many clinical trials are going at the moment? 

• How do you manage all these clinical trials? 

• Do you have any collaboration with the industry? Any joint clinical trials? 

Clinical Trials Process 

Beginning process 

• How does a clinical process start? 

• What kind of information do you need to make sure that you are going to start the clinical 

trial?  

• What are usual pre-trial activities? 

• How do you design a protocol for the clinical trial? 

• How do you know what the next step is? Are there any requirements to fulfil? 

Organizing process 

• In the projects that you are working on, do you have the Clinical Trial phases? 

• How many people are involved into organizing? 

Funding Clinical Trials 

• Before you start the Clinical Trial, from where do you get the funding? 

• Do you have to create a special information about the funding? 

Challenges and Unnecessary information 

• What are the main challenges in doing a clinical trial? What is the most difficult? Boring? 

Bureaucratic?  

• Have you experienced any pitfalls? Do clinical trials get cancelled? Why? 

• Are there many barriers you need to overcome? 

• Are there any procedure or information that you think is not relevant but you need to 

do/store? 

Participating in a Clinical Trial 

• How do you recruit patients for a clinical trial? 

• What kind of remuneration do you give to participants? 

• What paper work do you need to do with a participant? 
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Data Management 

• How do you keep track of the data you collect during the trial? What are the challenges? Is 

it an easy process? 

• Where do you keep all trial-related documentation (signed forms, consents, etc.)? 

• How do you validate the data that you collect? What kind of approval do you need and from 

whom? 

Financial Aspect of the Data 

• Do you share the collected data with other hospitals or companies? If not, why?  

• Do you see any commercialization potential in it? Is it relevant? 

(We need to think depending on the answer of this questions, to create relevant following 

question for the finance purpose of the data, like stakeholders, improvement.) 

IT Systems 

• What systems do you use for clinical trials? 

• How do you choose the systems to work in? 

• How do you share the information between the systems? Is there any legal agreement that 

you need to follow to share the data?  

Next Interviews  

• Will you be able to get us in touch with the IT specialist who works with the data 

management systems? 

• Can you recommend anyone we shall interview next? 

Closing 

• Is there anything else you'd like us to tell? As we would like to map and understand the 

process of the clinical trial, is there any other information/question that we are missing? 

• Thank you for the interview. The data of this interview will be analyzing and coded. 

 

Interview guide: Clinician & Entrepreneur 
Overview of the Interview 

The goal is to map the current data collection and validation process, how the data flow in 

the Clinical trial process. We would like to know which part of the process can be improved 

and create an alternative solution of the process with blockchain.  

Frames of the Interview 

The interview will be about 1 hour. 

It will be recorded to analyze the data afterwards.  

It is anonymized, but personal data relevant to the project will be tied to the informant such 

as: profession, country/state and area of practice  

Introduction 

• Can you please introduce yourself (Name, Position)? 

• Could you tell us a little bit about your role? 
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• Could you tell us briefly about your connection to blockchain technology?  

Blockchain technology in Healthcare 

Doctors Link 

• Can you please tell us more about Doctors Link? 

• Why did you decide to use a distributed ledger there? 

• Why do you focus on identity management? 

• What are the main challenges in implementing Doctors Link? 

• Do you think the blockchain technology is ready for use? 

• How far are you with Doctors Link implementing it in the industry? 

Users Experience 

• What do your colleagues say about the project? 

• What are the main challenges of sharing the data within blockchain?  

• Are the Healthcare organizations willing to help you? 

Clinical Trials using Blockchain 

• Do you also do clinical trials at your work? 

• (If yes) Have you been used or planned to use Blockchain for Clinical Trials? 

• What are the main challenges the hospital faces in organizing clinical trials? 

Government challenges  

• Do you think it is important to create a standard for blockchain within healthcare? 

• How do governmental policies impact application of blockchain technology into 

healthcare? 

• Could you tell us about data policy regarding your innovation? 

• Do you think it is important that the government define rules for blockchain? Or can 

the technology itself control the data? 

Personal Opinion 

• In your opinion, what are the main points that blockchain will improve in the 

Healthcare? 

Closing 

• Is there anything else you'd like us to tell?  

• Could you please suggest us other contact that we could interview related with the 

field? From DTCO, for example? 

• Thank you for the interview. The data of this interview will be analyzed and coded. 
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Interview guide: Blockchain Expert  
Overview of the Interview 

The goal is to map the current data collection and validation process, how the data flow in 

the Clinical trial process. We would like to know which part of the process can be improved 

and create an alternative solution of the process with blockchain.  

Frames of the Interview 

The interview will be about 1 hour. 

It will be recorded to analyze the data afterwards.  

It is anonymized, but personal data relevant to the project will be tied to the informant such 

as: profession, country/state and area of practice  

Introduction 

• Can you please introduce yourself (Name, Position)? 

• Could you tell us a little bit about your role in the Company? 

• Could you tell us briefly about your connection to blockchain technology?  

Blockchain technology 

• Can you please tell us about the main blockchain projects that you are working on?  

• What are the main challenges in implementing these projects in the industry? 

• Do you think the blockchain technology is ready to be used? 

Blockchain within your Company 

• Is the company providing enough resources for these projects?  

• How is the company behavior regarding blockchain?  

• What are the company limitations for this? 

Blockchain within Healthcare 

• Are you aware of any project where blockchain is improving the healthcare sector? 

• How do you see the Healthcare sector in the future?  

• Do you think, if you have thought about it, if blockchain can improve healthcare? 

and How? 

Government challenges  

• How will GDPR and "the right to be forgotten" affect blockchain application? It 

there a similar trend in other countries? 

• What are the main challenges of sharing the data within blockchain? 

• Do you think it is important that the government define rules for blockchain? Or can 

the technology itself control the data? 

• Have you had any problems implementing blockchain with the government? 

How Blockchain works 

• Could you please define in 2-3 words the main advantages of blockchain 

technology? 
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• Could you please define in 2-3 words the main disadvantages of blockchain 

technology? 

• How important do you see the connection between smart contracts and blockchain? 

• Is blockchain part of the digitalization within a company? 

Personal Opinion 

• You, as a Blockchain expert in Healthcare, what are the main points or facts do you 

think that blockchain will improve into the Healthcare? 

Closing 

• Is there anything else you'd like us to tell?  

• Thank you for the interview. The data of this interview will be analyzed and coded. 

Interviews 

Interviews from the Hospital 
Interview H1 
Interviewer [ 00:00:05] If you can please introduce yourself and tell us what you do? 

H1 [ 00:00:14] My name is H1, I am a Senior consultant in the department of 

Anesthesiology in intensive care. I have a part time position doing research and as part of 

that I am chairman of the research group infection and inflammation on this hospital 

involving permanent pulmonary medicine infections medicine, ENT, acute emergency 

medicine department etc. But that's more sort of managing physician and then I manage the 

research group here in the ICU. And we do different trials on mainly on patients with 

sepsis. So overall, we doing trials trying to improve outcome of sepsis. And you may know 

sepsis is an infection spreading to the whole body giving an overall shock to the body. 

and that's part of the main disease in ICU. A lot of patients they come here because they 

have an infection that is causing more severe problems to the whole body, organ failures.   

Interviewer [00:01:58] How big is the research department of infection and inflammation 

group? 

H1 [ 00:02:01] The local department here in the ICU or the infection and inflammation 

group?  

Interviewer [ 00:02:05] yeah, the infection and inflammation group? 

H1 [ 00:02:06] Yeah. Well how big is it. It is. I mean it involves four departments and it's 

all the active researchers in these departments and that can vary. [ 00:02:23] You know. It's 

PHD students, medical students and part time consultants doing research and younger 

doctors. So, I would guess that's. I mean you saw it. Those who are active are those who 

come to the meetings where you present so 15 to 20 people, I would guess are actually 

active doing research in this group. 

Interviewer [ 00:02:51] OK. [ 00:02:52] is it big? 

H1 [ 00:02:56] Yeah, I would say it's. But compared to what. That's difficult. 

Interviewer How many clinical trials are you doing right now? 

H1 [ 00:03:18] At the moment in the ICU I do not have an overview of all the clinical trials 

in the other departments I have mainly of my own research group here. [ 00:03:26] But 
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we're running three clinical trials at the moment. We're planning two more to start up in the 

spring or summer. 

Interviewer [ 00:03:43] The clinical trials that you're doing, are they initiate internally or 

from the industry? 

H1 [ 00:03:54] It's a combination. It's a combination. [ 00:03:59] So we're actually we have 

just stopped an industry study where actually two we've been involved in these last years 

but take a long time from you actually stop including patients to have finalized all 

registration and everything can take several years. But we are in the process of terminating 

two trials. We did not have any ongoing pharmaceutical clinical trials at the moment. One 

trial is multicenter trial which is not planned here but on the P.I. (principal investigator) of 

this study which is running on many trials. 

[ 00:05:00] Right. No, it's not ICU. It is about oxygen treatment about ICU patients. It’s a 

multiset study  

[ 00:05:12] And then we are running our own study about biofilm in tracheal tubes and 

that's coming from our department for the research group. We do that. We have in this 

research group of infection inflammation we have an overall study about biofilm and we 

are running a study in ICU but is also running sort of similar starts in the NC Department in 

the lung and infections department. And then we're doing a study in collaboration with the 

blood bank in Rigs Hospitalet with a professor there I collaborate with. It's mainly a 

biobank we are collecting samples for a biobank and we are planning to do a metabolomics 

on blood from ICU patients. 

Interviewer [ 00:06:13] How do you manage those clinical trials? Because right now you 

are managing one of them? 

H1 [ 00:06:23] What do you mean by management and we manage those 3 trials in this 

department. So, we have to include the patients to get the data into the data to see if we get. 

Interviewer [ 00:06:45] So let's say you're responsible for those clinical trials. You have to 

collect the data and that you have to be.  

H1 [ 00:06:47] Yeah. And for that I have two nurses that's their desks. Who is here part 

time doing research within those clinical trials?  

Interviewer [ 00:06:47] Do they only work for those clinical trials?  

H1 [ 00:06:50] They work for me. Yeah. On whatever trials I do  

Interviewer [ 00:06:54] And you said there are no pharmaceutical trials.  

H1 [ 00:06:56] Not at the moment. No.  

Interviewer [ 00:06:58] So How many trials exits? How do you call them? 

H1 [ 00:07:30] I'm not sure what you mean. 

Interviewer [ 00:07:47] It was one about investigating oxygen. It's not started by a 

pharmaceutical company who initiated it. 

H1 [ 00:07:55] So what we're running here now at the moment investigator-initiated trials. [ 

00:08:06] And one of them is initiated by me. One is initiated by another group that we are 

housing here in our department. And the third one is a collaboration t with me and the 

professor in Rigs Hospitalet but its only running in this department. 

Interviewer [ 00:08:32] How does a clinical trial normally starts? [ 00:08:39] Like now 

that you were talking about collaboration. Yeah. Do you have any collaborations with the 

industry any clinical trials? 

H1 [ 00:08:47] Yes. As I said we have been running a trial for several years and that's a 

close collaboration of course and that's for development of a drug and there are different 

stages of that. And we participated. I don't remember five or seven years ago in an earlier 

https://www.rigshospitalet.dk/
https://www.rigshospitalet.dk/
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stage of this drug development and now we did, we participated in the latest state of the 

drug development and now the pharmaceutical company decided to stop. [ 00:09:19] They 

ended up. They didn't believe that it could be a drug so they stopped the investigation. But 

that is a close collaboration. There's a huge set up of legal requirements that have to be 

fulfilled.  

Interviewer [ 00:09:40] So your collaboration will be with the pharmaceutical companies 

and maybe with university you said as well. Right? And of course, inside the hospital 

within different departments. 

H1 [ 00:09:53] Different departments Inside the hospital. Huge collaboration with 

different departments, kind of. Yes. 

Interviewer [ 00:10:02] My question was. How do you normally start a clinical trial and 

what are the considerations behind?  

H1 [ 00:10:04] Well everything starts with an idea you know. It’s a need in an investigator-

initiated trial has to start with an idea and that we're doing clinical research so it's it starts 

with a problem, a clinical problem you have or an idea to investigate something. I can say 

that we have also we have just finalized a huge study that I was part of developing. It was 

called the study of cooling and surviving septic shock. We cooled down patients with septic 

shock with 30 feet 4 degrees for 24 hours because that's a standard therapy for patients with 

cardiac arrest. We had an idea that could maybe be beneficial for patients with septic shock. 

[ 00:11:17] That's just an example. It was an idea we developed the study protocol we 

applied the ethical committee. Can we be allowed to do this? And it ended up with a trial 

that took eight years to perform. 

Interviewer [ 00:11:40] You said that you develop a protocol for the trial. Is there any 

standard you follow or how do you do it?  

H1 [ 00:11:50] Yeah there are standards. I mean if you have an idea and you want to do a 

clinical study in patients there are a lot of regulations and you have to get permission. from 

the ethics committee for example. And if drugs are involved you also have to get 

permission from the health ministry drug administration to do it and there is about data 

collection. You have to get permission to look into patient’s data and to collect data on the 

patients. [ 00:12:34] So you have to apply different authorities to do this. So, to do this you 

have to develop a protocol where you describe the drugs and all your considerations. [ 

00:12:48] Pro, contras, in different ways and you have to document that with the previous 

literature and argue for why it is believed to be beneficial and what can be hazards and the 

problems. So, it's a huge process. I mean from idea to start usually it's a big job to develop 

the protocol. [ 00:13:15] To get permission and then the next step is to get it financed. You 

have to find someone to support it. And then with the pharmaceutical investigating it comes 

the other way. The pharmaceutical company they come to us to say well we have we want 

to develop this new drug. We want to test it. You have access to the patients can you help 

us? Can you include patients in this study where we investigate this drug? 

Interviewer [ 00:13:48] OK sounds a bit easier when its pharmaceutical. Paperwhise? 

H1 [ 00:13:56] Yeah. It's sounds a bit easier in the sense that they do all the. I mean they 

have the idea and everything but. Then when performing a trial, it's not easier. It's. Much 

more difficult because a lot of regulations. So, it's another kind of research and I can say we 

only do that. [ 00:14:29] The only reason to do research with pharmaceutical companies is 

there's only one reason to do it and it is to earn money. This is where in my mind we do 

pharmaceutical investigations. I mean you make a contract and you get paid for it. And so, I 

have used that for getting money to pay for my research nurses. To do that trial but also to 
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make all the trials where we are involved. So, it's that's the only reason to actually to 

engage into pharmaceutical research.  

Interviewer If it's for example the clinical trial oxygen or other trial that you are working 

on, how does the financing work? to apply for funding? 

H1 [ 00:15:38] There is very little for internal financing. So, it's extremely hard to apply 

funds. So yeah. 

Interviewer [ 00:15:49] How long does it take more or less from the idea to start the 

protocol? 

H1 [ 00:16:07] The protocol is not defined. Each clinical trial has its own protocol. Yeah 

but of course there's a scale. I mean that you have a formula of how a protocol has to there's 

a certain point that have to be the protocol but it's not the same for all. I mean is it different 

for studies. You have to. 

Interviewer [ 00:16:35] So is its public information the clinical trial protocol? 

H1 [ 00:16:48] Look yeah, I think it's if it's I don’t, I don't know that if it's accessible for 

everyone I don't know. But I guess it is. I mean of course if it's a pharmaceutical company 

and they are developing a new drug. I mean they then you signed some agreements that you 

don't share it with. So, but if it's investigated initiated drug study. And it's approved by the 

ethical committee for example. I don't know if it's accessible. So, I'm not sure.  

Interviewer [ 00:07:39] So to design this protocol you have said that there are different 

phases. These phases come from the ministry? 

H1 [ 00:08:04] Statements or background. There has to be a background for example that 

has to describe the background to start a protocol. Description of the background. Why is it 

interesting to investigate this? next will be methods, which methods will you use? How 

would you get your results? So, there are some I guess it's the same when you write a 

thesis. There’re also some headlines you are expected to follow.  

Interviewer And who is giving you these deadlines? 

H1 [ 00:08:51] Well it's I mean if you apply the ethical committee, they will give you these 

points. 

Interviewer [ 00:09:11] What are the main challenges doing a clinical trial? 

H1 [ 00:09:21] There are different challenges all along the way.  I mean this it is because as 

I said this is a process from idea to find a solution and their different challenges all along 

the way. You start with the idea, the right protocol that's a challenge. And when you then 

have your approval then you have to get it financed. That's the challenge. When you have 

the money then you have to organize in the clinic and you have to set it off in a busy 

clinical environment where they are not especially focused on research. I mean they're 

focused on treating patients and they're usually busy and short of staff and so it's not very 

popular to come and say well now you have to do some extra work on these patients 

because it's very interesting research. It can be difficult for the nurses to see that it's 

interesting because it's extra work for them or the doctor especially during nighttime and 

things like that. So that's a big challenge. And then is when you're doing clinical research 

regularly monitoring those who have monitored visit and where they look into all your case 

files and see to follow the regulations to register all the data correctly to have the signatures 

at the right time you need approval from relatives and things like that. That's a challenge. 

And when you then have finished the trial then you have to look at your data and do 

statistics calculations. 

[ 00:02:02] See what that's a new challenge. And then when you've done that then you have 

to publish it. Write a paper. That's a challenge. And in the end, you will also try to, you 
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know to present it to the world so you probably go to conference to present it to the world. 

So, you had to prepare PowerPoint slides. Think like that. That's also a challenge. So, there 

are many challenges there. 

Interviewer [ 00:02:41] Do you have a biocritical process? 

H1 [ 00:02:48] Yeah there's a lot of bureaucracy in the hospital system and the university 

Yeah. And in the pharmaceutical industry.  

Interviewer [ 00:03:08] Who is in charge of this work?  

H1 [ 00:03:08] The broken legal process. 

Interviewer [ 00:03:10] All these papers to fill it up and organize it to make it happen.  

H1 [ 00:03:35] In the end is my responsibility. If I'm principal investigator on a study I am 

responsible of what's going on. At this site. So, I delegate a lot of the work to nurses and 

doctors and the department secretaries whatever. But in the end, it's my responsibility. So. 

Interviewer [ 00:03:55] How many people are also involved in clinical trials? 

H1 [ 00:04:00] I mean we do clinical trial it involves the whole department. Yeah. Because 

it's on the patients so and of course it depends on a little bit on the type of the trial I mean 

we have this biobank whereby we simply collect bio blood samples on the patients and so it 

involves the nurses when they have to take the blood samples. Of course. It involves the 

doctors when they have to include the patient when they come. In these heart ICU study, it 

involves everybody because the patient has to be controlled to one level of oxygen in one 

arm and another level in the other arm so that's an ongoing issue during the whole ICU 

admission. It involves everybody because the patient has to be controlled to one level of 

oxygen in one arm and another level in the other arm. So that's an ongoing issue during the 

whole ICU admission. So, everybody who's taking care of that patient is involved. It 

involves everyone in the department. So, the research nurses are doing a lot of registration: 

getting signatures from relatives and other doctors who need... So, there's a lot of 

bureaucracy on that.  

(Volha) You mentioned that a research nurse is connecting all paperwork. Where do you 

normally start? Is it just paper?  

(H1) Today as I said, it is not. As I said its actually mostly computer. But I can give you one 

example for a Biobank study so every time we include our patients, we make these folders. 

So that when there is a new patient you want to include, you take one folder. There you get 

a study number and then you register when you take. Because the patients are in the ICU, 

they are not able to give consent themselves. So, you have to get it from the relatives. So, we 

have to keep track on when the relatives come. So, we can get the information. Do you allow 

that we do this trial on your father, mother, sister or whatever who is the closest relative? 

And then they have to sign this consent form. And then we also use… and I forgot the name 

of what is called… You have to get consent from two persons: the relatives and a legal guard. 

And that's another doctor in the hospital. They have to sign as well. So, there is a lot of 

bureaucracy and then we have four studies, so we have to get these signatures on paper. So, 

we have to keep track on all of this. This is just for one study. We have another study we run 

with blue files. The third one in white, so we can distinguish because some other patients will 

be in all three trials at the same time. 
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(Eduardo) What about if you have these papers online, on the Internet? So, people will sign 

up on the computer?  

(H1) Yeah 

(Eduardo) Will that be interesting for you? 

(H1) Very interesting, yes. Because I can tell you we have… because this is… this consent 

issue is a very big task in the ICU because all the patients are not consent. Very few of the 

patients are actually consent are able to sign themselves. So, we for all included patients we 

have two get consent from the legal guard and the relatives. And you know the relatives say, 

they are not here all the time, so we have to keep track when they are visiting. When they 

visit, we have to be there. And if they're not visiting, we have to call them. We need to track. 

If we don't get contact, we have to try again. Do we have to keep all this going and we have 

to document in the patient case file every time we get the consent. But also, every time if we 

try and do not get in contact. So that’s a huge bureaucracy. And if the authorities come and 

ask, “Have you really have you tried?”, “You have not got consent from the relatives of this 

patient, did you try?” to say “yes, we did try” – “But we cannot see it the case file”. I have 

developed, and I do that in Excel. I've developed the system that the nurses and secretaries 

use. 

(Volha) So you still can involve a patient a clinical trial like you try to get a consent, but you 

cannot, are you still allowed to involve the patient? 

(H1) Sorry, now I got distracted 

(Volha) You said, you keep track when you try to contact the relatives. And if like after all 

the times, you still don't manage to contact them can you still involve the patient into the 

trial?  

(H1) It depends on the type of trial. There are different requirements depending on if it's a 

drug trial or not a drug trial. Just if you are interested, I developed for each study we are 

doing. We have an Excel sheet. You see these are all the patients we have included, the study 

number, the name, birthday, the time when the first blood sample was taken, when did we 

give the information to the relatives, when did we get the signature. And in the beginning, 

we also had to get authorization from the general practitioner. Recently the law has been 

changed so we don't have to do. But then we also had to keep track on that. We had to send 

them information and if they didn’t answer what they usually didn't do, we had to send them 

a reminder, a second reminder and then know when they did actually sign information to the 

relatives. And actually, when the patient himself get you know get better and if he can 

understand and accept, we also have to get his consent. And we have to be able to document 
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when we do it and so and so. So, this is just you can see one study and we have 300 patients 

in this. But you see it's huge. Right, we can see we did send an email here. It's a huge work 

to keep track on that. (A person comes in) Lone is one of the research nurses who is doing a 

lot of that. (H1 talks to Lone about the students and their project). Just to give you an 

impression. That's a huge work to get over this. 

[00:33:47] 

(Eduardo) Do you have to store once you have all the paper in the folder. Do you have to 

store it somewhere? In the in digital? 

(H1) No, with the folders we have to store all the signatures, the papers we have to store, we 

have to keep them for 15 years. 

(Eduardo) 15 years? And in a physical place? 

(H1) In a physical place. And for that when the study is completely finished ... we actually 

have just done that because these archives they get bigger and bigger. So, we asked the 

archive of the hospital “Can we place this?” We put them in boxes and we write on the side 

“can be destroyed after 15 years”. But we have to be able to you know get back to it, track it 

if we get questions you know. If there's suddenly, something comes up after 10 years, 

somebody suspects that this drug has done damage and authorities ask, we have to be able to 

find these all these things again.  

(Eduardo) So the question about the consent of the family. 

(H1) Mm 

(Volha) If you don't manage to get her relatives consent in the end, so in some cases you still 

can involve the patient  

(H1) In some cases we still can… But in general, if there's no… I mean there are patients 

who have no relatives here. They are far, we don't know who it is. In general, we do not 

include if we know that there's no way to get a consent then we do not include them.  

(Volha) Even if it's for the benefit of the patients?  

(H1) Well, you never know if a study has the benefit for a patient. I mean you do the study 

because you don't know. It can be a benefit for humanity or whatever. But you have to follow 

these regulations. And it's a general statement if it's not possible to get a consent then you 

cannot include the patient. Sometimes you don't know in advance, so you include the patient 

with the legal guard and then you find out later that it's you know there are no relatives, or 
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they live abroad. You know, it can be difficult. We have to document that we have tried but 

every time we do anything, we have to document also in the case file of the patient. And you 

might have heard about this system we have / Sundhedsplatformen. We have to go there and 

document. We also document when the patients are included and anything about the studies 

is documented there. The third thing I can show you is the CRF because that's where you 

know computers have replaced paper. When we collect data, it is entered into the electronic 

CRF. So that's an online thing. So, I forgot my username… 

(Volha) And you use the system to collect the data for trials.  

(H1) Yeah. Are you interested to see it? 

(Volha, Eduardo) Yes.  

(H1) CRF, case record form. It can be a paper file. It was a few years ago. But now it is 

usually electronic. This is just an example. So, these are the patients we have included into 

the oxygen trial. is this being a page since we have been through this trial – “Hot ICU”. So, 

it is developed in this system “OpenClinica”. It's not developed by me, but it is accessible… 

It's something you can buy, and you can design it to your study. So, you can see this is all 

you fill in a form for each day, a baseline when you include the patient, you fill in data, 

screening, you fill in data every day. And here you see it's been here for two weeks, so it still 

needs to fill in the data for the last three or four days. I guess Lone would probably do today.  

(Eduardo) But this is not a medical record of the patient.  

(H1) No, no. This is the research case record form called CRF - case record form. So, this is 

where you enter the research data for this study.  

(Volha) Is it connected to Sundhedsplatformen? Or is it separate? 

(H1) No, it's not. It is not. But I guess it could be. But as far as I am informed, the region did 

not buy the research platform for Sundhedsplatformen. So, therefore it is not. I mean, as I 

understand there is a research platform in Sundhedsplatformen, but we don't have it, we don't 

use it. We use other systems.  

(Volha) That's why last time at the meeting another doctor said she is using another system.  

(H1) Another system. This is now OpenClinica. But we also have, we have free access, the 

hospital has bought hospice a system called Smart-trial. It's a system that can do the same. 

Christian, my student who is working on the study, he manages his data in Smart-trial. And 

there is another system. I think it's actually a free user, called REDCap. So, there are different 

systems for doing this. 
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(Eduardo) For example, working for the same clinical trial people use different systems.  

(H1) No.  

(Eduardo) Ok. 

(H1) This is the same system. Because it is a multi-centre study. So, everybody uses this.  

(Eduardo) OK.  

(H1) That's an online solution. So, the data goes into a central database when we enter it.  

(Eduardo) So, for example this Smart-trial, you said they use it for their own purpose to help 

them… 

(Volha) It is another type of software. 

(H1) It is another type of software. Smart-trial, REDCap or whatever it is called. It is just the 

type of software that they use. 

(Eduardo) Why do use Smart-trial, for example, and not REDCap on this one?  

(H1) Well, because this was developed by people on the side and they have been using this 

for many years before Smart-trial and REDCap came.  So that's just a question of tradition. I 

mean why do you use this software and not this software?  

(Eduardo) OK. But they are obliged to use this one or not?  

(H1) No. 

(Eduardo) They can use whatever they want. Ok. 

(H1) I mean we are obliged to do this because the managers of … the overall management 

have decided CRF so we have to enter there.  

(Eduardo) OK.  

(H1) But if we decide our own trial, we can choose what we want to do. It is just a piece of 

software. It’s nothing else.  

(Volha) Are the patient patients anonymized here? 

(H1) In this … yeah, they, they…  
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(Volha) I mean it's just seems rather complicated to switch between Sundhedsplatformen and 

this system. 

(H1) Oh, it's not complicated. Before we had Sundhedsplatformen, everybody switched 

between seven different systems, whether you had to look at X-rays, blood samples, 

medicine, case files, blood administration… I can keep on. I mean you had to log into a 

different system each time. So, everybody is used for that, used to that. But of course, I mean 

if it was integrated  

(Volha) it would be even better  

(H1) Yes, even better. But I wouldn't prefer it because usually the functions of 

Sundhedsplatformen are very complicated and difficult. So, I actually prefer another system 

that is logical and well-designed. That's just what I say. But of course, if the system was 

included in Sundhedsplatformen and could actually automatically … because many of these 

data are already in Sundhedsplatformen. It was designed so it could automatically transfer - 

that would be an advantage. Definitely. And that should be, you know, something to design 

for the future that that data is automatically being transferred from the patients’ case file to 

the research files. So, because as it is now, we have to manually sit and put in data … 

(Volha) and then there is a risk 

(H1) … risk of mistakes and of course. But as you know Sundhedsplatformen has 

disappointed in many ways. And all these data that was supposed to be automatically 

transferred to this and that is not working, and everybody is very disappointed. Because it's 

not happening, it's not working. It's, yeah… You have heard about that. And even simple 

scoring systems we need to do every day, sets that it should be able just to transfer so we 

don't have – it is not working, we are still doing it manually. Yeah, that's another story. Let's 

don't go into that. Definitely, it will be a big advantage to have a compliance system where 

data from the clinical management would be automatically transferred to the research file. 

That would be… I mean if you could just define and say we would have every day 

hemoglobin, what level will be transferred to the research file that would be.  

(Eduardo) That's why we're here.  

(Everybody laughs) 

(H1) So that's what you are aiming at.  

Interview H2 

Volha: Can you please introduce yourself and tell us what you're doing? 
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H2: Yes, my name is H2. I am a nurse. I was educated twenty-five years ago as a nurse and 

then I started my carrier twenty years ago in the intensive care ward. Three years ago, I 

became a part-time study nurse and part-time clinical nurse. So that's what I do and that's 

why you're here.  

Volha: Can you tell us more about your work as a clinical nurse? What do you do? 

H2: As a clinical nurse I keep people alive actually. What we do in the intensive care is to 

help people who are not able to breathe on their own. That's the primary focus we have and 

then there are a lot of other devices that can help us with blood pressure, with kidney 

function and all kind of organ dysfunction. But primarily people are admitted at the ICU 

because of breathing problems. An alternative to ICU will often be death.  

Volha:  And as a study nurse? 

H2: As a study nurse with my colleague work four days a week together. We have two days 

each. As a study nurse we take care of the projects that are given to us from Morten Bestle 

who is the head of this department as a physician. Nothing that we invent on our own but 

we handle different kinds of studies. We handle studies that are conducted from inside, so 

to speak, which are not paid by the industry, which are conducted by physicians who want 

to examine things that we already do. They compare things we do, if there is evidence for 

doing this kind of things.  

Volha: Can you tell you more about the tasks you have as a study nurse?  

H2: As a study nurse, we start the study, which is quite complex because there are a lot of 

study rules. As a good clinical practice, there are always special things that have to be 

completed before the study starts. There is a lot of guidance, there are a lot of rules that 

have to be completed according to good conduct guidelines. There has to be a training log 

for the persons involved. If it is medication, we have to validate that the medication is kept 

right, degrees and so on. Before starting the study, we have to have a lot of things clear and 

ready to go and then we have to train our colleagues, the one that are actually helping the 

patients in the studies in the field. We have to do a lot of training and a lot of 

communication to make sure everybody has understood what's going on. Then when we 

start the study, we have to include patients in the study. Different studies require different 

enrolment. So, we keep an eye on the patients and which ones can be included and which 

ones are not includable. When they are included, we report. Some of the studies require that 

we report everyday special things. When we include patients in the study, we also have to 

take care of consent because when the patients at the intensive care they are unable to 

disagree. And we also need a consent from a special doctor which is not engaged in the 

ICU. We have to have a doctor from the outside to consent that it's okay to include the 

patients in the study.  

Eduardo: So, you need not only the family's - the relative from the patient but also someone 

from outside? 

[00:07:10]  
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H2: Yes, we need, too, from the outside doctors.  

Volha: Is it difficult to get concerns? 

H2: Not from the doctors. No, it's not difficult. We have very various family relations, and 

some people don't have relatives. So, that is difficult. Because if we have a patient who 

lives in an elderly home, then the headmaster of this home becomes the closest relative - we 

have to contact them by mail and inform them.  Sometimes it's difficult just because we're 

here at the day-time and the patient's family visits in the evening. We have to find a way to 

make it possible to inform and to achieve the consent from the family. Also, because 

sometimes patients are critically ill. When they arrive here, we have to find a good time for 

informing and achieving the consent.  

Volha: Do you collect it on paper? 

H2: Yes, it is a signed consent. We have to write in the in the file that we have spoken to 

the family and that we have achieved the consent and we have a log for content. There's a 

lot of writing. There's a lot of documentation when you have a study 

Eduardo: Where do you have all family information? How do you know that the patient has 

a relative, for example, in Jutland? 

H2: We know it from SP [Sundhedsplatformen]. Usually patients from former visits to the 

hospital they have told us who their closest relative is. It is not always family by blood, but 

sometimes it's a neighbor. Most of the time we have this information. If we have a patient 

who we don't know the identity of, we find the identity somehow, sometimes they have a 

bankcard or something in the pocket. If they don't have relatives and they are critically ill, 

we can ask the police to help us to find the relatives. They have database but that requires 

the patient is critical and we have to find his relatives. It's seldom we have police help us. 

Volha: Dow do relatives usually reacts when you ask about enrolling a patient into the 

clinical trial?  

H2: Usually they react like they would sign up. Sometimes I say, "I don't know if you know 

what the patient would feel about it".  Most have an attitude to research or have spoken 

with their relatives especially if they're not into research and they don't want doctors or 

anything. They have an attitude and the relatives know about that. It is very rare that the 

relatives don't want to sign. Sometimes you can have relatives who are very stressed and 

sometimes their reaction will be to be at the nurses and doctors. If I have a feeling that this 

is the kind of relatives who needs a doctor to inform, because Morten will be able to answer 

more difficult questions that I am as a nurse, I ask him to go and talk to the relatives. But I 

think 99% of the time relatives agree and co-work with us. They don't think it's a dangerous 

thing. 

Eduardo: Do you think it would be a good idea to share the data, like what's happening with 

the patient, with the relatives? For example, the relative could access to all the work that 

you're doing to the patient without asking you? I guess, those relatives if they don't know 
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what you are doing to the patients, they get nervous, they don't know if the patient is going 

to react well or not. 

H2: No, we tell them that this study we do does not have a bad influence on the patient. I's 

not dangerous in any way for the patient to be enrolled in this kind of study. When we do 

the study, it's assured by Datatilsynet and the Medical board in Denmark that it's not 

dangerous for the patients. But of course, some of them are critical and they ask and that's 

quite normal. 

Eduardo: So, there's no lack of information between the relative and the hospital?  The 

relative is well-informed. 

H2: That's the part of our job we're to make sure that they understand what we are telling 

them and what they're signing up for. 

Volha: What are the main challenges for you during clinical trials?  

H2. The main challenges... For us study nurses, the main challenge is to enroll patients 

because we're not here 24/7. We can't make a system that looks all the patients come inside 

ICU and enroll them in time. Because there's a window for the studies. You can't have a 

patient here for seven days and then I get to work and then enroll them. You have to be fast. 

It is not the length of the stay but indicators. Most of the studies require that they are 

enrolled in 12 hours after arrival. There are some other things also. So, when all these are 

fulfilled, then you can enroll them. And that's the challenge for us, study nurses, is to make 

sure. So, we have other nurses, we have six other nurses who also are supposed to look 

after the patients and to spot them. But it's not always efficient. 

Volha: What happens if they sport and it's the middle of the night and neither you nor Lone 

is here?  

H2: They can include patients in a co-work with the doctor. It's not often in the middle of 

night they call a doctor to ask. It if you have a patient in the evening and you "okay, it's 

close now. Can I can put him into the study during the night? And the doctor says "yes", 

and they make an agreement. We don't call the doctors in the middle of night to enroll. We 

have to wait until the next morning.  

Eduardo: What about the process of creating the clinical trial before? Are you involved in 

the process? 

H2: No. It is Morten who decides. We have no influence.  

Eduardo: How is the data you receive? Is it okay? Or is there always a lack of information? 

H2: No, it is very professional. The are many-many rules to be fulfilled.  
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Eduardo: So, all the time the rules are fulfilled, and you know what to do and what are the 

requirements? 

H2: Yes, we can sometimes doubt something and then we have to call Morten or we can 

call the one in charge of the study okay. One of the studies we have here we can call a guy 

who is doing PhD in Aalborg 24/7. 

Eduardo:  Are you allowed to change? For example, if you find something is missing or 

something that will improve the clinical trial, are you allowed to call Morten and say 

"Morten, maybe these could improve here?" 

H2: No, once the study is set up, you can hardly change it. And if you change it, it's not me. 

It's the one who's in charge of it. 

Eduardo: So, it's not very common that they change the clinical trial? 

H2: I'm not the right one. I have 3 years of experience.  

Volha: Do you think there are and tasks that you do during clinical trials that are not 

relevant to the clinical trial?  

H2: Depends on the trial. We had had a trial for the industry where we had to report a lot of 

things that I was wondering what the outcome would be of having this answer. It was 

laboratory tests. But I'm not the right one to answer. It was just making me wonder. 

Volha: Is it correct, that everything you do for the clinical trial normally it's relevant for the 

clinical trial?  

H2: Yeah, and it's not me to judge. I think the ones conducting the clinical trial are very 

experienced and very intelligent people. My thought is that they know what they are doing. 

Eduardo: What about all this documentation? How many systems do you need to register? 

Do you have to copy everything in both systems [Sundhedsplatformen and CRF]? 

H2: I copy some things from SP to CRF. I have data on SP and they want certain data, not 

all data for the trial. That's what I fill in.  

Volha: What about all the documentation about training? 

H2: That's the side master files, paper still. It's only in paper. 

Volha: Are there other documents that are only in paper besides training? 

H2: The documents for consent form are also only in paper.  

Volha: And then you writer comments in SP that you have got a consent?  
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H2: Yes, it is also part of the deal. You have to document in SP what you did: that you 

enrolled the patient, that I have received the consent from the family and when the patient 

is well again, I have to write down I spoke to the patient or why I did not do it. 

Volha: When you think about the tasks you have and the tasks that a clinician has, how are 

they divided? 

H2: Clinician which is Morten her most of the time, he can also include the patient and he 

can also write in the journal and he could also obtain consent from the relatives. But it's my 

task to fill in the daily form and it's my task to keep track of the papers. That's not Morten's 

tasks. But it is his responsibility that everything is conducted correct. Yes, he is the head. 

Volha: And for the current clinical trial, is it mostly you or Morten who enrolls the 

patients? 

H2: It is mostly me and another study nurse. Percentage wise, maybe 80:20, I don't know. 

Volha: The majority of the work is done by you? 

H2: Yes, or the other nurse okay. But for all the studies we also have to have a consent 

from the attending doctor at work in the ICU to do it. So, it's a co-operation between the 

doctor at work and us. We can't just include the patient without having the doctor's word for 

it.  

Volha: But is it correct to say that in most of the cases you are the initiator of enrolling?  

H2: Yes, that is correct to say, yes.  

Eduardo: Do you have any kind of alarms during the clinical trial? Maybe you're busy and 

you forget one task that you need to do, do you have some kind of alarm or something that 

reminds you? Or do you have to check all the time if something is missing? For example, 

you forget about calling the relative of a patient and suddenly the patient arrives and he's a 

really interesting patient, do you have a reminder that tells you need to call the relative 

before you do something?  

H2: First of all, we don't have to call the relatives before including the patient. We can 

include the patient because it's special rules for intensive care. Because if we had to call 

everyone, we wouldn't reach everyone within 12 hours. So, we are permitted to include the 

patient. We don't have an alarm that pops up, we have a written paper in the folder, so we 

can remember to do this and to do that. Then for our colleagues we have in SP if we have a 

patient is included and we didn't speak to the relatives, we have under assignment list that 

pops up "if there's relatives visiting the patient, please call the project leaders". We have a 

sign on the door, old school, that says "consent is not obtained please call the project 

nurse". 

Eduardo: Will you be calmer if you got an alarm? 
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H2: I think this is working out. This is our system. I think I'm usual in that way that I can I 

can remember the things. 

Eduardo: As far as I understood, when a patient arrives, you are allowed to include him into 

the clinical trial process. And when you have time you call the relative... 

H2: I wait for them to come here. If we haven't spoken to the relatives within three days, 

plus-minus, we call them. But otherwise we would like to see them face to face.  

Eduardo: And if the relatives say "no, we don't want", all the work that you've done? 

H2: We ask for permission to use the work we've done until they said "no". 

Volha: And if they say "no" to use the data that you've collected, what you do with the 

data? 

H2: Then we have to make a withdrawal - we're not allowed to use it.  And we withdraw all 

the material and I have never tried it.  

Eduardo: So, people who are willing. 

H2: Yes, some say "no, we don't want" and we say, "can we use the blood samples or 

whatever", they say "yes, but not from not on we don't". 

(checking if there are more questions) 

Eduardo: Do you have anything you'd like to add? Because Morten also told us that this 

process of contacting the relatives, all the paperwork is really annoying work. 

H2: It is part of the work. It comes with it. We couldn't do it without this. It's not us who 

makes the rules for how to do. The rules are made to make sure that no one is overheard 

overseen. Due to that there has been research on people who did not know. That is part of 

the job that there has been made an agreement that nothing is done to the patients without 

them knowing and them accept. It is a human right.  

Volha: Actually, I think I have one more question. Do you know how other research nurses 

are working in other clinical trials?  Is it similar? 

H2: They have different ways of doing things. I know that some sites, we call it a site when 

we are in a trial, it is only doctors who are doing the clinical work. They include a patient, 

they make the CRF, they get the consents. I think in some places study nurses help a little 

bit but it is the doctor's who's in charge and is performing all the job. Morten chose to do it 

in another way here. There are different ways of doing things. It's working here.   

Eduardo: How many clinical trials are you working at the moment?  
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H2: Right now, we have three. 

Volha: Is it an average number? 

H2: It's been that way for some time. We have in one trial with 2500 patients. We have one 

trial where we have blood sample collection, we need 1000 patients. We have been doing it 

for 1,5 year and we have 300 patients so far. It takes time to do it. There will be two more 

trials starting this year.  

Eduardo: Are there any rewards to the patients?  

H2: No, we don't do that. We don't get a prize when we complete the mission.  

Volha: In some other clinical trials, people are paid to participate in clinical trials.  

H2: No, that's not what we do here. That's another kind of trials. We don't do it. 

(talking about who else can be interviewed and finishing the interview) 

 

Interview H3 
Interviewer [ 00:00:00] I've started recording. Can you please introduce yourself and what 

you do? 

H3 [ 00:00:07] Yes. I'm an intensive care H3. I've been employed here for 16 years. I have 

a function in this department as a SP key person.  

Interviewer [ 00:00:31] SP as Sundhedsplatformen 

H3 [ 00:00:31] OK. Yes, it's yes, it is. [ 00:00:38] And I'm also the planner for our work 

schedule.  

Interviewer [ 00:00:38] What is your job related with clinical trials? 

H3 [ 00:00:39] I am a project H3 where I assist in the clinical work with the projects, I can 

include patients and I help our colleagues if they have any questions about the projects and 

that's about it. Yes. 

Interviewer [ 00:01:19] How often do you include patients? 

H3 [ 00:01:23] Not very often. It depends on which project. Because some of our projects 

we include all our patients when it comes to the BUBank project. [ 00:01:39] Yeah but 

some projects are for all our patients and of course it's more often that I include in those 

projects. [ 00:01:47] But it has been when the patients come when I am on duty. 

Interviewer [ 00:01:53] How does it work, this process of including patients?  

https://www.regionh.dk/sundhedsplatform/om-sundhedsplatformen/Sider/sp%C3%B8rgsm%C3%A5l-om-sundhedsplatformen.aspx
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H3 [ 00:01:59] Depends on the project. Some projects it's just a question of finding the 

materials and to make it based on the ordination of blood tests. 

Interviewer [ 00:02:15] Yeah yeah. So, if a patient arrives and you think that he could help 

for the clinical trial, your job is to collect the data and send it to research H3. 

H3 [ 00:02:30] No. What I would do is if this patient and I can kill the patient I do the 

practical work. I make sure the patient can be including the patient I do the practical work. I 

make sure the patient can be included and I do the practical work of collecting the blood 

samples and so on. Then H3 and Lone collect the answer and the results. But I don't have 

anything to do with that.  

Interviewer [ 00:02:59] OK. So, you are the one that decides that this patient is...?  

H3 [ 00:03:05] According to the inclusion criteria. 

Interviewer [ 00:03:10] Does your job defer depending Senna or Lone is here or not? 

H3 [ 00:03:15] Often when they are here, they do it.  So, it's more when they are not in the 

area or at night.  

Interviewer [ 00:03:31] How do you get all the rules? So, you know that the patient is part 

of the clinical trial? 

H3 [ 00:03:40] It's on a paper. We have a little card where you can see what's the inclusion 

criteria or the exclusions for each trial. And some other studies or projects. You have to 

include the patient online. And then there are a lot of questions to ask and then you get the 

answer if the patient can be included or not and a trial number, but not in all the studies or 

projects.  

[ 00:04:11] How many IT systems do you need to use for Clinical Trials? t 

H3 [ 00:04:18] No I don't I don't use SP. For inclusion is only one system. 

[ 00:04:33] What’s the name of that system? 

H3 [ 00:04:36] CF (Case resource Form). OK. You only use that system to write down all 

the practical information to include the patients. And then H3 reads the data. 

Sane [ 00:04:52] That's right. I missed that. OK. 

Interviewer [ 00:04:58] Are you involved at any point in collecting consents from patient´s 

relative or from the doctor? 

H3 [ 00:05:11] Yes. When I'm at work. 

[ 00:05:14] Yes. And how do you find out who are the relatives from the patient? 

H3 [ 00:05:49] The relative are stored in SP so we can see who the relatives are and if they 

come for visit, we can ask them. 

Interviewer [ 00:05:39] How do you find this process? Is it difficult to find a phone 

number to call the relatives?  
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H3 I don't. I never call relatives. Only if they come to visit. 

Interviewer And do you make them to sign something? 

H3 [ 00:05:55] Yeah, we give them information about the study. We have papers to 

describe the project. Whenever we include a patient, we all put in the same file. So, we 

have all the papers ready in the room with the patient´s information, and we just need to 

find the right papers and give them to the relative. 

Interviewer [ 00:06:20] What happen if the relative don’t come? If they live far? 

H3 Then we leave it to H3 and she takes care of it. 

Interviewer [ 00:06:34] We don’t have more questions. Thank you 

 

 

Interviews for Blockchain 
 

Interview E1 
E1 [ 00:01:01] So I can tell you and what we are doing here. I think the importance for the 

blockchain in healthcare in Taiwan we are under the national health insurance. Just like 

your country and the progenies all that data transfer between the institutes and the insurance 

company and between and the hospital is all about internet. We don't know it's safe or not. 

So overall the important thing is that it is our responsibility and from the institutes also the 

government for insurance company by the way we are dealing with some of the private 

trends like in Taiwan we are very popular for the health checkup a comprehensive checkup 

for every two years for a high risk or metabolic disease patients but it's not paid by the 

government by and not by the insurance. So, for this kind of patients we have this called 

health check out including a CD Scanning, endoscope examinations, that’s all because we 

have a lot of catching cancer. So actually, more and more everybody crazy about the 

precision medicine. So, the genomics test, the CDC of the test is coming. So, a lot of the 

data actually is already in jail and we think it belong to the person but how to carry with 

them. So, we just get used this data and the goal is the patient or maybe a healthy patient. 

So that is our purpose for this time. 

Interviewer [ 00:03:54] So for the data that you are trying to store, who is the owner of 

that data? 

E1 [ 00:04:15] Some of them are the patients and some of them is not. They just pay by 

themselves and come to our health check outs center and then and then it is the insurance. 

But the insurances cannot cover everything. The data is owned by the patient. But it is 

taking care by the institutes. Maybe the patient goes to a department but we have to correct 

the data and then we have to range to put the data in order to let the patients see this. Order 

by chronology and in order you can also be selective which is the most important. So, if he 

wants to know important parts, he can summarize and skip some parts. 
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Interviewer [ 00:05:38] So if the hospital wants to access that data have to ask the patient. 

E1 [ 00:05:48] The hospital has to sing the contract with a patient. We call this smart 

contract. Yeah, it's kind of blockchain but we have full consent about what a special group 

we have signed a smart contract but it is similar, but this is electronically. I think health 

check out belong to the electronic health record EHR. But in the hospital side they are 

under the insurance or no insurance for the disease part called the EMR electronic medical 

record. These are legal rights. So, if you want to use them, we are the university hospital 

with full consents and also institute we need IRV. Okay. Right now, we have currently we 

didn’t use this product because it's just the beginning. Maybe in the future it is the same 

idea. But for the patient himself. If we happened to see the doctor in our parts, we might 

add HIS, medical history into that part not under HIS and owned by themselves. The 

hospital didn´t touches this patent.  

Interviewer [ 00:07:59] You want to implement a blockchain Operation System.  

E1 [ 00:07:59] It is kind of preform. The blockchain company can handle the preform and 

the appreciation together.  Currently we are up to this almost 5 years. We've seen you have 

to separate. Because the prepone company they can take care of the pE1erful and they can 

insure the scalability and the speed of the transfer otherwise because of data processing 

encryption was slow. I know the hospitals and clinical side we have apply this for example 

we have a deal with the insurance companies. Insurance companies because previous in 

Taiwan the people always have a private insurance. And the public insurance is National 

Insurance. So, under the commission he had a private actual money from the private 

company. The proceeds of the procedure are quite lengthy. So, we are thinking about under 

the informed consent from patients and we have also the contract with the insurance 

company that you know that under the three parties we can work together. 

Then to everybody trust each other. And then when the patient was discharged from the 

hospital, he gets the reimbursement from the money from the insurance company because 

the medical site is covered by the government. Of course, some of the copayments here is 

extra money. 

Interviewer [ 00:10:38] How far are you already on this project. Is it already implemented? 

E1 [ 00:10:42] It is just the beginning. Because the insurance companies are lengthy and 

bureaucracy, they always worry about that we can hide their data under them but actually 

we just put the new one from next fall. And then we have diagnostical and he can get our 

summery of the mission. And everybody just like the previous that we have under the paper 

form he applied for us. They just didn't know us and usually took about a few months. 

Right now, under trust everybody can do this or maybe just a few days or maybe before he's 

discharged from the hospital. I mean they came because of the technology is already there 

and database are packaged. Yes. And then he can get the money as soon as when he is 

leaving the hospital. 
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Interviewer [ 00:11:47] With the smart contract. The patients get the money back when 

everything is finished. 

E1 [ 00:12:39] Is it the same in your country? 

Interviewer [ 00:12:39] No no, we are using the normal procedure were the data is in the 

hospital. What the doctors think about your innovation? 

E1 [ 00:12:40] For them is not bother me. Don't bother me. Because previous we had 

insurance company, we present the data here and then ask the doctor to charge and apply 

the form. They say why, why should we. This is the money for my patient, not for me. And 

the money is very few. That is the data part. If there is contract. everybody happy. So, it is 

like a regular, finish the discharge and no extra work and the patient get the money.  

Interviewer [ 00:13:27] It is faster and the data is shared between the patient and the 

insurance companies. That is the main goal for you. That is what you are trying to achieve. 

E1 [ 00:13:59] Serve the patient, the doctor and the company. Make our life easier. 

Interviewer [ 00:14:14] Pilot project on blockchain and how you recruit patient within 

Clinical Trials. 

E1 [ 00:14:23] This is the actual use. Of course, this is kind of a clinical trial case but we 

are focusing on the patient use the exclusive group and we try to explain and they 

understand. But the only difference is not the kind of experiment. It's just like that we are 

changing from the paper form approach into electronic form. And within electronic form 

we are just putting to their server. We also give them the paper form. The report. So, they 

are treated as before but they get a bonus to put their data in the cellphone. So, if they 

travel, they can show their data. They can control the situation. The condition of your body, 

so they are happy.  

Interviewer [ 00:15:47] Who validates the data? Is it the doctor? 

E1 [ 00:16:27] That is our goal in the future. More and more clinic join and we can 

exchange. Right now, we didn´t allow them to add the data. And we think that data adding 

is better from the doctor or the electronic form. So, the electronic form check if everything 

is fine and then goes through the data. So yeah that's on our part. Yeah. That we have also 

have to take care. The terry we have the call center. And we have this kind of services for 

diabetes patient and hypertension patients and we have specialty equipment’s and then they 

can have the major the appropriate and directly go the aisle and they go to our call center. 

And then the data goes to the call center to here. But that is our step two, In the near future 

we will add this part, because it is more comprehensive. So far, we have added the health 

checkup and also bring the inpatient data like the operation summary, and the image. That 

is for the government. In Taiwan piles of data can be transfer in air, so it is legal. So, if we 
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can transfer from our hospital and with his health checkup so we combine this two together. 

So, every is already more comprehensive than they have you know under control before.  

Interviewer [ 00:18:49] Going back to clinical trial? How do you collect the consent from 

the patient? 

E1 [ 00:18:54] Okay. So far, we didn’t do a massive study but we have also had clinical 

trials departments. Right now, we just accumulate the data but we didn’t have validate it. 

But in our hospital has a RHeart, it is a clinical trial accreditation, like a certificate from the 

USA government and then with them we are here prior to auditing this file. In a clinical 

trial the patient has some of the drug and some of the application and he can see back the 

clinical condition. So, the blockchain is heading to this. But we didn’t do this part yet. But 

we have one partner. He's doing a new drug discovery or maybe the same kind of face to 

test and then that product but with blockchain is safer. Challenges like that. 

Interviewer [ 00:21:00] Challenges on the governance? Healthcare blockchain alliance? 

E1 [ 00:21:08] Right now we only have fintech, finances. In healthcare and blockchain we 

are the first. But we also receive just like you said we have a challenge from the 

government here and just about how much money you want to charge patients, the first 

thing. The second thing is who own the data. Who were responsible for this one? This is a 

simple question all over the Internet. But of course, by now we are the single ledger so they 

are actually very simple. Our platform and then we have one distributed.  So right now, it's 

very simple. So already it is kind of a trial but I think in the near future more alliances, 

more are coming and the demo for exchange and then it's possible to have a leak but 

otherwise right now you said the blockchains companies they can ensure the setting and our 

data from the hospital side as our files as regular. So far is ok. 

Interviewer [ 00:22:39] Do you think is it important to create a standard for blockchain? 

E1 [ 00:22:51] Yes. So, they are right now being in the world or we just used the standard 

for medical science like HL7, DICOM that uses that kind of data. Blockchain is ruled by 

the blockchain companies. So, I think if it becomes popular, everybody recognizes these 

things in a different country we're working together for these standards. HL7 or DICOM  

Interviewer [ 00:23:36] How do governmental policies impact in the application of 

blockchain technology? 

E1 [ 00:23:49] Yeah, of course. Right now, he's they have offer some project and we can 

apply. We've been there for the trial. So, they hope to start with a small group and then 

every part where fits the legal. The current regulations. So, we are just like the in the 

medical part of the referral under our department in house and the exchange data and we 

are just for the international standard and then we are ensuring all the institutes for the 

people is in full consent and everything just like in our patients. So, everything is as we 
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know we keep everything under the regular, but blockchain regulation nobody can give us 

this data. We are kind of researching and it's just a whole period for the international. 

Maybe we can have more and more cooperation over creakily with the simplest standard. 

Or maybe just one direction on how to follow the sector regulation and other sectors 

standards, and then it becomes a standard for blockchain in healthcare. 

Interviewer [ 00:25:26] So right now the hospital is calling for innovation and the 

government is the referee? The hospital started the innovation so you hired these 

blockchain companies and the government is telling you about all these policies and 

requirements? 

E1 [ 00:25:58] Yeah. Yeah, we are working together and the aim is that we are from the 

hospital side, we are kind of a pilot. So, we have the clinical side, we have the project and 

then we send out the money and hired the blockchain company and ask for their technology 

to help us and then we get together and we apply for the money from the Department 

Hellas and they say okay this is feasible and maybe you can try. So therefore, under this 

spot we have the private money from them. So right now, is the company, the hospital and 

the governments. So far, the institutes are interested. And also, right now is to have an 

insurance company to join. So therefore, we have four parties and getting together. But we 

didn't separate them for the ERM. The hospitals side. We couldn't touch that. And the EHR 

because Taiwan is an ageing country. So right now, we are starting for the long care, and 

they have the same problem. The data, who owns that, who should be responsible for that, 

yeah, the same problem. So, we couldn't touch that. So, we just start from the very simple 

way from our own fairy purely from the patient side and for their welfare, for their 

conveniences. 

Interviewer [ 00:28:15] Who defines this data policies? Is it the hospital?  

E1 [ 00:28:15] Yeah, right now is from the hospital side that we have just about is the same 

as the standard we are on the previous experience. The government so far is just the hype, 

cursor. He is just watching. Give us your money and it just watching how if you are good, 

take over, if not, don’t do it. 

Interviewer [ 00:28:32] What are the main points that blockchain will improve in the 

healthcare sector? 

E1 [ 00:28:32] Everybody is fore casting in two things. AI is based on data. For a single 

institute is ok, but if you want to go to the decentralized, if you want to go to the 

community, you have to exchange the data. So, the problem is coming, and who will secure 

is the data, otherwise so far there is no trust. So, nobody wants to store the data. that is 

treasury between institutes. Between the institutes and hospitals is a competitive. 

Nobody wants to store. It is not safe. Not the permission from the patients. So, I think there 

is an institute to say make everything to ensure is safe and privacy. And I think we can 
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persuade the audience to join. Together. So that this kind of collaboration is possible to 

have that using the correct data and the right data to do big data to become significant. 

Right now, big data is big rubbish Right? So therefore, I think soon the blockchain space 

what creating abruption and enable artificial intelligence to our health care system.  

Interviewer [ 00:30:02] So first you need to set a blockchain data environment and a 

network and then you can use AI. Blockchain will create more reliable data. 

E1 [ 00:30:05] Yeah, that is our core. 

Interview E2 
Interviewer [ 00:00:04] What do you do? 

E2 [ 00:00:04] So I'm actually in the I.T. department here and I'm so I'm actually I do a 

bunch of things but I'm one of the UX. designers. For like a lot the software that we 

actually make like our home-make in our own hospital. What else I also do some like 

project coordination. I also work with our international medical team. So, we have an 

international healthcare team. 

Interviewer [ 00:00:58] So you are within IT in Healthcare 

E2 [ 00:00:58] Yeah so, I think that's kind of what differentiates us at least within Taiwan. 

All different healthcare systems in Taiwan. And we actually have a pretty strong IT team 

and I know the trend right now is that everyone makes their own software. They kind of 

customized themselves. But we have a slightly different approach where we try to create it 

and also kind of spin it off, like, we try to sell it to try and but we actually are selling it to 

other hospitals. And like the idea that if we have one system that can increase adoption 

widespread across, at least in Taiwan first, then it can promote standardization and all the 

other stuff that comes with. That process. 

Interviewer [ 00:03:53] Could you talk us about your IT System about blockchain? 

E2 [ 00:03:53] It is a code developing an app a blockchain based app with this company 

called ID Geo. I don't know if that's. The like seminar or the conference packet. So, they're 

a blockchain based company so they have the technology and the skills. So, what we're 

doing is that we have a lot of patient data and we want to make things about Taiwan that we 

don't have PCs portals like unlike maybe in the states or like in Europe where like the 

expectation of having a patient portal we're like the patient can access their data. And also, 

where the hospital can interact with patients very safely was widespread. In Taiwan that's 

not really the case. So, they actually. Yeah. So, they actually this is one of the pioneering 

kind of ventures hoping can be adopted in Taiwan. So, I mean what else. Yes, all the main 

thing that we have in each our program. So, we have our own HIS program we have like 

our own NIS (Nurse information System). Which is like the HIS program but we separate it 

in this case. Also, lab results. So, the ideas that we have all these siloed data cells already 
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and the problem is like again the data fragmentation all these things. So, I think we 

approached this company because we wanted to tie all this information together at the same 

time had it been accessible to our patients because the idea again patient portals are not 

common here and they haven't really been adopted all that much. One reason is because of 

government legislation like you're not allowed. The superintendent has more information 

about this but there's a bunch of like local legislation about you can't do this and can't do 

that. So, we're hoping that blockchain would help in this case because one would be 

encrypted and into like a direct line that feeds into the data of our own healthcare data and 

allows a patient to have more control over their own information. So, in Taiwan there's a lot 

of doctor shopping. I don't know if that's common in Copenhagen but because we have a 

single payer universal healthcare system so healthcare is relatively affordable. It's like it's a 

lot cheaper than maybe less in the states and so because of that a lot patient go to different 

doctors at different hospitals. And because of that the information is spread out everywhere. 

Let's say one patient because Taipei is really dense too, that is one thing. So, you might 

have three different hospitals in like ten-mile square radius, I think. But yes. So, there's a lot 

of patients and doctor shopping. So, you have blockchain as we're hoping can kind of help 

with that. So, patient come to our hospital. You do X rays, doctors notes, nursing notes, 

wherever it's happening. You have a lab result. Then another hospital. And then you don't 

want to do the same stuff over. Like they can we transfer all of that information securely to 

that other hospital. So that's kind of the hook we're going with here.  

 

Interview E3 

Volha: E3 can you please introduce yourself and tell what you do? 

E3: My name is E3 Steinbichler. I am enterprise architect in SAP Presales Team. In this 

role I'm also blockchain champion for the Nordics for our SAP blockchain offering. With 

that I support customers, partners or anybody who's interested in blockchain solution.  

Eduardo: Nowadays it's a big trend. 

E3: Yes, many are interested in the blockchain. 

Eduardo: Could you please tell us more about your connection with the blockchain 

technology? What kind of projects and businesses are you working on with blockchain? 

E3: SAP services. Quite recently we offer some blockchain service in our "platform as a 

service" offerings which is called SAP Cloud Platform. There customers can basically 

create their own blockchain programs for apps and then share it with other parties. That is 

of course important for blockchain use case that there is some kind of collaboration. So, 

that's what we offer so far. In future we would like to offer blockchain interfaces to many of 

our solutions, so that our enterprise resource planning [ERP] systems can look into 
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blockchain nodes and exchange specifications with other parties. For us it is a lot of about 

trade in general: tracking goods. Also, many legal things we see as a good blockchain use 

case. 

Eduardo: What are the main challenges that you see, for example, blockchain brings to 

these shipment solutions? 

E3:  I think, from my point of view, blockchain is a very interesting topic for many and 

everybody would like to be in the game. People try to apply blockchain to any problem. 

Maybe I can share my screen and see if it is working, then I can explain it a bit better. From 

a business point of view, to simplify things, you can define blockchain as a data storage if 

you would like. What we often see is that there is a need for a centralized database. But one 

company would like to control it. For example, you have a customer that would like to 

share the data with suppliers, but they would like to have some blockchain on their 

premises. That you can simply solve with a distributed database or even a central database. 

A good blockchain use case for us is where you need decentralization so that many parties 

need access to the data but also it is decentralized and also the organization is decentralized. 

So that is really a consortium that is handling the blockchain together. If there is 

administration necessary, that it is independent from the actual companies that drive the 

blockchain. Here we see a few bullet points where you see a good blockchain use case. I 

guess you will do a similar task for your thesis that you really check can't you just solve it 

with a central database.  

Eduardo: Do you think the blockchain technology is ready to be used right now? 

E3: Yes, absolutely. The technology is ready. There are many providers for different 

purposes. Right now, we are using Hyperledger blockchain. That was the first one that was 

really ready and quite flexible and not on a specific use case. But we are also looking into 

different blockchains for specific use cases, like banking is a very popular blockchain. I 

think the technology is there. It is more the organization and everything around it to be 

aligned.   

Eduardo: more how to structure the data you want to share in the blockchain? That's the 

main problem that the companies are having? 

E3: Yes, what data to store in the blockchain, what are the legal requirement about the data. 

How to archive data different is a big issue with blockchain. Things like now we have the 

EU data protection law coming into play. Since the blockchain is an owning database, you 

cannot really store the personal data in blockchain. So, there are different things to be 

considered in order to be enterprise ready. Another thing in performance, of course, 

because we are talking about systems where you have millions and billions of records. 

There we see that you have to design wisely in order to have good performance of 

blockchain.  

Eduardo: Blockchain is not only about the technology. That's what you are meaning? 
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E3: I think we have different aspects here. Of course, it is a technology - things that we can 

handle. Then we have business justifying a valid business case. That is often quite tricky to 

find that one. If you found a valid business case, one prerequisite is that you join forces 

with other parties that have the same need. You need discussions not only within the 

company but also more companies. That is what I see we are right now. A 

blockchain between two companies also doesn't make a lot of sense. There shall be some 

critical mass of parties that form the consortium.  

Volha: E3, are you aware of any blockchain projects within healthcare area? 

E3: I'm not aware of any. But I have a list of all projects and POCs [proof of concept] 

running. So, I follow up on you if I have anything.  

Volha: Yes, that would be good.  

E3: You said that maybe it doesn't make sense two companies to create a blockchain 

because it should be more for the business. For example, in the shipping business it should 

be for all the shipping companies. If you want to share all the data, it is important that all 

the people understand the data that you're sharing, right? 

E3: Yes, they need to have some benefit in sharing data, a business case. No one will join a 

blockchain is they don't see any benefits of it. 

Eduardo: What about the government? Do you think it's important the government should 

apply even if it is between businesses? 

E3: I personally think, we have a challenge that a blockchain ultimately runs itself, but still 

someone has to do some maintenance than decide on the new versions of the program or 

whatever. I think government could be one party that do that, for sure. Especially if you 

look at things like medicine, storing really relevant data on blockchain that could be a 

government run initiative.  

Volha: Do you think that GDPR will limit storing personal data in blockchain? Or do you 

think there will be a solution to it? 

E3: As far as I understood, there is no easy way of storing GDPR-relevant data in a 

blockchain. I have seen some proposals of tricks to do, where you store the data encrypted 

in a blockchain and then you can burn the encryption key just to delete the data. The 

blockchain as it is defined doesn't support deleting of data. There is still more discussion to 

GDPR what deleting of data means. Do you need to delete it or is it sufficient that the data 

is not reachable anymore?  

Eduardo: We want to create an assessment for a hospital, we want to know how much SAP 

is pushing the blockchain? Does SAP give you enough resources for investigating 

blockchain? 

Or are the companies very limited and they don't they want to invest in blockchain? 
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E3: No, no. We, of course, invest quite heavily into blockchain, both on the service side but 

also on the implementation part. So, I don't think it's 10% of our development budget but at 

least a few hundred people that focus on blockchain. But, of course, we would like to sell 

our blockchain services as well. There we are in a different situation as company that would 

like to make use of blockchain. We focus quite well on blockchain right now. Now we have 

to see. I would say, blockchain is not the main technology SAP is working right now. We 

have many areas focusing on, machine learning as well. Blockchain is just one among 

them, but sure it's one of the focus areas.  

Eduardo: Could you please define blockchain technology in 2-3 words? 

E3: What I explain as a blockchain, many people disagree with me, but I explain it as a 

database. The database is built in blocks. The unique thing in a blockchain is that every 

block has additional signature which is a hash value and every block has its own digital 

signature and a digital signature or a fingerprint of the previous block and that makes all the 

blocks connected, building the blockchain. The hashing algorithm makes also if you change 

anything in any block, then it will invalidate the whole blockchain. You can't really change 

it without having the whole blockchain invalidated. Like with a normal database you can 

create, update or delete entries where as in blockchain you can just create, read and attend. 

You cannot really update the block. You have another function "burn" so that it's basically 

you delete the whole blockchain or invalidate the whole blockchain. But you can't really 

change things in the blockchain and you can't really delete things in the blockchain. It is 

very important to know. 

Eduardo: What about the limitation of the size of the block? It is already past? Is there any 

problem with the limitation of the block depending on the data that you want to store? 

E3: No, I don't think it not really an issue. And also, mining is not of issue cause the 

blockchains we're using they are completely different. This is also I usually explain very-

very fast that Hyperledger, for instance, works very different that Bitcoin blockchain. We 

don't use mining, we don't have this enormous energy consumption like public blockchains. 

You use another proof-of-work, right? 

E3: Yes, it is basically the algorithms. I think Hyperledger allows pluggable algorithms, so 

you can basically decide on your own.  

Volha: What do you think are the main limitations right now for blockchain application?  

E3: I think firstly it is important to find a blockchain applications. I can see speed and 

scalability as an issue.   

Eduardo: What about the connection between blockchain and smart contracts? Do you 

think that a smart contract can provide an extra value to blockchain?  

E3: Yes, absolutely. It is, of course, a very interesting aspect of blockchain. I think it is an 

interesting to have a smart contract as an option in a blockchain to connect both the dataset 

records and some actions that happen. So, a key of the car changes the owner of the car or 
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something like that. I haven't seen so many practical examples of smart contract, to be 

honest. We are not focusing on smart contract so much. But at least the concept looks right. 

I read something that there's sometimes limited impartiality with smart contract.  

Volha: E3 you said that SAP is using among others Hyperledger, is it any projects in 

specific you are using? Because the Linux foundation is working in different directions and 

they develop different types of blockchain for different applications. 

E3: I think so. Hyperledger was the first one and is also the base for our blockchain service 

offering that should be general available. I know we're also working into including 

Multichain. I think that's a blockchain that is based on the bitcoin blockchain, which I read 

very easy to use and very good to use for proof-of-concept.  

Eduardo: As a blockchain expert, do you think that blockchain has a lot of potential in 

healthcare environment? 

E3: Good question. To share data in healthcare and also to apply the data stored in a secure 

way, I think that's a big potential. The concern I see is that all data in healthcare is GDPR-

related, so you really need to look into how you can manage that. One option I heard is that 

all personal data is stored off-chain and then you only have references stored in the 

blockchain. All the actual data is not in the blockchain. But I don't know if it valid for 

GDPR, that you only store the customer number in the blockchain and then then you store 

everything else outside the blockchain. I don't know, if that's enough.   

Volha: Do you think for a company should blockchain investigation be a part of their 

digitalization strategy? 

Ditmar: Yes, absolutely. That's also what we are positioning. You have probably heard of 

Leonardo portfolio. And that's basically our way to drive innovation at customer's based on 

their SAP systems. And there blockchain is one of the areas of interest, like machine 

learning. big data.  

(thanking and saying goodbye) 

Interview E4 

[00:00:57] 

Eduardo: okay, so, can you introduce yourself, name, position? What do you do here at 

Deloitte? 

E4: Yes, my name is E4. And I work in Deloitte's newly founded next-gen technology team. 

And in that team, I work as a blockchain specialists. And I’m in the team because I know 

something about blockchain. And right now, the next-gen technology team is looking at 

blockchain. And we'll continue to do so, for the next three to six months, at least. So, that is 

why I’m here. And my background, I am economist by training but ever since starting which, 
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I did in the summer in September 2016 I have very much focused on blockchain and being 

part of the international community that we have. And then I was first introduced to the 

technology back in 2014 when unfortunately, I didn't really invest time and energy in it. I did 

write a very short article on it but... 

Eduardo: yeah okay, that was the first touch... 

E4: Yes, that was the first touch more or less, yeah... 

Eduardo: Can you tell us the main blockchain projects that you're working on right now? Or 

what is your goal with blockchain here in Deloitte? Do you have already projects, or you are 

just investigating? 

E4: So, we already have projects we have done and are doing something for the public system 

and we have done some for the private sector and we're looking to further exploration on 

both agendas. 

Volha: Do you have any blockchain projects related to health care? 

E4: Not here in Denmark that I know of. And this is probably where I could they have done 

my due diligence slightly better. I don't know if we have internationally 

Volha: okay  

E4: I think we have lots of cases in especially finance naturally and I think we have some in 

energy sector as well and supply chain, finance. Then we have some projects within the 

public sector in general and you know tracking off supplies. We have some cases on that, but 

I don't know if we have cases on that for the medical industry, which could be of relevance 

here. 

Eduardo: What are the main challenges right now in implementing blockchain project in the 

industry? How is the industry right now behaving with the blockchain? 

E4: So, I think that what we have seen is... So, if I look one year back people both in the 

Danish public sector this is where I think we have to keep in mind you know where we are 

locally. Because I think that we in Denmark are not at the forefront of blockchain at all, to 

be honest. Do our point of concept is with the Danish market primarily of course if you have 

been here for longer, we are part of the North-West Europe so, there you much more travel 

around. Our concept with Danish market has been that one year ago people were not really 

that ready to do the blockchain projects because their understanding of what this technology 

could do for you was simply not sufficient for making investments into this. And I think what 

we are seeing is that that process has happened fairly fast where they actually have learned 

enough to make investments into this new technology and start exploring it. So, last week we 

had a workshop with a fairly large Danish company and the innovation and strategy unit of 

that company is going through you know what this technology is. And the angle that we take 

there is to say you don't understand how the Internet works, you don't understand how your 

computer works, you don't understand how your smart phone works, but you are using all of 
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those things for business purposes. That's the same approach that you need to take with 

blockchain because it's a technology and you need to understand what is it that this 

technology can do compared to other technologies. And then as consultants our job is to make 

them able to take decisions on to identify and make decisions upon the use cases that they 

find most interesting and help them do that faster than they otherwise would.  

Eduardo: So, do you think the blockchain technology is ready right now to be implemented? 

E4: We have seen our first production solutions outside of cryptos already. We have 

implemented a certification solution for COMPANY which has over 100.000 certificates on 

that production solution. And the blockchain use case there is very simple because more or 

less a look of a hash value that has been stored on a blockchain... I don't know how deep you 

know... 

Eduardo: Yeah 

E4: That sentence makes sense to you? 

Eduardo, Volha: Yes, yes 

(everyone laughs) 

E4: You never know. Very simple blockchain case but it's in production. And the difficulty 

there is integrating towards the existing IT landscape. And then the really interesting thing is 

too to see for COMPANY which is providing these certificates and they live by providing 

trust in that you, for example, if you are in the shipping industry that you can actually sail the 

boat. That if you come to me and say and I’m Maersk, then I need to be fairly certain when I 

trust you with you that you know what you are doing that. And that is what COMPANY lives 

of doing that trust so, for us it's also, you know, discussing with them ok, now we've put this 

into production but what are the use cases that we can look at in your industry. So, coming 

back to the question "is it ready or not" I think you have to look, it depends on the complexity 

of the use case. 

Eduardo: So, you're saying it's more or less is ready, but you need to understand all the 

business and all the solution. For example, to validate the data you need to understand who 

is going to validate the data depending in this case maybe it's Maersk or another shipping 

company. Like in Bitcoin, you need people to validate the data but, in this case, it’ll be 

shipping companies that validate it. 

E4: It could be like something like that. But the question is would you even want, you know, 

proof of work, the mining process for doing that. So, basically what I’m saying is that it more 

or less... that everything it depends. Because it depends on this on the complexity of the use 

case, it depends on the value that you want to capture. Because if you have something where 

you have thousands of transactions per second, then no, the blockchain is not ready for that. 

But expect that it will be. Right, there are some really, really bright minds out there looking 

at the technical issues that are there right now. Our belief is not that it would be the technical 

difficulties that will be the showstopper here. 
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Eduardo: It'll be how you organize... 

E4: Exactly. It will be the regulation like everything. It will not be the blockchain space and 

the blockchain developers there are slowing this down. It will be the whole world around 

them. 

Eduardo: Ok. We are not going to ask you any questions about blockchain within healthcare. 

E4. No, I don't know about specific but if you have a specific question, I will be happy to 

qualify  

Eduardo: Maybe, for example, are you aware of any blockchain projects which are improving 

the health care sector?  

E4: Yes, I’m aware of projects, just not within our organization. But I know that there are 

several start-ups in Zug who are looking into supply chain transparency. And that is a 

blockbuster across industries. That it's what Maersk and IBM are looking at as well. So, if 

you have the whole supply chain and I am pointing between A and B here and there are a lot 

of different suppliers in that value chain, then having transparency across all those suppliers 

is fairly interesting and that is something blockchain can provide. You hopefully have heard 

of this case before. Supply chain transparency? 

Volha: Yeah  

E4. Yeah, exactly. And what Maersk is looking to do together with IBM is basically to say 

"ok, we ship a lot of goods, so, here we have the value chain for company A and B but even 

that's just one value chain". And then Maersk is looking into "ok, you can actually get 

onboard all the value chain". So, what they're looking into doing is extremely complex. But 

they're doing supply chain transparency. And there are start-ups that are not targeting all 

supply chains in the world, they're just saying "the medical supply chain - we got that, we're 

going to reduce the amount of fraud medicine that is in the world". 

Eduardo: Okay. So, you can apply exactly the same concept into healthcare? 

E4: Yes, exactly, within supply chain transparency you take the ingredients for vaccine and 

you identify them on a blockchain solution, you put them into some kind of production 

process, you get them to a retail and the retailer distributes them to a pharmacy towards the 

end consumer who can then buy the product. And then the consumer is able to you know to 

QR scan the code and then look up at a blockchain solution that links to all the data across 

the whole medical value chain and see "ok, this product is the two things, now I consumed 

it". So, there you are taking a lot of profitability out in doing fraud in the medical industry. 

As you are looking into health care data where in Estonia as you probably are aware, where 

they have built the solution. So, I am not aware of Deloitte healthcare blockchain solutions. 

But these solutions mimic what you're seeing in other industries. Because supply chain 

transparency is not medical specific. That is everyone that's looking into that: storing data on 

blockchain solution in order to ensure the data integrity and all that kind of stuff. That is not 

medical specific. But when you get to the designs of it, then you need to understand the 
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process, business case, you need to understand what is a clinical trial process and map that 

out as you're doing right now  

Volha: There is a lot of attention now to GDPR legislation and the right to be forgotten. How 

do you see it working in the blockchain? 

E4: (laughing) The brief version I guess is that it doesn't. But I hope and think that the natural 

way to go about it is to say that encrypted data in the blockchain, possibly, is not considered 

personal information and then you can delete the encryption keys. The problem actually is at 

some point in time computers are going to be so fast, quantum computing and everything that 

the encryption methods that we use today well, maybe not be resistant so the data even though 

we have encrypted and put it on the blockchain, it will still in the future be possible for 

someone to decrypt that data and then figure out what was there, which is problematic. 

Because if somehow you are able to go back in time fifty years from now and look at some 

one person's child's disease data, because you broke the decryption then it's pretty 

problematic. So, that it's one case where you take data encrypted and put that data on the 

blockchain. The different approach where I really hope but I’m still not sure whether that is 

the case or not, you have to ask some lawyers, where you take the data, take the hash, and 

then I am not sure whether or not you consider that hash of data to be personal information 

or not. 

Eduardo: So, hash will be like your id card... 

E4: No, the hash will be... So, if I have my whole medicine record and I have that stored off-

chain. Then if I want to prove to anyone how that health record looks like at some point in 

time, I’m able to hash that, put it on the blockchain, put the hash on the blockchain. And then 

I can always prove to you guys afterwards my health record at that point in time looked like 

this and you can check the integrity of that because you could just say "oh, well, yes, that 

was the hash of your record, you can't have forged that" 

Eduardo: So, the main challenge you can say sharing the data with blockchain is how to make 

it secure... 

E4: I think the main challenge for data on blockchain in the EU is GDPR and how to go about 

doing that in a compliant way. And I think there's a Danish company called "New Banking", 

I think they are called "New Banking" - they're looking into doing... being GDPR-compliant 

with a blockchain but that's within the financial sector. Possibly, their learnings can be 

applied in the healthcare sector as well. And naturally the Estonians must be thinking about 

it because GDPR is not new, it is 6 years old.  

Volha: okay, some protection rules have been always there but now... 

E4: Yeah, now it is being implemented. But we have discussed this in Brussels for six years, 

right? So, I talked to a friend of mine here at the company who is in Risk Advisory and he's 

been in Brussels, discussing this for past six years. So, he's like "come on, guys, this is not 

new", and everyone they are, you know, everyone is panicking, he's just like "yeah, ok". 

What is this?  
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Eduardo: Well, do you think it's good because we can say that GDPR is the government side. 

So, do you think it ss good that the government define rule for blockchain the industry, or 

will it be enough with blockchain and the companies to define their own rules? 

E4: So, I think, what essentially you are asking is which standardization is best: government 

or organic, top-down or bottom-up. And sometimes approach would be like ISO certification, 

ISO standards, International standard organization which we are a part of and many other 

companies are part of. And they are looking into, for example, interoperability of blockchains 

and there then want to do some design principles and then they can say "it is ISO-certified". 

And the same thing you can do, and others can do. At the same time, you have bottom-up 

that would be A or B, where it is an open-source development community that basically 

you're saying "okay, guys, let's all agree this is how we do this because then we can work 

faster together". And it's going to be fairly interesting to see which one will dominate. Which 

one is best, I have no opinion on that? I think that the bottom-up approach right now is... 

Eduardo: winning 

E4: Winning is a bad word in this sense, but they scale to market faster than top-down 

approach because there are working generally at a different speed. 

Eduardo: Because blockchain is technology like Internet. It has to move very fast in years 

and also it requires a lot modification, I guess, related with all this governance and all these 

data. As you said that depends. 

E4: Yes, but ultimately, it's open-source. And I think what is interesting to see is how that... 

that some of these crypto-anarchists and also some of these other believers are starting to see 

the value in governance. That there's a reason for governance and the reason you have 

governance is to make the decision processes easier... 

Volha: ...and faster. 

E4: Exactly. And that is the advantage of the top-down approach, right. The advantage of the 

top-down approach is that once you figure out what you want to do, then you hammer it out 

fast because you can just basically say "everyone needs to do this. If not, you’re put in jail" 

and Denmark have done that a number of times. Not saying that people should go in jail, but 

that they will be fined. Like through regulation they have done digitalization. One example 

is NemId. We started that fairly early actually, I can't remember when, but Danish taxes are 

paid through my company, so, it is not something that I sit and fill out at the end of the year. 

It just happens automatically, and that change was forced by the government. So, that's a 

more efficient way to do things. So, it was just said, you know, "we're going to enforce this". 

And in healthcare they have the same opportunity because in healthcare the Danish 

government, they own the whole sector, right? So, they have opportunities to say in health 

care "this is how we do this new thing".  

Eduardo: So, they will provide all this information and then the company will apply it... will 

be something like that. 
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E4: Yes, but in a different country where maybe it's more privatized, the health care sector is 

more privatized, then it might not be as easy to force the private companies to comply with 

this regulation. Because in Denmark it is fairly easy - you won't get any money, how can you 

put it? It doesn't even need to be a political decision that you want to change some parts of 

the system or that you want to do some pilot and you want to scale that pilot fast and to whom 

because you are in very close contact with everyone. When maybe in a more privatized sector 

it is not a case.  

Eduardo: Can you please define in two-three words the main advantages of the blockchain 

technology? 

[00:23:03] E4: decentralized and immutable and provides market data security.  

Eduardo: And the disadvantage? Two-three words about the disadvantage of blockchain 

technology. 

E4: It's a really slow database 

Volha: For now, … 

E4:  Yes, for now. 

Eduardo: What about the amount of data you can store in the chain? Because right now... 

E4: Yeah, of course, you have the whole Bitcoin fork discussion. 

Eduardo: Could that be a problem for example in health care. Because right now blockchain... 

E4: But where it comes down - it depends. It depends. It depends. It depends. It depends on 

the complexity of case that you're doing. It depends on what you want to achieve in how you 

want to leverage blocking for that. So, if you want to use blockchain to have data integrity of 

data that you are storing off-chain somewhere, then scalability is not as big an issue as you 

might have. But naturally... I mean, the scalability issue comes down to that you have to 

distribute the data across a lot of nodes. That's annoying to do. 

Eduardo: Maybe it would be a good idea in the to create a standard for blockchain. I don't 

know, for example, in the healthcare there are standards like DICOM, HL7 to communicate 

between machines or to share the data. So, do you think it'll be a good idea to standardize 

blockchain information. 

E4: I think it's a prerequisite for any digitalization, that you want to do, that you standardize 

the data. So, whether or not you do that it with blockchain or something else you need some 

kind of standardization. I think just case in point being that hackathon that I was in relation 

to the Nordic Blockchain Summit, some of the cases that were there you're seeing developers 

looking at me like "Jesus Christ okay, so, basically you are asking me to do your job on 

standardizing your processes and handling your data, right?". Because it's more or less step 
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zero and then from step zero you can choose to do blockchain or you can choose to do 

something else or you can choose Hypernet where you can create something that includes 

blockchain 

Eduardo: How important do you see the connection between smart contracts and blockchain? 

Will blockchain be more useful if you mix it with smart contracts?  

E4: Definitely. Smart contracts I guess in the pharma industry and in the medical industry is 

really interesting because you through smart contract can start doing machine-to-machine 

payments and machine-to-machine information flows where you can trust that it works. In 

essence it's less hackable. I believe that you can use blockchain for that, possibly you can 

also use other technologies. Again, who wins this race, I don't know. But it opens machine-

to-machine payments which is fairly interesting, right? So, here's an idea, a lot of people here 

are at the age where they have small kids. The small kids they get sick. Usually it's a flu but 

you have to go to the doctor to figure out that it's a flu. But why is it that you just could take 

a picture of the tongue or whatever, connect that to the health care sector or to the doctor and 

then the doctor can approve that. You know, you could do that in a centralized manner, you 

can share that data in a centralized manner, but you really want to trust the data so, maybe, 

blockchain can be relevant there. It is just to say, "why do you need a trip to the doctor?". 

And there you can ask a question "do you even need a doctor for that?" or "can an AI actually 

detect it?". So, you have the data integrity provided by the blockchain solution and then you 

have AI doing the actual picture analysis and saying "ok, she looks sick". And in the case 

where the AI is not able to identify whether or not the child is sick, it flags it to the doctor. 

Eduardo: How related do you see AI with blockchain?  

E4: Gartner wrote an interesting article not so long time ago because they have been very 

conservative. They have been much more conservative in the speed the blockchain will affect 

everything. Basically, they have said for the past couple of years that blockchain is at the top 

of the hype cycle, which is true. But the question is how steep is through when you actually 

get on the other side. Do you know the hype cycle?  

Volha: No. 

E4: So, basically it is saying you have some initial excitement - "okay, this is weird, can we 

do that?". Then you have a big hype cycle, where hype is defined as expectation divided by 

reality. It has four phases. You start here and you're like "what's going on here, that is really 

cool" and you have a peek of the hype cycle and you go through this through and then you 

start really working on. Then you know you start doing the cases and it doesn't work and 

then, you know… 

Eduardo: you need to adapt and change work and make it happen. 

and then is actually revolutionize the stuff. And the Gartner says, "now we have been here 

for some time" and now they've written a report, you know, that goes against some of the 

announces that they have done. The acknowledge it. But it's the combination of AI, IoT and 
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blockchain. It is extremely interesting. Because if you're looking at machine-to-machine 

payments, that needs to be connected devices, right? 

Eduardo: Yeah, okay. Last question. We want to know your personal opinion. What are the 

main points that blockchain will improve in the health care sector? 

[00:31:49]  

E4: I think, and I hope first and foremost they reduce fraudulent medicine immensely. That 

is not a big problem here in Denmark but it's a big problem in other places in the world. 

Nigeria is an example where in the innovation competition "Unleash" that Deloitte is running 

together with Unleash, one of the winners for that case was doing the supply team 

transparency for the medicine industry and the case was Nigeria where 70% of the medicines 

is fraudulent. Reducing that is the huge potential. And then the second one as you seem to 

also be looking into is you client data, handing that in a secure way. And I think it's really 

interesting if you look for example at Estonia because the incentive to do something about 

that is fairly high, maybe not in the health care sector. If you have well-funded attackers 

coming, it's quite nice that they can't edit your data. Maybe they can read it but most systems 

today, their cyber security argument is if you have an attack that is well-funded and has the 

right skills, then they will be able to see your data at some point in time. That is just a matter 

of time for them to crack everything, right? But it is nice from a cyber security standpoint 

that they cannot edit the data and they can't start manipulating things, they can't start 

distributing medicine without a right. I would really hate if someone was able to edit my 

medical history. 

Eduardo: But in some cases, with blockchain you will be able to show the data to the people 

you want. That's the concept. 

E4: Yes, and the really interesting concept again is that is cross-industry. I will be able to 

store my own data in my house and put that off-chain, right? And just take a hash of that data, 

link it to something I would be able to provide the integrity to anyone who wants to see that. 

I can just bring my USB and I could say "this is my medical history and you can go there to 

check that hash, that this matches thus you can trust that this is not something I forged".  

Eduardo: But you need a doctor or a pharmaceutical to prove that you haven't invented that 

data. 

E4:  So, if that data has digital sign from doctors that I’m not able to replicate, then you've 

solved that issue, right? I just need to be able to say "you can see in that data that my doctor 

signed that off. So, if you don't trust that data, it is because you think that I was able to steal 

my doctor's private key and then sign off my own data". This is where I see it can be 

interesting. You have already seen that - lots of people have their cryptos offline. I guess 

there are lots of other cases, but these are the main two, the two big ones that at least I have 

seen start-ups targeting. 

(talking about finishing the interview) 
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Volha: Maybe just the last question. Do you have anyone in my mind we can interview 

further? 

E4: I think if you're interested in the data integrity, I think, it will be interesting for you to 

talk to Christian Visti of NewBanking. He is CEO. Unfortunately, I don't think I’m able to 

put in contact with him. That was the company I'm talking about where they're doing with 

GDPR. That's why I think it's interesting for you. Because the only question that you need to 

ask him is "how do they plan to do it?" and how far they are. Because I know that they're 

seeking a patent. So, possibly, he's not going to talk about technical details, but I think what 

you want to get out of it is more or less where they see blockchain fit in in the data 

architecture.  

(finishing the interview) 

Interview E5, E6, E7 
Interview E5, E6, E7 

Eduardo: Can you please introduce yourself? 

E5: I am E5. I am physician and currently research fellow in Epidemiology and Ageing 

research. I am associate director of The Centre for Cryptocurrency Research and 

Engineering. I do compute lab and Imperial College of London. I am also a visiting 

research at the Centre for health, economics, policy and innovation at the Business school 

at the Imperial College of London.  

E6: I am E6. I am infectious diseases physician at Oxford University hospitals. I’m also 

NHS [National Health Services] England clinical entrepreneur fellow. I have a start-up that 

specializes in decentralized digital identity, focused to doctors and healthcare.  

Eduardo: How are you related with blockchain? 

E5: As the director of the Centre for Cryptocurrency research. My lead research is on 

exploring blockchain technology on economic models for healthcare technology, looking at 

the trends and certain theoretical models. So, some of the work we're doing is theory. We 

work with game theories, we work with business health innovation strategies and we also 

work on technology. We have our computing lab, so we build stuff. It's kind of an 

interesting group and I am the healthcare lead of the group. I have doing this for a few 

years.  

E6: I’m looking for trust in a digital world. So, I didn't go out doing blockchain. I was 

looking for digital identity solutions. I think the way we're moving, I think a decentralized 

identity is the solution. So quite futuristic in terms of how economic models and trust is 

going. That's how I got into blockchain technology and identity.  

Eduardo: Why is blockchain within clinical trials? 
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E5: Let's take it on a very simple perspective. If you look at blockchain as distributed 

ledger technology, we're looking basically at exploring the opportunity of creating different 

network of cooperation and coordination entities and parties. It's interesting to look at it in 

healthcare, it's interesting to look at it in hospitals because as mentioned hospitals already 

have defined their own ecosystem structure. By creating a distributed coordination of 

healthcare, even though it appears important at the time, we don't have enough language to 

do it and explore. Today we have a conglomerate of hospitals. NHS is defined in certain 

areas and fragmented in certain ways. That makes the case for distributed ledger technology 

in healthcare difficult, at least.  

[00:03:53] While in clinical trials and at least in life sciences we are seeing a trend, where 

coordination is becoming a critical component and when the need for coordination and 

cooperation is not only an important element but actually a required and an urgent matter. 

We have explored different domains, we have explored health care, we have explored 

research, we have explored academia, we have explored patient data, we have explorer GP 

practices coordination. And clinical trials by far are the ones that requires the most 

attention. Because of the opportunity, but also because of the cost. It is current emergencies 

happening and current urgencies in healthcare in clinical trials design. There is a 

requirement for a better utilization of technology.  And that's kind of interest me. Clinical 

trials for us is a critical component that could be disrupted quite let's say immediately at 

least using this technology and it's kind of the domain that is going to be disrupted for sure 

in the next few years. That's happening.  

Volha: Do you have any pilot projects already where you use blockchain for clinical trials? 

E5: We have currently one project on this. We are working on building the fast blockchain 

technology for clinical trials and began as a pilot study starting this year [2018].  It's an 

interesting component of the research project. It's a large trial that involves around 600 

people. 600 patients will be involved for the next five years. We are going to embed the 

technology of blockchain to enable at least some data privacy consent for management and 

all these components. It's going to be a very exciting project. It's going to be one with 

pharmaceutical company and our institution. 

Eduardo: How many institutions are involved?  Pharmaceutical company? your institution? 

Hospital, I guess?  

E5: 3 clinical trial sides. But it is really a proof-of-concept around the patients. So, we're 

going to have six hundred patients. It's going to be interesting, because it's going to be the 

among the initial studies but actually enrolling patients with genomic research data, 

biobank data and observational study data sensors. So, there is a huge interest on our part, 

at least, on the ethical application of starting to do a clinical research on genomics data, 

which means, by the way, that the impact of the consent form. The way consent form is 

designed is back in 1980s. It is like "I am going to collect 5 data, as you give me your 

consent, I’m checking the bars, and I’m just going to collect this biometric data about your 

weight, agents, blah-blah-blah. So, there was no real impact. While today in many of the 

clinical trials we collect genomics data, so the impact is you might not be aware of any. So, 

what happens if I found that she has a predisposition for Alzheimer's disease? Or what 
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might happen that even today I don't have this but knowledge in the next 10 years would 

find out that you had certain predictions to certain diseases and that information is hosted 

within our promises. How are going to react? So, the consent form needs to become 

dynamic. And the granularity and the cost of operating this on the traditional way will be 

impossible. We cannot cope with that. There are two ways. Either you say, "I’m just going 

to not see that" and you make it like security by obscurity - "I don't know about it, I have 

never heard about it and I don't even want to know about it". What are you going to say? Or 

you can say, "Okay, how can we solve the problem and how can we ensure that? So, this is 

kind of the numbers. 

Eduardo: And on the economic side, will it reduce the time for the clinical trial? Or will 

there be another business model? Like selling the data, for example, or creating 

partnerships. 

E6: That's a difficult question. I think, again it's going back to trust, that I mentioned it 

before. So, it's the trust in the system. From the identity point of view, you need to trust 

who has given you that data. It's those interactions. So, you can timestamp it and that will 

allow the quality of data. There are mechanisms, but you still don't.  

But if you know that people are checking that data, people will be less likely to... 

Eduardo: But the data, you trust the hospital that is creating the data. No? 

E6: So, whose data is it? So, you know that blood pressure was taken on that day. Because 

if the protocol was to do it one week, two weeks, it can be done day A or day B a day. They 

might keep records, but I think your actual protocols will be transparent. I think that will 

definitely happen. How they do it in terms of the quality of data, that's again, we've talked 

about it, that's an issue.  

E5: I give you an example, very interesting one, while you're speaking about trust. So, I 

trust this person, but for this person to be a clinical trialist to work on a really fantastic 

clinical trial this is what he is required. He needs to enroll in a big institution because if you 

go to a small institution, you cannot run big clinical trials. So, we need to play politics. The 

institution itself has to be within the department that allows you to play the game. So, 

you're not going to become the principal investigator of any clinical trial of any big 

institution. You are going to start as a junior. So, he's going to start as a junior investigator, 

probably not a PI [principal investigator] for several years, if not ten years. You are 

isolating big group of people.  

E6: There is a knowledge base there. So, you are self-selective biased and missing out on 

opportunities. As someone who might be not in a big institution because of family reasons 

they cannot travel or commute or whatever, they don't want to play politics. They might 

have an insight that just because of traditional model they don't have a say and they could 

have some sort of discovery or impact. It gets restricted and it's down the reputation. This 

kind will hopefully open up the way you want. Because you want to make that information 

accessible to everyone with the consent of the user and they know who's got access, identity 
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access management to that but you then accept "yes, this is that trust that I’m going to give 

you". 

E5:  Think about it you build this trust distributed? He doesn't need to go through politics to 

be enrolled at big clinical trials. It doesn't need to go through the trust, or the chairman of 

department to get the clinical trial. The pharmaceutical company doesn't need to contract 

with CRO to reach the clinical trial size. So, he can build trust on the network. When 

everything is trusted, he can go to any clinical trials that is approved consents of and start 

operating any clinical trial he wants based on the trust he has on the entire network. There 

would be no names.  

E6: There's accountability and traceability.  

E5: And to ensure that they are within regulations. 

Eduardo: But the problem they say is to find a perfect patient for the clinical trial. 

E5: They cannot, it's very expensive. This becomes a biggest systems issue. 

E6: This is where the trust becomes really important in a clinical trial. If you take this 

ecosystem outside of clinical trial specifically and use health care, if you give trust to a 

patient and then you "if you fit these criteria would you like to be approached", your reach 

becomes so much quicker and "yes, I will share this data about me". And it's not "I need to 

find someone, I need to call. Do they fit in? It is always objective-subjective things that you 

tell the front door clinician "oh, this person has to have these and these symptoms for 72 

hours. Can you enroll them? Someone comes and speaks to them and the guy is like "oh, 

my god, don't understand all this information. What is happening here? Do I want to be part 

of this?". There are always more blood tests. And it is replicative. And it's about these 

barriers. But then you've got this access to this whole group if you have the ethics and trust 

put into appropriate consent. The identity consent, the traceability in order, it opens. So, 

they're looking at the traditional models of enrolling. This allows new models of enrolment. 

It is interesting what E5 said at the round table that pharma's view was identity application 

because their mindset is really to reduce time. They have been ingrained in that for 25-30 

years. They don't understand that actually we could have a lot more patients and we can 

share data between. Repetition of data. Think about it, you can go one bankrupt if, as a 

pharma company, you fail some clinical trials. So, the cost of a clinical trial now is around 

600 million dollars, 250 million dollars for Faze 2, for Faze 3 it's around 300 million 

dollars. They cannot screw that all. They actually came to not creating a perfect system, but 

they trust or at least they feel comfortable with that very inefficient way of doing it. So, to 

let them think they need to remove that and change. That is the kind of energy that is 

required to make them think they're different. It's so difficult. You talk to the CEO and the 

CEO will tell you there is a thousand people who are involved in this process. To get them 

all aligned, to get the clinical trial running, it's already a massive cost. To get those 

thousand people back to actually start thinking differently will require a massive cultural 

change.  
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Eduardo: One more question. To create this strategy, do you need a third party like a 

government? 

E6: So, there's going to be this interface, okay, there's going to be this real world to digital 

world interface - that we cannot avoid. That has to happen. So, these things with the 

identity space, trust anchors. Do you have a trusted ankle? Ideally, you would want what a 

government passport for a passenger. Here is your passport, it says who you are. We are 

talking about it essentially. That's the infrastructure of government that you want. On the 

national level the government says "We will give... It’s not just identities individual, it is 

also organizational, its components, its things. This is what we are talking about, 

right? Even if they're drunk, you want to take that drug? 

E5: Else why do you trust the hospital? You have a physician, you have MRI machine that 

is certified.  

E6. That's the thing. You need to build a network of trust. Yes, there needs to be central 

government but once they've given that, what you do with that is up to, there is autonomy 

in the system. You need the trust anchor and those who issue the trust anchors. Those will 

be the traditional model and then after that once you got a starting point and for generations 

to come it will be your birth certificate. I know that in America they are already doing 

blockchain of birth certificates. As soon as you do it, your whole credential, your whole life 

will be. 

(E7 is joining)  

E5: At this stage we're speaking about distributed trust of clinical trials which is a massive 

issue. We are speaking about the cost. Pharma companies are paying big, massive costs to 

just keeping trust with some clinical trial starts. It is becoming, as I mentioned in my table, 

a client-consumer relationship. Not anymore scientific relationship. Because the money that 

pharma companies are bringing to the clinical trial side are so massive. Some departments 

are gaining like massive investments from clinical trials. It becomes then a consumer-client, 

where "I need to be a great and good to the pharma company and a pharma company needs 

to pay me very well to actually keep working collaboratively". So, they are paying so much 

money to keep that. And they're paying so much money to CROS, because otherwise, the 

cost of maintaining the relationship would actually be more expensive.  

E6: I've seen it because I have been to one of these sites. And I worked with one of my 

colleagues, researcher, who is really interested in flue. He was getting massive malaria 

money from, so it's planting inside the innovation. Because his pressures are to be a PI 

researcher in something, he knows is bringing the unit money, so he could do his real 

interest. Do you really think the quality and what he's actually trying to do...? He is just 

trying to check the boxes while he is really passionate about something else.  

E5: So, something that we didn't speak about. There was a very fascinating research done 

recently. I think it was published in BMJ [British Medical Journal], you should really read 

it. The conclusion was that the problem with clinical trials is not only that they are never 

published, that they're missing the target. Actually, the biggest problem is that they are 
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clinically irrelevant. There is no value in reality because there was no communication 

before, whether or not it's relevant clinically. The study has been done by Pfizer 15 years 

ago. But out of the books no one looked at it. And then you get a clinical trial site who 

publishes about it, who wants to get the grand and don't care much. They really don't care 

much. I mean, I’m a little better now, everyone knows in the domain that [name of the 

active ingredient] is not any way to solve the problem of MRSA disease. And still Pfizer, 

Merck, Lilly - three of them are still fighting to get the best drug to remove it. That drives 

above us. They have political and business levels. They have KPIs and they've got targets. 

And that's going to be...  yeah... It's behavioral, it's not the technology. The technology will 

work. It's the behavioral governance. The technology for the first time brought a lot, as I 

mentioned recently, political philosophy aspect of things to light. A lot of what we have 

designed as a society is actually being re- engineered using technology. Even though I 

agree technology is the easiest way but technology brought a new discourse about h is the 

meaning of the state what's the meaning of a regulator what's the meaning of corporations. 

That was actually given for granted for at least 40 years. And for different reasons the best 

one is that economists started deviating from political philosophy. This's an interesting 

concept Adam Smith and Marx and whenever they were speaking about economics, 

economics at that time was philosophy. Back in 1960-1970s economists started to become 

data or at least evidence-driven. And they become driven not any more conscious about the 

aspect that they were trying to solve is entrenched within actual philosophy. So, they started 

choosing social science trying to become a science, which is actually totally off. And that's 

what we call today "mainstream economics". And they don't get it. They didn't get digital 

technology. They got technology wrong. They got the digital economy wrong. They didn't 

get anything right on. The problem is that they were trying to use a model that is not 

compatible with what technology is bringing. Not in its materialistic view. And actually, 

what it means in coordination and cooperation, no one is actually understanding what's the 

fact of globalization and economy. No, really. I mean there is only one guy in Oxford, 

[name], saying, "okay, let's, look differently". The economic model in globalization has a 

very different matrix of value than actually what you do. And that's actually what 

technology is doing. What we are saying today, all the discussions have two layers. 

Everyone starts speaking about the technology and blockchain from a technological 

perspective. But the reality, intrinsically and implicitly they're speaking a lot about what it 

means to cooperate and coordinate efforts to society.  

E7: Yeah, that's, what's interests me. That is what is different blockchain, right? It is not 

just a technical conversation. It is about incorporating belief systems into government 

structures that run a network. 

E5:  Absolutely!  

E7: And that's only partially about the tech. It's economics and it's societal and its 

technology. And it's all wrapped into one thing. And that's why it's both hard but also if you 

figure out those sweet spots where you bring those two things together, it is terribly 

rewarding. It is incredibly rewarding and it's incredibly amazing. 

E5: I mean it's the best time, by the way, to study about society today studying about the 

technology. It's beautiful, I mean. 
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E6: Another degree. You can see the people don't really understand blockchain because 

they just think it's the tech. You know, you're trying to figure out what the use problem you 

want to solve, you realize it's not the tech. Yes, the technology is a facilitator and enabler 

but it's the behavioral change, it's the governance. But you need to be an amazing 

technology geek. You need to be a genius. 

E5: It's very tricky. It's not the genius. Because the genius today is very special. Jack-of-all-

traits.  

E6: If you don't know it, you need someone who can explain something very technically in 

a simple manner. 

E7: You're trying to connect communities. It's about communities in mind. 

E6: The beauty is like weeding.   

E5: Seriously, what I really start loving is...  I’m reading a lot of academic paper now.  And 

think about when you take any economic paper today published about poverty, about 

modern whatever, the same paper published in 1920-1930s, you find it totally different. The 

one in 1920-1930s is connected with the world, the way it's framed, the way it's designed, 

the way the languages are used has nothing to do with technicality. While today the focus is 

purely technical. I think this is a big problem. So, you need to be a technical guy. You need 

to be an expert. You cannot tell me that you are doing blockchain, if you even never 

touched it or haven't tried to build a block. So, you need to do it. But at the same time, you 

need to have empathy that allows you to understand the end of line complexity of it. So, we 

need to be a geek, but at the same time you need to be grateful as a person.  

E7: I totally agree. What makes it even harder is that the business model innovation may be 

the hardest part because let's say you got the tech piece. You understand the tech and you 

understand protocols and cryptography. You are smart enough to connect that with kind of 

how you build governance structures. Then you got to fund a business model that makes all 

that work. All three of those things are really, really hard.  

E6: Yeah. It's what they call it a BLT - business, legal, tech. It's like a sandwich. 

(all laughing) 

E5: Marx created an amazing model for community. His business model was communism. 

But he got it totally wrong. I think it will happen. But it's the way it happens.  

E6:  I think it has to be in a controlled manner. It's a disruptive technology, but we need to 

understand it. As I said, it's black and white, but there's a lot of grey. We have to do in a 

way that it's about trusting here. And I keep saying the word, but you need to bring them in 

with trust and then you start showing the value. You might want to hold their hand quite a 

lot. 
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E5: there is this responsibility at least of certain entities. So, I’m thinking of academic 

institutions, but also of governments. They need to be up with the game today. And I think 

they start realizing that. 

E7: Yeah, I think it's hard to get from here to there, right? Because at the end of the day this 

is about consumers and communities of people. That's the future. But how do you go 

straight to that? When we started in 2016, we thought the best way forward, we still kind of 

think, is to demonstrate value through B2B use cases. Then we moved towards the 

consumer, but you get to prove it yeah. So, it's B2B, B2B2C and then it scales. I see 

an interesting invention that kind of really took off last year, which provides this incentive 

structure for consumer adoption. There is a lot of questions around, like how that's going to 

work and how it's going to be regulated. But once that gets firmed up, that is potentially the 

key innovation that drives mass consumer adoptions and brand-new business models and 

new technical structures. 

E5: I think it's going to happen. 

E7: It's going to happen. It's just... 

E5: Beautiful time. They asked me recently in a conference. There were some ICOs [initial 

coin offers] who raised millions in the room. "What do you think is going to be the success 

of these companies?" And my answer was "Very easily, all of them will fail. But failure 

doesn't mean no success". Failing is a very natural phenomena thing. It's a very natural 

thing. All of them will fail. The only thing that's going to change is actually you don't need 

them to succeed to transform. So, transformation will happen, but actually, all of them will 

fail radically. The core values that they going to emerge up to because you need to nudge. 

And nudging, by the way, means a lot of investment requiring a lot of fails. So, that's the 

phenomena that most of the institutions don't realize at least in my domain. 

E7:  What is a fail? Do you think the 90s are a good analogue to what's happening today?  

E5: In certain domains, yes. Especially, technology  

E7. It's kind of .com boom. 

E5: The only difference in the 90s - people were not expecting the velocity. Today they're 

expecting the same velocity. I think that. 

E7: I don't know, I don't know. I talked to a lot of companies who don't see it coming. And 

you are talking about value transfer and you are talking re-arranging market structures 

E5: They don't see the velocity of it? 

E7: They're not, they're still not nine.  
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E6: E5, we're have just been talking about pharma companies. Their mindset is a model that 

they know they want to... Are they changing because it's a blockchain, it's the buzzword to 

you? 

E5: No, no, chey die. Most of the pharmaceutical companies are dying. Merck lost 20-30% 

of its value, Lilly - 27%.  

E6: How do you give that power away?  

E5: Okay, so, I’m going to be radical in this view. 

E6: How does that change happen?  

E5: They're not going to do any change. I’m going to be radical in this view. Let's speak 

about digital health, which is a good analogue. Most of the digital health innovators first, 

didn't want to go to the entire game, which means that "I’m going to build a technology and 

the players who are in the healthcare domain, will buy it". And it didn't work out. The only 

one that I’m seeing now succeeding to certain regard, took saying "technology and digital 

will be our core value. But we are going to build the entire full-stack". Building the full 

stack. They will succeed. 

PayPal to build the full stack as a bank to shift the market. Shift the market, need to build 

the full stack of the market. Ground up distributed systems, working with structural models, 

enabling consumers and communities, what services you can provide with the technology. 

Giving value to the data and the services you are building in. The business model of google 

and those techs companies could not be understandable 10 years ago.  

Influence on the people, like Facebook, will create value. Even if the data has been sold, 

they still create value. Technology is a vehicle, it is not value. It is going to be the only 

driver to have a control in the future. They will spend money to find the vehicle.  

Now there is crisis in trust on Facebook, insurance companies, google. It is going to be a 

big deal. Healthcare spends a lot of money. 

Maturity of the technology also is very influential. Divide each component of the 

technology and of the business model to optimize and to understand it properly to create the 

perfect puzzle to create value and success.  

You need to start failing now to be the first tomorrow. Take the risk. 

Only way to move forward is about collaboration and consortium. Different networks 

working together. Interoperability.  

Governing the commons. Theory to organize communities to share resources.   
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Interview E8 
Interviewer [ 00:00:00] Let get started.  

E8 [ 00:00:07] I will give you a quick analogy. Yes, many people are using PowerPoint. to 

make presentation, right? We don't have PowerPoint competences on how we can use 

PowerPoint to change healthcare. But we have blockchain conferences on how we can 

blockchain to change healthcare right? So. Blockchain is not Something like to achieve. It 

is not a goal to have blockchain. It is a tool to achieve something else. Sometimes with a 

screwdriver. You have toolbox with a hammer. You have to have pliers. You have a saw. 

You pick up a. BRAND NEW screwdriver because it's pretty cool. And then you try to find 

what problem can it solve. You take a screwdriver. Or maybe try take another thing but you 

can’t use that. So sometimes. It could be that beneficial to say what we'd like to achieve. 

From your case. What problems need to be solved in Clinical trials and why do we need to 

solve them. What is the problem with Clinical trials? Because of course you probably 

already covered some of them like patients, costs.  

Interviewer [ 00:01:22] We have found that the problem is to get the signature of the 

patient.   

E8 [ 00:01:24] That is really good. Maybe it's difficult for the patient to sing the paper. 

That's a problem. That might be worth what you should solve. Many people here are trying 

to say. I have this cool thing called blockchain and I can get investor money. Now what 

problem can it solve. Now trying to find the solution into that problem. That's the work to 

be done.  That sounds like you're on the right track. But. Always focus on the problem. 

Don't focus on blockchain. I mean, even if you concluded that a signature of the patient 

needs to be done without the blockchain. For me, that’s a better solution than trying to push 

into the blockchain. [ 00:02:06] That's good because you need to look at this. It is a hype. 

You think it's cool. The juice company that changed the name to blockchain and the stock 

market increased insanely. So, focus on the problem in order to find a realistic solution. [ 

00:02:31] On the problem. OK. That that's. In there. In order to find mistakes.  

Interviewer [ 00:02:44] Yes, we are trying to map the Clinical trials process because it is 

very big. There are different steps, phases, different from department to department.  

E8 [ 00:02:56] What is wrong with Clinical trials to get new treatment for patients into 

society. You can always say what is wrong with the process of a company. But the bigger 

problem is how to get new treatment to patients in real live. There can be different aspects. 

[ 00:03:25] What is the big question here. [ 00:03:27] How to make it easier, how to make 

it more accessible. [ 00:03:27] I am pushing in that direction because when I think about 

blockchain as a tool, in my mind, a tool can be really great as a way to kind of create a... If 

it can be trusted, it can be secured. A blockchain solution that can bridge operations, that 

can bridge companies. Companies most of the time they protect their core business. [ 

00:04:39] If you are a big company, you don’t want to share. You don’t want to be 
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transparent. You don’t want to be decentralized. Why would you do that? You would lose 

money.  

Interviewer [ 00:04:57] But you can get collaboration, you can get data from another 

people.  

E8 [ 00:04:59] There you go, that´s right! Then you want to use blockchain in a world to 

expand your network, your connections. You can overlap with external partners including 

patients, doctors, and other companies. [ 00:05:04] There are two ways where you can 

apply blockchain. One is as a component to make the current process a bit easier. Or, you 

can radically change the current process. to make it better [ 00:05:30] What could make 

sense for the big companies to attack themselves. Keep that in mind. To a big company 

their interest is not the patient. It is money. There is nothing wrong with that, you just need 

to be clear about it. But they are not going to claim so. They're going claim that they are 

doing this for the patients. But they don’t respond to report the patients. They report to the 

stock market, the investors. They don’t care about patients, they want return from their 

investments.  

Interviewer [ 00:06:8] In the case of pharma, would be interesting to have access to the 

data from different corporations. For example, from a hospital. Will Leo Pharma be 

interested to have access to clinical trials made in the hospital? Will they be willing to pay 

for that data? 

E8 [ 00:06:40] Yeah, I can't answer specifically in a way, but I can create a comment. The 

companies that we are talking about are the ones owned by financial institutions. Leo 

Pharma is not. We own by a foundation. Therefore. we don’t have owners that we need to 

pay back. Therefore, companies like Leo Pharma can try new things easily. That’s why we 

can do what I am doing which is opening into innovation, open up into transparence, we 

don’t have business restraints so we can try to keep things in a completely different way. 

From a classic business perspective doesn’t make any sense. Classically you wouldn’t do 

that. We do it because we are owned by a foundation. Pay money to get access to clinical 

data externally. Why? What problem would you like to solve doing that? 

Interviewer [ 00:07:53] Maybe you need data from specific diseases.  

E8 [ 00:07:54] What do you want to do with the data? 

Interviewer [ 00:07:56] You could use it for investigation, to find patients.  

E8 [ 00:07:58] It could be. What I'm saying here is. If you. If you want to get data, you 

need to have a question that you want to answer.  

Interviewer 00:08:25] Pharmaceutical companies have a lot of questions.  
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E8 00:08:30] Yes, but if you are willing to pay for the data, depends on the question that 

you want to answer. Let´s say the question is: How do I identify rare disease patients? That 

can be a question. How can I Greece. And. Its patients. Clinical trials. Based on. This. 

Patient. Or. How can I better pre-select patients for clinical trials based on a classification 

of a disease? Maybe that will require dataset in order to do that. This is something that gets 

more concreate. But the problem was, one of the problems is How do we quickly identify 

the patients that are relevant for the company? 

Interviewer [ 00:09:21] Yes, the hospital will do the job for you. Don`t you think Leo 

Pharma ´could do a cooperation with the hospital to do this?  

Interviewer [ 00:09:21] The hospital told us that they have special nurses to select the 

patient and collect the data. 

Interviewer [ 00:09:23] Yes, but that is for their internal research.  

Interviewer [ 00:09:25] But what if there is a blockchain that can share that data and that 

they can get money out of it. Because Leo Pharma needs to find patients with a specific 

disease.  

E8 [ 00:09:56] Not a specific disease because we have been doing specific diseases for a 

long time. It is easier for dermatologist to say the type of disease. It has to be at least 5 

diseases to find underline points. Sometimes the symptoms because you have something 

that is wrong. Right? And. Two different things. that is different wrong can lead to the 

same scale of illness. It looks like psoriasis but it doesn´t mean that it is psoriasis. [ 

00:11:11] Meaning that if we have ten patients, maybe 5 will respond and 5 will not. So, 

you need a lot of patients to have a good study. How can we say. You're the one who we 

should test, you are not. Because they have the symptoms. And you need to classify the 

patient depending on the symptoms. So, the information you get from the doctor is not that 

detailed. The solution isn't high enough so we can say that what he wants to treat the 

patient. The type of psoriasis is the information that we need and that information could be 

provided additionally by the patient. That could be something. 

Interviewer [ 00:11:46] But do you waste a lot of time finding those patients? To try a 

drug, you need to find the right patient.   

E8 [ 00:12:26] We spend a lot of time to find the patients. Take a long time to engage them. 

And it's very very costly. And especially if you want to find a lot of patient. So that's what 

we have in cooperation with clinical trials like physicians, doctors. Because they can find 

data. They get 100 different patients a day and they say OK you have this, you have that. 

And find the right disease that we are looking for. 

Interviewer [ 00:12:26] And how do you do this process?  
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E8 [ 00:12:27] I don’t know. That is not me. You know the doctor, the hospital, and you 

pay them money to do the screening. And then they have a piece of paper, could you please 

sing? So, we can do the clinical trial on you. [ 00:13:36] The distance between the patients 

that could be tested and the pharmaceutical company is huge. And there are many people in 

between. The doctor, then the nurse, and by the time the patient gets the question, the 

information probably has changed. That is usually how you find patients to do clinical 

trials. But again, you don’t know if that patient is the right one for your disease. Maybe that 

patient’s diseases are treated in a different mechanism than the one you are trying to treat. 

That kind of. increased resolution meaning of the understanding, is this the right patients to 

include in the clinical trial? So, there we don’t have enough information. 

Interviewer [ 00:14:49] Everything connects. There is a need here, there is a big problem 

and a solution. It is all about time and money. If you reduce the time to find the right 

patient you will pay for that.  

E8 [ 00:15:34] The long time that takes in clinical development, ten, five years, is because 

it is such a process to find the patients. Also, the treatment can be long because you need to 

follow the treatment and so on, but it is to get enough patients in. It is really hard. Yeah. 

Interviewer [ 00:15:34] Is there any specific regulations regarding data? 

E8 [ 00:15:34] There are a lot of regulations. Absolutely.  And you know you can't tamper 

with the data, on the data and you have to maybe use a third party to do it. And you need to 

deal with lawyers. I mean you have to do a real clinical trial on and usually a clinical trial 

itself is something to conduct perhaps by the hospital but maybe it is conducted by 

someone else, or the blood samples that the patients are taken are sent to someone else. So 

that whole chain has to be tracked and it has to be traceable. If someone does something 

wrong then you have to take away the entire study of 100 patients. Proving deficiency and 

transability in that process would probably Make a speedier and less costly. But maybe you 

want to contrast this with literature. [ 00:17:15] These kind of solutions, blockchain 

solutions, for me, it wouldn’t be something that a company would make. It will be someone 

else. It wouldn’t be a specific company. It has to be standardized. [ 00:17:35] It shouldn’t 

be one company. it should be more.  

Interviewer [ 00:07:37] Is it also what we have talked yesterday. There are a lot of 

initiatives between pharma companies where they talk to each other and try to find use case 

that applies to all of them in order to agree how things should be done. 

E8 [ 00:17:37] But keep in mind what I have said before. Big pharma companies want to do 

it to protect the current business model. The money. 

Interviewer [ 00:17:58] What do you think about the data? Should it be part of the patient 

or part of the organization?  
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E8 [ 00:18:37] It should be part of where it makes more sense.  

Interviewer [ 00:18:38] To the patient.  

E8 [ 00:18:40] Again, what is the problem you want to solve. Is the problem on how you 

want to identify and engage the patient to participate in a clinical trial? Would it be more if 

the company owns the data, if they own the data by themselves? That is the question to 

answer. The big problem here is to find the patients for clinical trials.  

Interviewer [ 00:18:29] It is very interesting because every person we interview we get 

different perspectives, and all of them they connect.  

E8 [ 00:18:58] Now that we are talking about Clinical trials in order to build confident in a 

treatment that actually works for patients with certain diseases. Taking care about the 

development of the clinical trial, we need to think also about the research part of it, that 

also can access to the same kind of data to explore. What kind of targets can be used for 

what reason? The reason here is to find the right patient that are relevant for the trial. [ 

00:19:12] Identify the disease. To understand the disease. That also why we need the 

patient. It is difficult to hold the patient. Sometimes we can’t manage the patient, we don’t 

know how to handle it, to control it. Getting consent to use the patient to explore the 

disease is very difficult. To get the approval because, you get the approval to use the data 

for this purpose. The purpose could be to test one thing, and suddenly you need to explore 

other parts from the patient. So, it is difficult to get patients consents and regulatory 

consents to use patient data, but we really need that. If patient says: take my blood sample, 

take my gnome, we should be to do that. [ 00:19:12] It is hard because the patient doesn’t 

know. They need to understand what is going on and what it would it be doing to them. [ 

00:19:15] It is hard for us because we don’t know what to do. It is a research, so it is 

difficult to predefine how we are going to use the patient. So, let’s say that we have a data 

bank with skin samples and they are stored on certain ways. And next year we need to find 

breast analysis and we can’t do it because the samples have been frozen in a different way. 

Now we need to get new samples. To get these new samples is very difficult. If this process 

could be more dynamic and more flexible it will be really good. I think that the patient 

would like to do that if they can be sure that it is not one single company that will benefit 

from that data. If you can get those things out of the way, maybe that data can come to 

research.  

Interview E9 
Interviewer [ 00:00:00] Can you please introduce yourself? What do you do? your 

position? 

E9 [ 00:00:06] I am currently an independent consultant working for small management 

consultancy based just south of Manchester in the UK. I've been working for that company 

for the last three years or so but prior to that I had over 25 years’ experience in a big 
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pharmaceutical company. I started with ISCI and Zenica and the second half of my career 

was with AstraZeneca at the R&D facility just south of Manchester in the UK and I spent 

that time predominantly working in the informatics group. The first half of my career was 

in the scientific R&D area due to security and medicinal use. So, my career was in R&D 

and half in the syndicate and I got interested in blockchain and again for your information. 

I'm currently also leading a project for what's known as Pistoia Alliance which is a group a 

non-profit group of big pharma small pharma supply organizations looking at pre-

competitive areas that they could work on together without compromising intellectual 

property. I'm currently running a small print project looking at blockchain applications in 

life science and R&D. I don't know where I will go what sort of projects will come out of it 

but that will be delivering tools. So that's my background  

Interviewer [ 00:02:12] OK sounds okay for you right now. Okay you are involved in a 

blockchain project. Can you tell us a little bit more like what is it about? into what 

field of healthcare? 

E9 [ 00:02:12] It's primarily focused on R&D in life sciences so life sciences cover not just 

healthcare but it can also cover agricultural discoveries of pesticides etc. And also, it can 

cover the supply organizations that feed their products into healthcare and chemicals etc. 

So, a lot of small but large software companies are also members of Pistoria Alliance. So 

also, the university and I'm sure next year a blockchain institute in the laboratory in the 

university in Germany to help with the work that I'm doing so it's a very abroad at the 

moment. And the idea is that I propose Pistoia Alliance members for education working out 

where they can do extra hour of training, webinars, hackathon, further in-depth 

brainstorming etc. workshops and whatnot. So, there's the education side and there's also 

project development proposal area where use cases that sound like they might be of interest 

to Pistoia Alliance members to wrap up business cases and then prototypes that hopefully to 

the alliance members who want to fund and take forward. The scope of the project is out of 

date. But that means everything from the very earliest set of, in health care at least, the very 

early stage is a target identification and the genome mix around targets and patients right 

the way through to FDA submission. So, it does cover the clinical space but it doesn't the 

manufacture. 

Interviewer [ 00:04:55] Okay I don’t hear you very well but more or less I got the 

idea. So, what are the main challenges in implementing these projects in the industry. 

Like what were the challenges that it had challenges regarding governmental 

challenges or how the industry's behaving regarding blockchain. 

E9 [ 00:05:14] If we if we just focus on health care which is where we focus anyway so 

health care well thinks about all the different players in healthcare. Not just in Pharma 

which is where my expertise is but physicians, contract research organizations, hospitals, 

patients, they all have different needs within that space and they will interact with each 

other in different ways. If we think of big pharma for example the challenges are very much 
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around. It's a new technology. They are a little suspicious of it. They can't really quite 

naturally risk averse when it comes to trying these things out. But there are pockets of 

enthusiasm for blockchain across Big Pharma and a lot of people are seeing potential there 

but they don't quite know yet what's the best area or areas to focus on, you know so there 

is enthusiasm, nervousness and also degrees of lack of understanding. So that's why 

education and information and dissemination is so important to get us to really understand 

what blockchain technology can really do. And what it can’t do. And that's really 

important. Also having people to understand that blockchain is not the solution for 

everything. A traditional database can solve the problem. So, finding the right use case for 

blockchain technology is absolutely critical. So that's big pharma. Physicians hospitals they 

are probably more reactive in the pharma of telling them about what they want to work in a 

particular way and the physicians don’t want to listen to them. However. I think they are 

also observing from their own perspective that one of the more compelling uses cases in 

blockchain is electronic health records. And control of the information that patients and 

physicians enter against the patient are making that more. On the one hand more secure and 

more private. But on the other hand, more available and less anonymous. In a better way 

that allows patients to have more be more visible to physicians. and pharma for trials and 

for maybe for information to be more more easily and more completely set back to patients 

so that the direction of health records become more complete, more accessible. But as I said 

still more secure. The other thing is a great initiative. There is a great incentive for patients 

to take back more control of their own data. Another area that blockchain could help with. 

Interviewer Yes yes yes. We have heard that as well electronic health care record like for 

blockchain is really focusing in sharing data and secure the data to distribute the data. 

 

E9 Yeah. The other thing is patients taking back more control. Patient is the center, the 

confirmation center of what happens to that data not know of a physician deciding in some 

aspects making some key decisions the patient being much more at the center of what 

happens to them and their information. It's likely that the analogy is back to things like 

Facebook where you put all of your photos onto Facebook and Facebook decides what 

they're going to do with them. You kind of sign away the control and if you think about 

your medical data you don't want to just give that data away I don't know to a health care 

organization you might want to have a lot more control over that so you don't want the you 

want to take back as people wanted to take more control of their Facebook profiles and 

their Facebook data. The thought is that patients are going to want to get in and take back 

more control of their own health care information and blockchain can help out a lot. You 

see is the general feeling. Which I agree on that to. 

Interviewer [ 00:10:55] OK. We haven't heard that part of control of the data. So, the 

patients will have the rights of their own data, they can control it. There won’t be any 

institution and the patients will be the owner of the data.  
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E9 [ 00:011:16] Yeah, the general feeling seems to be that patients should own their own 

data. Now they may not have pay for always they may not have paid for that data to be 

collected. So, it might be that a physician or an insurance company has paid for a test to be 

done for patients. So arguably they also have some degree of the steak. But it is the 

patient’s data so they should own and control it. Now how they how they do that is a very 

very big question. But it seems as though the extra layers of control and security and the 

ability to kind of hide oneself behind some sort of pseudonymous blockchain I.D. allows 

seems to be getting people quite excited about how patients could take back control but do 

it in a way that keeps both secure and keeps their identity secret as well. But you know this 

is still early days and there's a lot of question marks of just how true that might be. 

Interviewer [ 00:12:43] Yes. Also like in these cases you're saying because they patient for 

these let's say for this blockchain the patient is involved, their healthcare companies are 

involved, and probably the government involved. How do you think these could be done? 

Because there are many different parties  

E9 [ 00:13:18] From where we are today, so we have governments around the world 

decreeing that the data about their citizens need to be controlled according to the laws set 

up within their own company. So, for example certain countries will not allow data about 

that citizens to be stored anywhere other than within that particular country. 

Interviewer [ 00:13:53] Yes. 

E9 [ 00:13:55] Assuming that that doesn't change and I can't see any reason why that would 

change. That means that where patience data is stored, is going to be very dependent upon 

what country they are either in or they're citizens of or where that data was collected on 

them at a particular time. So actually, thinking in worst case if you have someone who 

travels who travels a list of countries and often has health care interventions a lot in 

different countries, gathered all that data can be a challenge. But with an example, a simple 

one where one person lives in one country for their entire life. And interacts with the health 

care organizations in that country for their entire life, so all that data should be in one 

country in different databases within that country I would hope that it should be possible to 

gather the altogether and put it under the control of the individual. Even if the data is not. 

Okay let me step. No point am I saying at this stage should the data be store on the 

blockchain. Data is almost certainly going to have to be store OFF chain. You've got to 

remember now health care records are big files lots of data if you think about an X-ray or 

medical image for example or even a bit of genetic sequencing. Blockchain technology is 

not scaled yet to be able to store that amount of data. So, the model at the moment is that 

you continue to store that data off chain and that would then fit into the laws in the country 

because blockchain is distributed if the data is on the blockchain could be anywhere around 

the globe. So that's not going to work in its current legislation. 

Interviewer [ 00:16:37] OK. 

E9 [ 00:16:38] You store the data OFF chain and you stored metadata on chain. The owner 

of the data off chain will be part of the hospitals. The hospital will be storing it. It could be 

a hospital, it could be it could be Amazon web service, or any place following the 

legislation of that country. Could be anybody who stores the data, the big part of the data 

won’t be in the blockchain. 

Interviewer [ 00:17:24] It could be also that the patient stores the data in his own computer 

and when he wants to share it, upload it on the blockchain. That's an interesting approach. 

E9 [ 00:17:41] OK. If we focus on that on a specific type of health care. Record genomic 

data there was a really good series of articles a couple of years ago. Called Game of genes 
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OK which is about a journalist who decided he was going to he was going to get his entire 

genome sequence by itself. He wasn't going to be referred by a medic or some sort of 

healthcare organization. He was going to do it and by him doing it he therefore took 

complete control over it. Now you're talking about hundreds of gigabytes of data to get the 

gnome. So, it came on a massive terabyte of a hard disk in the end and that's why you know 

blockchain is not the place to store that kind of data because it can't cope. He's now got his 

genome on a terabyte hard disk and he could do with it what he likes. Now that presents its 

own set of risks and you know that hard disk can crash and have noise. So, having your 

own control of the data is not a trivial matter but it seems to be the way people are thinking. 

The health care marketplace is going to go. A lot of patients are not going to be able to cope 

with that. They're just not going to be able to deal with it. They're like they can't manage 

their photographs. Now this is this is the same thing but a million times more complicated 

or more serious if they get it wrong. 

Interviewer [ 00:18:59] Now it´s making me think that in the future each hospital will be 

have their own blockchain or it will be every country with its own blockchain, or many 

blockchain in the industry? 

E9 [ 00:19:20] Past experience would say that in the early days, unless there is an 

incredible joining of wills and countries and organizations it won't be one blockchain doing 

this. It will most likely stop with every single health care organization will have the main 

data off chain and will have a blockchain around that, the patients may then be able to 

allow say yes or no about whether people can access that data and they'll use blockchain 

transactional tracking and maybe smart contracts on top of that as well to say whether 

Person X and Institution Y can access some or all of their medical data they used the 

blockchain to manage those transactions. Give people some sort of key that will allow them 

to go into the repository at the hospital controlled by blockchain. So, there's a gate keeper 

kind of idea because that could be the blockchain parts of it that allows somebody an actor 

to access the data and the data stays where it is and the blockchain controls who accesses it 

and the patient makes a decision about who can access what. 

Interviewer [ 00:30:00] What do you think about the GDPR? You should be able to delete 

the data. 

E9 [ 00:30:15] Right. Well if the patient has completed control of their own data well, they 

can do what they like with it. 

Interviewer [ 00:30:27] OK so it will be it will be solved with this approach the challenge 

of sharing the data and deleting the data. Everything will be ready. 

E9 [ 00:30:41] The challenge is always you can give someone access. So, going back to 

photographs. You could give someone access to your photograph and then you've got to 

somehow work out a means of stopping them from copying and downloading it. So 

basically, stealing it. Now this is what in music they tried to solved with digital rights 

management and with eBooks. So, for example if you download an e-book on your Kindle 

you can't just transfer that e-book to another Kindle or to another device altogether. 
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Because the Digital Rights Managements stop you from doing That. You could have DRM 

of a book that says yes you could download even you who bought the book. You won’t be 

able to read the book anymore because the DRM has that level of control. Now with data, I 

think there's probably nothing to stop a similar thing happening. So, someone could tell 

police that if a patient says OK, I'm perfectly happy for a university A to access this bit of 

my data but I want them to do it for six months and after that they're not going to be able to 

access it. Now I think you can probably set up the access to make that happen but I'm still 

not in my own head entirely sure how you stop an institution on to have access stopping 

later and scrape off their own devices and small doses that they basically got it forever 

away. So how do you actually control data access? It is another question. I don't know 

whether the blockchain is capable of doing that I've heard people say that it is. 

Interviewer [ 00:33:09] So do you think that blockchain technologies right now because 

there are many many different steps. It's about the technology. Problems are about how you 

store the data. It's about how you organize data, but do you think the technology itself is 

ready to be applied into healthcare? 

E9 [ 00:33:36] It could be could be some use cases out there that make it right for 

blockchain but now healthcare is a massive great big industry and finding the right use case 

to get the ball rolling is still exercising people. So, for example there's a lot of people who 

believe that supply chain, medicine supply chain is a really good use case. And by that, I 

mean how you track the medicines in their packaging from the factory to patients. That's 

using Blockchain to manage, to oversee the transactions as a medicine is as strong 

manufactures to third parties who oversees it. That is a use case that people are getting very 

excited about it. As I said health care records, electronic healthcare records are another one 

but I think there are a lot of additional challenges in there. Well I think it's a solvable one 

that my interest has been in R&D. I've written I've written an article about how I think 

blocking technology could help with data integrity and helping with ensuring that data is 

not tampered with. So that could help with FDA submissions for example submissions all 

packages about new medicines to regulate authorities. So, there are I think there are 

potential cases. But exactly where we really value adding beneficial impact for this case. I 

don't know why that's going to be just yet. Lots of people are starting up lots of companies. 

With a great idea but I don't know which of these can be the successful ones. 

There's a lot in the clinical space just for show sure. 

Interviewer [ 00:36:15] Yeah. Really really interesting because it's your choice in a way 

that it's very very broad, very open, and in different circumstances. Normally people think 

because nothing to do with bitcoin for example has to be arranged in another settings. 

E9 [ 00:36:38] Cryptocurrencies can help a lot with driving incentives to do things. They 

think by a patient puts their data onto a blockchain and there's a token associated with it and 

put the data in might get them a token somebody using that data, those tokens can be 
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transferred into goods for money then that is an incentive. So, cryptocurrencies and tokens 

and there are millions of them out there now are going to be great oiling the wheels if you 

see what's going to be a great means of making people do stuff because they think they will 

get paid at the end. But focusing on bitcoin or ether or ripple or whatever it's not where the 

main focus should be just about making things work more effectively in the background it's 

really thinking about where blockchain is going to have the biggest impact and where the 

technology really fit. Because blockchain won’t be the right solution for everything. 

Interviewer [ 00:38:08] How do you think smart contracts can help? 

E9 [ 00:38:19] Well again, the possibilities are endless with smart contracts. 

[ 00:38:27] Everything from managing payments to supply chain. In clinical trials, if one 

they it has reached the point where you can be descending. If that material that packages of 

medicines and placebo is scanned into a hospital there could be some automatic smart 

contract that says right now, we know it's in the hospital but he's part of the whole contract 

finished. We'll do a small micropayment that's controlled by the smart contract that has 

been the same. As soon as packages get the hospital Y make a small payment back to the 

originating organization once the medicines have been dispensed to the patient so patient X 

then another payment stimulated by smart contract happens. So, at every stage every little 

piece of the process, from patients to organizations could have a smart contract associated 

with it and if every time a material passes through.  

[ 00:40:00] And if every time a material passes through a particular point and, scanned, the 

assistant picks it up the smart contract kicks in and some sort of small payment goes back, 

so payment goes from pharma to doctor of pharma to patients. All of that could be 

controlled by smart contract. 

Interviewer [ 00:40:27] So will it. It's a great extra that you can add to blockchain 

technology. Smart contracts into the healthcare environment. 

E9 [ 00:40:37] Absolutely. And they say every time you have a transaction time you have a 

transaction creating an agreement and could have a lot of money that could then result in 

some something else happening, be that a payment, be that some other activity kicking off 

it all can be tied together in a way that isn't possible because you're relying on third parties 

to manage those transactions. One thing I've learned that is if you haven't done a lot of 

looking smart contracts think about are brilliant, they sound like my God this could just 

change everything. Be careful. Think about what happens if things go wrong. Let's say the 

smart contract has not been written correctly and something unexpected happens or 

something unwanted happens. If you don't know your third parties, who decides what's 

right. Now the original concept of the Oracle's smart contracts Arena and oracles are 

coming up today. This is fantastic. The other is to tracking code correctly and people would 

not get what they expect and they will want some sort of recompense or some sort of 

fallback some sort of bowtie they can go to say that's market that didn't work right. How am 
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I going to make sure what is going to be mine, what should be mine? We always think in 

the best environment but it also can fail. 

Interviewer [ 00:43:14] The main advantages of blockchain and the main disadvantage of 

blockchain.  

E9 [ 00:44:26] Advantages while they the classic advantages that people say is that it leads 

to dis intermediation which is the removal for any intermediary third parties. It allows 

organizations of people who would not otherwise miss or what they would normally work 

together only through a third party. So blockchain can take out that part and then make 

business processes more efficient and cheaper. That's one-real advantage of blockchain I 

think also that the other big one is this is this aspect of improved security. I have one simple 

level I see blockchain is just an extra but I say just a really really important extra security 

around data and data management. 

Interviewer [ 00:45:46] Disadvantages? 

E9 [ 00:45:48] People saying blockchain technology is a panacea. So, it is just you know 

you get your laugh so you kind of know what I mean. That it's just this technology that's 

just going solve everything. And it's not it categorically absolutely is not. Another 

disadvantage still seems to be a problem. The fundamental aspects technology is scalability. 

This is back to what I was saying about you can't store the data on the blockchain because it 

doesn't scale yet. Scalability, there are only some aspects of the data you can store on the 

blockchain. And the other people are getting very anxious about is the classic bitcoin of 

blockchain is the amount of energy needed to just run the blockchain, run the mining. I read 

somewhere that the mining of the coins now uses as much as much energy as a small 

country. Now in a whole you know global era of worry about climate change and energy 

consumption that's going to be a big hurdle for blockchain technology that they're going to 

have to solve. If it's going to become widely acceptable now that's all linked proof of work. 

And there are other mechanisms proof of stake. It is perhaps the one that people are most 

interested in seeing to be a lot less consuming. But that's that's something that the whole 

blockchain industry is going to get its head around because people will refuse using it if 

people think it's using the world resources to do nothing the opposite by creating value. 

Interviewer [ 00:48:55] Yeah that's going to be a challenge. Yeah it has to be organized in 

another way. Like not mining but creating with different concepts. We've read about the 

proof of concept and proof of work. 

E9 [ 00:49:19] It's the first and it is absolutely brilliant it so simple but it is so complicated. 

If you see what I mean. Proof of steak  
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Codebook – Hospital Interview 
Name Sources References 

Challenges 1 1 

Actors - doctor-nurse interaction 2 5 

Data collection 3 10 

IT systems 3 19 

New patient starts 3 21 

Regulations 1 8 

Clinical Trial Process 1 3 

First step - Idea to protocol 2 18 

Fifth Step - Developing the trial 1 1 

Fourth step - Clinical research regularly monitoring 2 6 

Consent collection 3 29 

Second Step - Finance 1 3 

Sixth step - Present results to the world 1 2 

Third Step - Organize the clinic 2 4 

Type of clinical trials 2 10 

Number of clinical trials 2 7 

 

Codebook - Blockchain interviews 
Name Sources References 

Challenges 7 23 

Future of Blockchain 5 8 
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Name Sources References 

What can contribute and develop 3 11 

How blockchain affects Healthcare 2 2 

Actual situation 6 26 

Characteristics 6 16 

Clinical Trials 2 9 

Actual problems 1 4 

Consent 2 13 

Data aspects 6 24 

New opportunities 5 12 

Smart contract 4 7 

Stakeholders 2 11 

Responsibility 4 5 

Start financing 1 1 

Use cases 3 17 

Similar analogies 2 6 

Trend 5 7 

What needs to be done 7 27 

Design 6 23 

Standard 4 13 

 

 

 


